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Sommaire 
Cette these a publication propose d'etudier deux problematiques differentes : 1) la clas-
sification non supervisee (clustering) des donnees de hautes dimensions, et 2) l'extraction 
des connaissances dans les services Web de question-reponse. Nos contributions sont pre-
sentees a travers trois chapitres. Dans le premier chapitre, nous proposons un algorithme 
de projected clustering nomme PCKA (Projected Clustering based on the K-means Algo-
rithm). Contrairement a la vaste majorite des approches existantes, PCKA est capable de 
decouvrir des structures de clusters qui existent dans differents sous-espaces de faibles di-
mensionnalites et ce en utilisant une mesure de similarite bien adaptee aux caracteristiques 
particulieres des donnees multidimensionnelles. La fiabilite de PCKA est illustree a tra-
vers des tests et des comparaisons avec les approches existantes sur une variete de donnees 
synthetiques et reelles. Le deuxieme chapitre aborde le probleme de 1'identification des 
utilisateurs experts dans les forums Internet de question-reponse. Notre contribution inclut 
le developpement d'une approche probabiliste qui se base sur le modele de melange de dis-
tributions de la loi Gamma. Notre approche permet de separer, de facon systematique, les 
utilisateurs experts des non-experts alors que les approches existantes fournissent une liste 
ordonnee d'utilisateurs seulement. Le troisieme chapitre etudie le probleme de l'identifi-
cation des communautes dans les forums Internet de question-reponse. Notre contribution 
inclut l'introduction du nouveau concept de "communaute de partage des connaissances". 
Ces communautes sont definies par les interactions entre les utilisateurs experts et non-
experts. Pour identifier ce type de communaute nous representons notre environnement 
sous la forme des donnees transactionnelles et nous proposons un algorithme de clustering 
nomme TRANCLUS (TRAnsaction CLUStering). Les clusters identifies par TRANCLUS 
represented les communautes que nous cherchons a decouvrir. Notre approche est validee 
sur des donnees extraites de plusieurs forums de Yahoo ! Answers. 
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Introduction 
De nos jours, l'informatique et les moyens numeriques de communication associes per-
mettent le stockage, la manipulation et le transfert de quantites importantes de donnees. 
Actuellement, certaines bases de donnees component des millions d'entrees pour des mil-
liers de champs. Nous pouvons citer en exemple, l'analyse des fichiers .log de connections 
a des serveurs Web. Ces megabases de donnees, qui ne cessent d'augmenter jour apres jour, 
sont peu exploiters, alors qu'elles cachent des informations decisives face au marche et a 
la concurrence. Le besoin d'extraire de l'information pertinente de ces donnees est alors 
un enjeu d'actualite. La plupart des techniques d'analyse de donnees traditionnelles ren-
contrent des difficultes sur ce type de donnees [11], [17] (ex : les modeles habituellement 
utilises pour des dimensions faibles ne sont generalement pas directement transposables 
dans des dimensions bien superieures). Pour combler ce besoin, une nouvelle discipline 
emerge : le forage de donnees (Data Mining). 
Le forage de donnees est Pensemble des algorithmes et methodes destinees a l'explo-
ration et l'analyse de grandes bases de donnees informatiques en vue de detecter dans ces 
donnees des regies, des associations, des tendances inconnues, des structures particulieres 
restituant de facon concise l'essentiel de l'information utile. Generalement, les techniques 
de forage de donnees se declinent en deux grandes categories [17] : 1) les techniques des-
criptives, et 2) les techniques predictives. L'objectif de ces dernieres est principalement 
l'inference sur les donnees pour faire la prediction alors que l'objectif des techniques des-
criptives est la decouverte des patterns (associations, correlations, structures homogenes) 
qui proposent une vue reductrice et simplifiee d'un ensemble de donnees et qui revelent 
des relations utiles. Contrairement aux techniques predictives, les techniques descriptives 
de forage de donnees sont souvent de nature exploratoire et necessitent des methodes de 
post-traitement pour valider et expliquer les resultats. 
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Dans notre travail, nous nous interessons aux approches descriptives de forage de don-
nees. Specifiquement, nous nous focalisons sur les techniques de classification non-supervisee 
(clustering) et les approches a modele (model-based approaches). Cette these etudie deux 
problematiques majeures : 
1. Le forage de donnees de hautes dimensions; 
2. L'extraction des connaissances dans les forums Internet de question-reponse. 
Nos contributions incluent: 
1. Le developpement d'un algorithme de projected clustering pour les donnees de hautes 
dimensions; 
2. Le developpement d'une approche automatique pour 1'identification des experts dans 
les forums Internet de question-reponse; 
3. L'introduction d'un nouveau concept de "communaute de partage des connaissances" 
dans les forums Internet de question-reponse et le developpement d'un algorithme de 
clustering pour identifier ce type de communautes. 
Le but des deux sections suivantes est de preciser davantage le cadre general et les 
objectifs de notre travail ainsi que nos contributions. En premier lieu, nous discutons la 
problematique de clustering des donnees de hautes dimensions. Nous illustrons les princi-
paux elements qui ont motive notre etude. En second lieu, motive par la recente explosion 
des sites Web communautaires qui placent Putilisateur au centre de Taction, nous nous in-
teressons au developpement et a l'application des techniques de forage de donnees pour 
etudier les liens/connections qui existent entre les individus afin d'identifier leurs roles et 
extraire les communautes virtuelles qui partagent les memes interets. Speciflquement, nous 
nous focalisons sur l'analyse des interactions des utilisateurs dans les forums Internet de 
question-reponse dont le but d'identifier les experts et extraire les communautes qui se 
construisent autour d'eux. 
0.1 Clustering des donnees de hautes dimensions 
Le processus du clustering vise a construire des groupes (clusters) d'objets similaires a 
partir d'un ensemble heterogene d'objets. Chaque cluster issu de ce processus doit verifier 
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les deux proprietes suivantes : 1) La cohesion interne (les objets appartenant a ce cluster 
soient les plus similaires possibles) et 2) L'isolation externe (les objets appartenant aux 
autres clusters soient les plus distinctes possibles). Le clustering repose sur une mesure 
precise de la similarite / dissimilarite des objets que nous voulons regrouper. Cette mesure 
est appelee distance. 
La distance euclidienne, communement utilisee, considere que deux objets sont simi-
laires si et seulement si les valeurs de tout leurs attributs l sont proches les unes des autres. 
Autrement dit, la distance euclidienne (et beaucoup d'autres distances) traite toutes les di-
mensions de la meme maniere en leur accordant la meme importance. Cependant, dans le 
cadre des donnees de hautes dimensions, certaines dimensions peuvent etre discriminantes 
pour la formation d'un certain cluster, alors que ces memes dimensions peuvent s'ave-
rer peu pertinentes pour la formation d'un autre cluster. En d'autres termes, les clusters 
peuvent exister dans differentes combinaisons des sous-espaces de dimensions et non dans 
tout 1'ensemble des dimensions [2], [3]. 
La figure 1, illustre ce phenomene. Dans cet exemple2, nous avons quatre objets {x\,x2, 
%3, XA} a grouper. Si nous utilisons la distance euclidienne comme mesure de similarite, il 
est fort probable que x2 et x3 vont etre places dans le meme cluster, puisque leur dis-
tance (c.-a-d. 41.23) est la plus petite comparativement aux distances entre n'importe quels 
paires d'objets. Cependant, une simple inspection visuelle suggere qu'il y a deux clusters : 
C\ = {xi, x2} et C2 = {x3, Xi}. Les dimensions {Ai,A2, As} forment le cluster C\, alors 
que les dimensions {A3, At, A&} forment le cluster C2. Les sous-ensembles de dimensions 
{A4, A$} et {^1,^2} represented les dimensions non pertinentes pour C\ et pour C2 res-
pectivement. 
Xj 
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A. 
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8 0 
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figure 1 - Un ensemble de donnees qui contient deux projected clusters. 
'Dans cette these, les termes "attribut" et "dimension" vont etres utilises alternativement pour designer le 
meme concept. 
2Exemple tire de [13]. 
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Face a cette situation, il est evident qu'un algorithme de clustering traditionnel (ex : 
i-C-means) qui est base sur une distance definie globalement entre les objets va echouer a 
identifier correctement les clusters. Pour pallier a ce probleme, une nouvelle classe d'al-
gorithme de clustering appelee projected clustering emerge. En general, les techniques de 
projected clustering exploitent le fait que dans les donnees de hautes dimensions, differents 
groupes d'objets peuvent etres correles a travers differents sous-ensembles de dimensions. 
Les clusters identifies par ce type d'algorithmes sont appeles projected clusters. 
0.1.1 Proj ected clusters 
Soit DB un ensemble d'objets representees dans un espace vectoriel numerique continu 
de dimension d. Nous notons par A = {A\, A?,..., A^} l'ensemble des attributs. Soit 
X = {x\,X2, • • •, xN} un ensemble de N objets, tel que xi = (xn,xi2,...,rcy,...,xic{). 
Chaque x^ (i = 1 , . . . , JV; j — 1 , . . . , d) correspond a la valeur de Pobjet xt dans l'attribut 
Aj. Dans le present travail, nous supposons que Xj appartient soit a un et un seul cluster 
soit a l'ensemble des donnees qui represente le bruit (outliers) OUT. Nous designons par 
nc le nombre de clusters fourni par Putilisateur. Un projected cluster Cs (s — 1 , . . . ,nc) 
est defini par la paire (SPS, SDS), ou SPS est un sous-ensemble d'objets de DB et SDS 
est un sous-ensemble de dimensions de A, tel que tous les points dans SPS sont fortement 
correles lorsqu'ils sont projetes sur chaque dimension de SDS. L'ensemble de dimensions 
dans SDS sont appelees dimensions pertinentes pour le cluster Cs, alors que l'ensemble de 
dimensions restantes, c.-a-d. A — SDS, sont les dimensions non-pertinentes pour le cluster 
Ca. 
Dans notre travail, nous nous focalisons sur les projected clusters qui sont paralleles 
aux axes et qui possedent les proprietes suivantes : 
1. Les projected clusters doivent etre denses. Specifiquement, les valeurs des attributs 
des objets projetes sur chaque dimension de {SDs\s=i^nc forme des regions de 
haute densite comparativement la densite des objets projetes sur chaque dimension 
de {A - SDa}s=lt...inc. 
2. Les sous-ensembles de dimensions {SDs}a=lt,„tTlc peuvent ne pas etre disjoints et 
peuvent avoir des cardinalites differentes. 
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3. Pour chaqueprojectedcluster Ca, les objets de SPS projetes sur chaque dimension de 
SDS sont les plus similaires possibles comparativement aux autres objets qui n'ap-
partiennent pas a Ca. 
La premiere propriete est essentiellement basee sur le fait que les dimensions perti-
nentes d'un cluster contiennent des regions de haute densite comparativement aux dimen-
sions non-pertinentes de telle sorte que le concept de "densite" est relativement comparable 
a travers toutes les dimensions de DB. La raison de la deuxieme et la troisieme propriete 
est triviale. A titre d'exemple, l'ensemble de donnees illustres dans la figure 1 contient 
deux projected cluster : C\ = (SP\,SDi) avec SPi — {xi,x2} et SDi — {Ai,A2,A3}. 
C2 = (SP2, SD2) avec SP2 = {x3, x4} et SD2 = {A3: A4, A5}. 
0.1.2 Projected clustering 
Les algorithmes de projected clustering se distinguent des techniques de clustering tra-
ditionnelles par le fait qu'ils doivent identifier, a la fois, les clusters et leurs dimensions 
pertinentes. Face a ce probleme, un nombre restreint d'algorithmes de projected clustering 
ont ete proposes recemment. En d6pit du fait que ces approches reussissent a identifier des 
projected clusters, elles rencontrent des difficultes majeures a detecter des projected clus-
ters qui sont caracterises par un nombre tres faible de dimensions pertinentes. Par exemple, 
les donnees d'expression de genes (gene expression data) representent un cas concret des 
donnees de hautes dimensions qui des projected clusters de tres faible dimensionnalite [5], 
[22]. Par consequent, l'application des algorithmes existants de projected clustering sur ce 
type de donnees entraine une perte d'information substantielle, car ces derniers ne sont pas 
capables d'identifier correctement les clusters ainsi que leurs dimensions pertinentes. 
Nos etudes et experimentations demontrent que les algorithmes existants de projected 
clustering sont seulement fiables lorsque le nombre de dimensions pertinentes des clusters 
n'est pas trop inferieur a la dimensionnalite de tout l'ensemble de donnees. Par exemple, 
certains algorithmes, comme PROCLUS [1] et ORCLUS [2], utilisent une fonction de si-
milarite qui considere toutes les dimensions, au meme degre d'importance, afin de trouver 
une approximation initiale des clusters. Apres cela, les dimensions pertinentes de chaque 
cluster sont determinees en utilisant un certain nombre d'heuristiques et le clustering est 
alors raffine en se basant sur les dimensions precedemment selectionnees. Ici, il est clair 
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qu'une mesure de similarity qui utilise toutes les dimensions pour calculer la similarite entre 
deux objets biaise le mecanisme de detection des dimensions pertinentes et par consequent 
affecte grandement les resultats de ces algorithmes. Un autre exemple est HARP [20], un 
algorithme hierarchique de projected clustering qui se base sur l'hypothese que deux objets 
peuvent probablement appartenir au meme cluster s'ils sont similaires l'un a l'autre a tra-
vers plusieurs dimensions. Cependant, lorsque le nombre de dimensions pertinentes pour 
chaque cluster est tres petit comparativement a la dimensionnalite de tout 1'ensemble de 
donnees, cette hypothese devient completement non-valide. 
Outre le probleme mentionne ci-dessus, certains algorithmes, comme PROCLUS [1], 
ORCLUS [2], DOC [16] et ses derivees FASTDOC [16] et CFPC [13], necessitent que le 
nombre moyen des dimensions pertinentes soit fourni par l'utilisateur. Dans plusieurs cas 
pratiques, cette tache est difficile a realiser. Contrairement a ces predecesseurs, HARP [20] 
propose un mecanisme automatique pour identifier les dimensions pertinentes. Cependant, 
en plus du fait que HARP est fiable seulement si la dimensionnalite des clusters n'est pas 
trop petite par rapport a la dimensionnalite de tout l'ensemble de donnees, il necessite que 
l'utilisateur lui fournisse le pourcentage maximal des points qui represented le bruit. En 
pratique, ce parametre n'est pas evident a fournir et une fausse estimation par l'utilisa-
teur du pourcentage du bruit dans l'ensemble de donnees affecte la qualite des resultats. 
A fin d'ameliorer HARP, ses auteurs ont propose un autre algorithme nomme SSPC [21]. 
SSPC ameliore grandement la performance de ces predecesseurs. Cependant, SSPC est un 
algorithme de clustering semi-supervise et son bon fonctionnement est conditionne par un 
minimum de connaissances sur les donnees a regrouper - disponibilites des labels qui in-
diquent : 1) Pappartenance d'un objet a un cluster specifique, et/ou 2) la pertinence de 
certaines dimensions pour un cluster particulier. Ici, il est clair que dans plusieurs applica-
tions reelles, ces informations ne sont pas toujours disponibles. 
Objectif et contribution 
Notre objectif est le developpement d'un algorithme de projected clustering capable 
de surmonter les difficultes des approches existantes en considerant certains facteurs qui 
constituent une source d'echec de la plupart de ces approches. Dans ce contexte, notre 
contribution consiste a proposer un nouvel algorithme de projected clustering que nous 
avons nomme PCKA (Projected Clustering based on the iC-means Algorithm). Notre al-
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gorithme est compose de trois phases : 1) Analyse de la pertinence des dimensions, 2) 
Extraction et elimination du bruit, et 3) Identification des projected clusters. PCKA fait 
partie de la famille des algorithmes de clustering par partition, et il est capable de re-
duire la complexity et d'extraire des informations pertinentes d'un ensemble de donnees de 
hautes dimensions. Cela est grace a Putilisation d'une formulation statistique, bien adaptee 
au contexte des donnees multidimensionnelles, qui prend en compte a la fois la masse de 
donnees, leur heterogeneite et la performance algorithmique. Notre algorithme est capable 
aussi de decouvrir les structures de clusters qui existent dans les differents sous-espaces 
de tres faibles dimensionnalites en utilisant une mesure de similarite bien adaptee aux ca-
racteristiques particuliere des donnees multidimensionnelles. PCKA est presente dans le 
chapitre 1 de cette these. 
0.2 Extraction des connaissances dans les services Web de 
question-reponse 
De nos jours, nous assistons a une evolution du World Wide Web suite a l'emergence 
de nouveaux services Web d'interactivite qui placent l'utilisateur et ses relations avec les 
autres au centre de PInternet. Ces services sont communement appeles les services "Web 
2.0". Les technologies Web 2.0 sont la source de nouvelles applications sur les sites In-
ternet, d'une ergonomie ameliorant le confort de l'utilisateur et surtout d'interactions plus 
fortes entre le site et les internautes et entre les internautes eux-memes. Elles favorisent 
alors la montee en puissance d'un Web plus collaboratif, replacant ainsi l'utilisateur au 
coeur des services en ligne. A titre d'exemple, nous citons les sites Web communautaires et 
de reseautage social (social networking). En effet, les sites Web de reseau sociaux sont des 
services participatifs et collaboratifs qui visent a etablir des connexions entre les utilisateurs 
du Web pour ameliorer la creativite et relancer le partage des connaissances. Le challenge 
pour les entreprises qui possedent ces sites Web consiste a bien comprendre comment les 
utilisateurs interagissent entre eux de maniere a leur offrir des innovations qui assureront 
leur fidelite. Sans cela, les utilisateurs desertent rapidement ces sites et ces derniers de-
viennent moribonds. Motives par ces nouveaux challenges, nous nous sommes interesses a 
analyser les interactions des utilisateurs dans les forums Internet de question-reponse. Cette 
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problematique represente le deuxieme volet que cette these propose d'etudier. 
L'importance des forums Internet de question-reponse, vient du fait que ces services se 
voient de plus en plus comme des services complementaires aux moteurs de recherche In-
ternet. Parfois, il n'est pas evident de trouver une reponse a nos questions et preoccupations 
a partir d'une simple recherche du Web. A titre d'exemple, citons les cas d'un programmeur 
Java non experimente qui n'arrive pas a completer son application suite a un bug dont il 
ne connait pas la source. Ici, il n'est pas evident de trouver une solution a ce probleme en 
cherchant le Web via un moteur de recherche a partir de certains mots cles. Dans ce cas, il 
est plus approprie de trouver et de poser le probleme a un programmeur expert en Java. Les 
forums Internet de question-reponse, la ou les utilisateurs viennent pour poser et repondre 
aux questions et par consequent partagent leurs connaissances, nous offrent cette possibi-
lite et proposent des outils qui aident les internautes dans leurs quetes d'informations dans 
plusieurs domaines. 
En general, dans les forums de question-reponse, le principal mode d'interaction des 
utilisateurs experts est de fournir des reponses informatives aux questions des autres par-
ticipants. Dans ce contexte, les utilisateurs qui posent souvent des questions identifient les 
experts comme une source d'information fiable qui peut etre complementaire a d'autres 
sources de connaissances. Des etudes recentes [14], [19] suggerent que les utilisateurs ex-
perts jouent un role critique dans la creation, la promotion et le maintien des communautes 
virtuelles. Dans le contexte des forums de question-reponse, ces communautes peuvent 
etre percues comme des groupes formes par les utilisateurs qui posent souvent des ques-
tions et les experts; de telle sorte que ces derniers sont le coeur de ces communautes puis-
qu'ils represented la source de connaissances que les autres utilisateurs recherchent. Ce 
type de communautes sont souvent considerees dans le monde d'affaire comme un impor-
tant moyen pour generer de la connaissance et motiver la creativite. Les compagnies qui 
possedent ces forums de question-reponse veulent developper des outils afin de : 1) identi-
fier automatiquement les experts, et 2) detecter et promouvoir des communautes virtuelles 
qui favorisent le partage des connaissances. Dans cette these, nous proposons d'etudier 
ces deux th^matiques qui constituent deux preoccupations actuelles majeures. Comme une 
etude de cas pratique, nous nous focalisons sur Yahoo! Answers, un service Internet de 
question-reponse qui est constitue de plusieurs forums divers en terme de contenus et tres 
large en nombre de participants. 
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0.2. EXTRACTION DES CONNAISSANCES DANS LES SERVICES WEB DE 
QUESTION-REPONSE 
0.2.1 Identification des experts 
II existe plusieurs autres raisons qui motivent 1'identification des experts dans les fo-
rums Internet de question-reponse. Par exemple, le routage des questions nouvellement 
posees aux experts appropries aide de facon significative les utilisateurs qui ont pose ces 
questions en leur fournissant un service efficace qui vise a minimiser l'effort que ces der-
niers doivent effectuer pour trouver des reponses correctes a leurs questions. Les utilisateurs 
experts peuvent aussi jouer un important role dans 1'amelioration du contenu du site et ce 
par 1'evaluation des reponses des autres participants. 
Recemment, le probleme d'identification des experts a attire l'interet de la communaute 
scientifique. La plupart des approches existantes dediees a 1'identification des experts re-
presented leurs environnements (c.-a-d. les interactions entre les utilisateurs) comme un 
graphe, dont les nceuds represented les individus et les arcs represented les interactions 
entres eux [9], [10], [23]. Cette representation graphique permet l'utilisation des techniques 
d'analyse des liens (link analysis techniques), afin d'analyser la topologie du graphe et es-
timer un score qui relate l'importance d'un nceud dans le graphe en entier. Le score estime 
pour chaque noeud represente le degre d'expertise relatif a chaque utilisateur. 
Le resultat final des approches existantes d'identification d'experts est une liste ordon-
nee d'utilisateurs selon leur degre d'expertise. A partir de cette liste, les K premiers utili-
sateurs sont choisis comme experts. La faiblesse de telles approches reside principalement 
dans le choix de la valeur de K. Generalement, le choix du K est base sur une connaissance 
a priori de l'application en question. Cependant, dans plusieurs cas pratiques, le choix de la 
valeur du K n'est pas evident. Par exemple, dans Yahoo ! Answers il y a plusieurs forums de 
dynamiques et de contenus tres differents. Dans ce contexte, le choix d'une valeur appro-
priee de K s'avere alors comme une tache complexe s'il est fait de facon manuelle, car nous 
devons inspecter le comportement des utilisateurs dans chaque forum ce qui est exorbitant. 
En plus de ce probleme, dans notre etude nous avons constate que, dans le contexte des 
forums Internet de question-reponse comme Yahoo ! Answers, la plupart des techniques 
d'analyse de liens, comme HITS [12] ou PageRank [15], ne sont pas fiables pour estimer 
correctement le degre d'expertise des participants. 
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QUESTION-REPONSE 
Objectif et contribution 
Le choix de la valeur de K est crucial vu qu'il donne plus de pouvoir aux utilisateurs 
selectionnes comme experts. II est clair qu'un choix inapproprie de K peut affecter de fa-
con negative la qualite du service. Au meilleur de notre connaissance, aucune methode 
formelle qui permet de choisir automatiquement les experts dans les forums Internet de 
question-reponse n'a encore ete proposee. Notre objectif est de developper une approche 
automatique, qui ne requiert aucun parametre, pour separer les utilisateurs experts des non-
experts plutot que de fournir une liste ordonnee des utilisateurs seulement. Dans notre 
approche, nous illustrons, premierement, comment estimer le degre d'expertise des parti-
cipants. Deuxiemement, a partir des degres d'expertise estimes, nous proposons une ap-
proche efficace et systematique pour identifier les experts. Notre contribution consiste a 
proposer un modele probabiliste qui s'appuie sur Putilisation des melanges de distribution 
de la loi Gamma pour estimer la fonction de densite de probability des degres d'expertise 
des utilisateurs. Une fois que la fonction de densite de probability est estimee, nous demon-
trons comment discriminer automatiquement entre les utilisateurs experts et non-experts. 
Cette approche est presentee dans le chapitre 2 de cette these. 
0.2.2 Identification des communautes 
Le savoir est un atout essentiel qui doit etre gere strategiquement [18]. De nos jours, de 
plus en plus des services Web de social networking investissent dans les solutions de ges-
tion des connaissances et du savoir. La localisation des experts et 1'identification des com-
munautes sont devenues des aspects importants dans un systeme d'extraction et de gestion 
des connaissances. Dans le contexte des forums Internet de question-reponse, l'extraction 
et la gestion des connaissances sont etroitement liees a 1'identification des experts et a l'ex-
ploration de leurs interactions dans le site avec les autres participants afin d'identifier des 
communautes d'utilisateurs qui partagent les memes interets. Cette strategic conduit a la 
creation d'un precieux service Web de partage des connaissances. En effet, Pidentifica-
tion des communautes en se basant exclusivement sur les interactions entre les experts et 
les utilisateurs qui posent des questions permet de promouvoir des interactions entre les 
participants de telle sorte que les membres de la merae communaute apprennent les uns 
des autres, resolvent les problemes ensemble et contribuent ainsi a la creation de nouvelles 
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0.2. EXTRACTION DES CONNAISSANCES DANS LES SERVICES WEB DE 
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connaissances. II est clair que 1'identification de ce type de communautes ameliore de facon 
substantielle le contenu ainsi que le service offert aux utilisateurs de n'importe quel forum 
Internet de question-reponse. 
Une propriete interessante de l'interaction entre les utilisateurs experts et ceux qui 
posent souvent des questions, est que tous ces utilisateurs sont generalement lies par des 
interets communs. Les utilisateurs qui posent des questions preferent recevoir des reponses 
de personnes ayant suffisamment d'expertise sur le sujet qui fait Pobjet de la question. En 
contre partie, les experts fournissent des reponses a : 1) des questions pour lesquelles ils 
sont interesses par leurs contenus, plutot que par qui a pose la question; 2) des questions 
reliees a leurs domaine(s) d'expertise. Dans ce contexte, il est raisonnable de supposer 
que les utilisateurs qui posent beaucoup de questions et qui interagissent souvent avec le 
meme ensemble d'experts sont aussi plus lies les uns aux autres que ceux qui ne le font 
pas. Par consequent, les interactions entre les participants conduisent a la formation de 
communautes d'utilisateurs qui partagent les memes interets dans un large eventail de su-
jets. L'apprentissage et le partage des connaissances seront done les motivations principales 
qui encouragent les utilisateurs des forums Internet de question-reponse de se reunir et de 
former des communautes. Dans chaque communaute, les experts sont percues comme les 
piliers de cette derniere et la source du savoir que le reste des participants recherchent. 
Objectif et contribution 
Notre objectif principal consiste a developper un algorithme capable d'identifier le type 
de communaute mentionne ci-dessus. Nos contributions consistent premierement a, l'intro-
duction du nouveau concept de "communaute de partage des connaissances" {knowledge-
sharing communities). Chaque communaute est definie par un ensemble d'experts, et d'uti-
lisateurs qui posent des questions de telle sorte que ces derniers montrent un comportement 
plus homogene, en termes d'interactions avec les experts, que partout ailleurs. Deuxieme-
ment et afin d'identifier les communautes de partage de connaissances, nous representons 
les interactions entres les participants sous la forme des donnees transactionnelles, de telle 
sorte que chaque transaction resume toutes les interactions d'un utilisateur avec les experts 
qui ont repondu a ses questions. Par la suite nous developpons un algorithme de cluste-
ring transactional, que nous nommons TRANCLUS (TRANsaction CLUStering), capable 
d'identifier ces communautes. A notre connaissance, le probleme dans cette forme n'a ja-
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mais ete etudie dans la litterature courante. II convient aussi de noter que, contrairement a 
la vaste majorite des algorithmes de clustering des donnees transactionnelles, TRANCLUS 
effectue le clustering de facon systematique et n'exige aucun parametre a fournir par l'uti-
lisateur. En pratique, cette caracteristique de TRANCLUS represente un avantage majeur. 
Comme une demonstration pratique de la fiabilit^ de notre approche d'identification des 
communautes de partage des connaissances, nous analysons des donnees reelles extraites 
de Yahoo ! Answers qui represented Pactivite des utilisateurs pendant une annee complete. 
Ce travail est presente en detail dans le chapitre 3 de cette these. 
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Chapitre 1 
Classification non supervisee des 
donnees de hautes dimensions 
Dans le contexte des donnees multidimensionnelles, les clusters existent dans de dif-
ferentes combinaisons des sous-espaces de dimensions. Ces clusters sont communement 
appeles projected clusters. Afin d'identifier ce type de clusters, un certain nombre d'algo-
rithmes de projected clustering ont ete recemment proposes. Cependant, la vaste majorite 
de ces algorithmes se heurtent a des difficultes majeures lorsque les clusters existent dans 
des sous-espaces de faible dimensionnalite. Face a ce probleme, nous proposons un nouvel 
algorithme de projected clustering que nous avons nomme PCKA (Projected Clustering 
based on the K-means Algorithm). Contrairement aux approches existantes, Valgorithme 
que nous proposons ne presume aucun modele de distribution statistique sur les donnees 
a regrouper. En Outre, PCKA n'impose aucune restriction sur la taille des clusters ou le 
nombre de dimensions pertinentes pour chaque cluster. Un projected cluster doit avoir 
un nombre significatif de dimensions pertinentes, avec un degre de pertinence eleve, dans 
lesquelles un grand nombre de points sont proches les uns des autres. Pour atteindre cet 
objectif, PCKA procede en trois phases : 
1. Analyse de la pertinence des attributs : le but de cette premiere phase est de decou-
vrir toutes les dimensions qui exhibent une structure de cluster, et ce en identifiant les 
regions denses ainsi que leur emplacement dans chaque dimension. Les dimensions 
identifiees represented des candidats potentiels pour les dimensions pertinentes des 
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clusters. 
2. Extraction et elimination du bruit : en se basant sur les resultats de la premiere 
phase, le but de cette deuxieme phase est d'identifier et eliminer le bruit (outlier). 
Comme la majorite des algorithmes de clustering, PCKA considere les points qui 
represented le bruit comme des points qui n'exhibent aucune similarite ni entre eux-
memes, ni avec le reste des points dans l'ensemble de donnees. 
3. Identification des projected clusters : le but de cette derniere phase est d'identifier 
les clusters ainsi que leurs dimensions pertinentes. Le processus de clustering est 
base sur une version modifiee de Palgorithme K-means dans laquelle le calcul de la 
distance entre un point et le centre de cluster est limite seulement aux dimensions qui 
contiennent des regions denses. A partir des clusters identifies, la derniere etape de 
PCKA consiste a raffiner les resultats de la phase 1 en selectionnant les dimensions 
pertinentes de chaque cluster. 
Dans les pages suivantes, PCKA est presente de facon detaillee dans un article intitule 
Mining Projected Clusters in High-Dimensional Spaces. Cet article est accepte pour pu-
blication par le journal international IEEE Transactions on Knowledge and Data Engi-
neering [6]. Une version tres preliminaire de PCKA (un court article de 4 pages) intitule A 
K-means-based Algorithm for Projective Clustering est apparue dans les actes de IEEE 
International Conference on Pattern Recognition (ICPR 2006) [8]. Une application de 
notre approche sur les donnees genetiques intitulee PCGEN : A Practical Approach to 
Projected Clustering and its Application to Gene Expression Data est publiee dans 
les actes de IEEE International Symposium on Computational Intelligence and Data 
Mining (CIDM 2007) [5]. 
Note : ma contribution au chapitre 1 de cette these inclut le developpement de Palgo-
rithme PCKA, Pelaboration des tests de validation et la redaction de Particle. Mon direc-
teur de recherche, le professeur Shengrui Wang, a supervise et valide toutes les etapes de 
developpement de Palgorithme ainsi que la redaction de Particle. 
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Mining Projected Clusters in High-Dimensional 
Spaces 
Mohamed Bouguessa and Shergrui Wang 
Abstract 
Clustering high-dimensional data has been a major challenge due to the inherent sparsity of the 
points. Most existing clustering algorithms become substantially inefficient if the required similarity 
measure is computed between data points in the full-dimensional space. To address this problem, 
a number of projected clustering algorithms have been proposed. However, most of them encounter 
difficulties when clusters hide in subspaces with very low dimensionality. These challenges motivate 
our effort to propose a robust partitional distance-based projected clustering algorithm. The algorithm 
consists of three phases. The first phase performs attribute relevance analysis by detecting dense and 
sparse regions and their location in each attribute. Starting from the results of the first phase, the 
goal of the second phase is to eliminate outliers, while the third phase aims to discover clusters in 
different subspaces. The clustering process is based on the K-means algorithm, with the computation 
of distance restricted to subsets of attributes where object values are dense. Our algorithm is capable 
of detecting projected clusters of low dimensionality embedded in a high-dimensional space and avoids 
the computation of the distance in the full-dimensional space. The suitability of our proposal has been 
demonstrated through an empirical study using synthetic and real datasets. 
Index Terms 
Data mining, clustering, high dimensions. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
Data mining is the process of extracting potentially useful information from a dataset [1]. 
Clustering is a popular data mining technique which is intended to help the user discover and 
understand the structure or grouping of the data in the set according to a certain similarity measure 
[2]. Clustering algorithms usually employ a distance metric (e.g., Euclidean) or a similarity 
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Fig. 1. Example of dataset containing projected clusters. 
measure in order to partition the database so that the data points in each partition are more 
similar than points in different partitions. 
The commonly used Euclidean distance, while computationally simple, requires similar objects 
to have close values in all dimensions. However, with the high-dimensional data commonly 
encountered nowadays, the concept of similarity between objects in the full-dimensional space 
is often invalid and generally not helpful. Recent theoretical results [3] reveal that data points 
in a set tend to be more equally spaced as the dimension of the space increases, as long as 
the components of the data point are i.i.d. (independently and identically distributed). Although 
the i.i.d. condition is rarely satisfied in real applications, it still becomes less meaningful to 
differentiate data points based on a distance or a similarity measure computed using all the 
dimensions. These results explain the poor performance of conventional distance-based clustering 
algorithms on such data sets. 
Feature selection techniques are commonly utilized as a preprocessing stage for clustering, in 
order to overcome the curse of dimensionality. The most informative dimensions are selected 
by eliminating irrelevant and redundant ones. Such techniques speed up clustering algorithms 
and improve their performance [4]. Nevertheless, in some applications, different clusters may 
exist in different subspaces spanned by different dimensions. In such cases, dimension reduction 
using a conventional feature selection technique may lead to substantial information loss [5], 
The following example provides an idea of the difficulties encountered by conventional cluster-
ing algorithms and feature selection techniques. Fig. 1 illustrates a generated dataset set composed 
of 1000 data points in 10-dimensional space. Note that this dataset is generated based on the data 
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generator model described in [5]. As we can see from Fig. 1, there are four clusters that have 
their own relevant dimensions (e.g., cluster 1 exists in dimensions Ai,A4,A8,Aio). By relevant 
dimensions, we mean dimensions that exhibit cluster structure. In our example, there are also 
three irrelevant dimensions A3, A$ and A7 in which all the data points are sparsely distributed, 
i.e. no cluster structure exist in these dimensions. Note that the rows in this figure indicate the 
boundaries of each cluster. 
For such an example, a traditional clustering algorithm is likely to fail to find the four clusters. 
This is because the distance function used by these algorithms gives equal treatment to all 
dimensions, which are, however, not of equal importance. While feature selection techniques 
can reduce the dimensionality of the data by eliminating irrelevant attributes such as A3, A5 and 
A7, there is an enormous risk that they will also eliminate relevant attributes such as A\. This 
is due to the presence of many sparse data points in A\, where a cluster is in fact present. To 
cope with this problem, new classes of projected clustering have emerged. 
Projected clustering exploits the fact that in high-dimensional datasets, different groups of 
data points may be correlated along different sets of dimensions. The clusters produced by 
such algorithms are called "projected clusters". A projected cluster is a subset SP of data 
points, together with a subspace SD of dimensions, such that the points in SP are closely 
clustered in SD [5], For instance, the fourth cluster in the dataset presented in Fig. 1 is 
(SP4,SD4) = ({xk,...,xn}, {A2)Ai,AenA9}). Recent research has suggested the presence 
of projected clusters in many real-life datasets [6]. 
A number of projected clustering algorithms have been proposed in recent years. Although 
these previous algorithms have been successful in discovering clusters in different subspaces, they 
encounter difficulties in identifying very low-dimensional projected clusters embedded in high-
dimensional space. Yip et al. [7] observed that current projected clustering algorithms provide 
meaningful results only when the dimensionalities of the clusters are not much lower than that 
of the dataset. For instance, some partitional projected clustering algorithms, such as PROCLUS 
[5] and ORCLUS [8], make use of a similarity function that involves all dimensions in order to 
find an initial approximation of the clusters. After that, relevant dimensions of each cluster are 
determined using some heuristics and the clustering is refined based on the relevant dimensions 
previously selected. Here, it is clear that a similarity function that uses all dimensions misleads 
the relevant dimensions detection mechanism and adversely affect the performance of these 
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algorithms. Another example is HARP [9], a hierarchical projected clustering algorithm based 
on the assumption that two data points are likely to belong to the same cluster if they are very 
similar to each other along many dimensions. However, when the number of relevant dimensions 
per cluster is much lower than the dataset dimensionality, such an assumption may not be valid. 
In addition, some existing projected clustering algorithms, such as PROCLUS [5] and ORCLUS 
[8], require the user to provide the average dimensionality of the subspaces, which is very 
difficult to establish in real-life applications. 
These observations motivate our effort to propose a novel projected clustering algorithm, 
called PCKA (Projected Clustering based on the K-means Algorithm). PCKA is composed of 
three phases: attribute relevance analysis, outlier handling and discovery of projected clusters. 
Our algorithm is partitional in nature and able to automatically detect projected clusters of very 
low dimensionality embedded in high-dimensional space, thereby avoiding computation of the 
distance in the full-dimensional space. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide a brief overview 
of recent projected clustering algorithms and discuss their strengths and weaknesses. Section 
3 describes our projected clustering algorithm in detail. Section 4 presents experiments and 
performance results on a number of synthetic and real datasets. Our conclusion is given in 
Section 5. 
II. RELATED WORK 
The problem of finding projected clusters has been addressed in [5]. The partitional algorithm 
PROCLUS, which is a variant of the K-medoid method, iteratively computes a good medoid 
for each cluster. With the set of medoids, PROCLUS finds the subspace dimensions for each 
cluster by examining the neighboring locality of the space near it. After the subspace has been 
determined, each data point is assigned to the cluster of the nearest medoid. The algorithm is run 
until the sum of intracluster distances ceases to change. ORCLUS [8] is an extended version of 
PROCLUS that looks for non-axis-parallel clusters, by using Singular Value Decomposition 
(SVD) to transform the data to a new coordinate system and select principal components. 
PROCLUS and ORCLUS were the first to successfully introduce a methodology for discovering 
projected clusters in high-dimensional spaces, and they continue to inspire novel approaches. 
A limitation of these two approaches is that the process of forming the locality is based on 
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the full dimensionality of the space. However, it is not useful to look for neighbors in datasets 
with very low-dimensional projected clusters. In addition, PROCLUS and ORCLUS require the 
user to provide the average dimensionality of the subspace, which also is very difficult to do in 
real life applications. 
In [10], Procopiuc et al. propose an approach called DOC (Density-based Optimal projective 
Clustering) in order to identify projected clusters. DOC proceeds by discovering clusters one after 
another, defining a projected cluster as a hypercube with width 2w, where w is a user-supplied 
parameter. In order to identify relevant dimensions for each cluster, the algorithm randomly 
selects a seed point and a small set, Y, of neighboring data points from the dataset. A dimension 
is considered as relevant to the cluster if and only if the distance between the projected value 
of the seed point and the data point in Y on the dimension is no more than w. All data points 
that belong to the defined hypercube form a candidate cluster. The suitability of the resulting 
cluster is evaluated by a quality function which is based on a user-provided parameter (3 that 
controls the trade-off between the number of objects and the number of relevant dimensions. 
DOC tries different seeds and neighboring data points, in order to find the cluster that optimizes 
the quality function. The entire process is repeated to find other projected clusters. It is clear 
that since DOC scans the entire dataset repetitively, its execution time is very high. To alleviate 
this problem, an improved version of DOC called FastDOC is also proposed in [10]. 
DOC is based on an interesting theoretical foundation and has been successfully applied 
to image processing applications [10]. In contrast to previous approaches, (i.e. PROCLUS and 
ORCLUS), DOC is able to automatically discover the number of clusters in the dataset. However, 
the input parameters of DOC are difficult to determine and an inappropriate choice by the user 
can greatly diminish its accuracy. Furthermore, DOC looks for clusters with equal width along 
all relevant dimensions. In some types of data, however, clusters with different widths are more 
realistic. 
Another hypercube approach called FPC (Frequent-Pattern-based Clustering) is proposed in 
[11] to improve the efficiency of DOC. FPC replaces the randomized module of DOC with 
systematic search for the best cluster defined by a random medoid point p. In order to discover 
relevant dimensions for the medoid p, an optimized adaptation of the frequent pattern tree growth 
method used for mining itemsets is proposed. In this context, the authors of FPC illustrate 
the analogy between mining frequent itemsets and discovering dense projected clusters around 
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random points. The adapted mining technique is combined with FastDOC to discover clusters. 
However, the fact that FPC returns only one cluster at a time adversely affects its computational 
efficiency. In order to speed up FPC, an extended version named CFPC (Concurrent Frequent-
Pattern-based Clustering) is also proposed in [11]. CFPC can discover multiple clusters simul-
taneously, which improves the efficiency of the clustering process. 
It is shown in [11] that FPC significantly improves the efficiency of DOC/FastDOC and can 
be much faster than the previous approaches. However, since FPC is built on DOC/FastDOC it 
inherits some of their drawbacks. FPC performs well only when each cluster is in the form of 
a hypercube and the parameter values are specified correctly. 
A recent paper [9] proposes a hierarchical projected clustering algorithm called HARP (a 
Hierarchical approach with Automatic Relevant dimension selection for Projected clustering). 
The basic assumption of HARP is that if two data points are similar in high-dimensional space, 
they have a high probability of belonging to the same cluster in lower-dimensional space. Based 
on this assumption, two clusters are allowed to merge only if they are similar enough in a number 
of dimensions. The minimum similarity and minimum number of similar dimensions are dynam-
ically controlled by two thresholds, without the assistance of user parameters. The advantage of 
HARP is that it provides a mechanism to automatically determine relevant dimensions for each 
cluster and avoid the use of input parameters, whose values are difficult to set. In addition to 
this, the study in [6] illustrates that HARP provides interesting results on gene expression data. 
On the other hand, as mentioned in Section 1, it has been shown in [3] that, for a number 
of common data distribution, as dimensionality increases, the distance to the nearest data point 
approaches the distance to the farthest data point. Based on these results, the basic assumption 
of HARP will be less valid when projected clusters have few relevant dimensions. In such 
situations the accuracy of HARP deteriorates severely. This effect on HARP's performance was 
also observed by Yip et al. in [7]. 
In order to overcome the limitation encountered by HARP and other projected clustering 
algorithms, the authors of HARP propose in [7] a semi-supervised approach named SSPC (Semi-
Supervised Projected Clustering). This algorithm is partitional in nature and similar in structure 
to PROCLUS. As in semi-supervised clustering, SSPC makes use of domain knowledge (labeled 
data points and/or labeled dimensions) in order to improve the quality of a clustering. As reported 
in [7], the clustering accuracy can be greatly improved by inputting only a small amount of 
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domain knowledge. However, in some applications, domain knowledge in the form of labeled 
data points and/or labeled dimensions is very limited and not usually available. 
A density-based algorithm named EPCH (Efficient Projective Clustering by Histograms) is 
proposed in [12] for projected clustering. EPCH performs projected clustering by histogram 
construction. By iteratively lowering a threshold, dense regions are identified in each histogram. 
A "signature" is generated for each data point corresponding to some region in some subspace. 
Projected clusters are uncovered by identifying signatures with a large number of data points 
[12]. EPCH has an interesting property in that no assumption is made about the number of 
clusters or the dimensionality of subspaces. In addition to this, it has been shown in [12] that 
EPCH can be fast and is able to handle clusters of irregular shape. On the other hand, while 
EPCH avoids the computation of distance between data points in the full-dimensional space, it 
suffers from the curse of dimensionality. In our experiments [13], we have observed that when 
the dimensionality of the data space increases and the number of relevant dimensions for clusters 
decreases, the accuracy of EPCH is affected. 
A field that is closely related to projected clustering is subspace clustering. CLIQUE [1] 
was the pioneering approach to subspace clustering, followed by a number of algorithms in the 
same field such as ENCLUS [14], MAFIA [15] and SUBCLU [16]. The idea behind subspace 
clustering is to identify all dense regions in all subspaces, whereas in projected clustering, as the 
name implies, the main focus is on discovering clusters that are projected onto particular spaces 
[5]. The outputs of subspace clustering algorithms differ significantly from those of projected 
clustering [5]. Subspace clustering techniques tend to produce a partition of the dataset with 
overlapping clusters [5], [9]. The output of such algorithms is very large, because data points 
may be assigned to multiple clusters. In contrast, projected clustering algorithms produce disjoint 
clusters with a single partitioning of points [5], [9], [10], [11], [12], Depending on the application 
domain, both subspace clustering and projected clustering can be powerful tools for mining high-
dimensional data. Since the major concern of this paper is projected clustering, we will focus 
only on such techniques. Further details and a survey on subspace clustering algorithms and 
projected clustering algorithms can be found in [17] and [18]. 
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III. THE ALGORITHM PCKA 
A. Problem Statement 
To describe our algorithm, we will introduce some notation and definitions. Let DB be a 
dataset of d-dimensional points, where the set of attributes is denoted by A = {A\,A2,. • •, Ad}. 
Let X = {xi,x2,..., xN} be the set of iV data points, where xt = (xn,..., x^,..., xid). Each 
Xij (i = 1 , . . . , N; j = 1 , . . . , d) corresponds to the value of data point Xi on attribute Aj. In what 
follows, we will call x^ a 1-d point. In this paper, we assume that each data point Xi belongs 
either to one projected cluster or to the set of outliers OUT. Given the number of clusters nc, 
which is an input parameter, a projected cluster Cs, s — 1 , . . . , nc is defined as a pair (SPS, SDS), 
where SPS is a subset of data points of DB and SDS is a subset of dimensions of A, such that 
the projections of the points in SPS along each dimension in SDS are closely clustered. The 
dimensions in SPS are called relevant dimensions for the cluster Cs. The remaining dimensions, 
i.e., A — SDS, are called irrelevant dimensions for the cluster Cs. The cardinality of the set SDS 
is denoted by ds, where ds < d and ns denotes the cardinality of the set SPS, where ns < N. 
PCKA is focused on discovering axis-parallel projected clusters which satisfy the following 
properties: 
1) Projected clusters must be dense. Specifically, the projected values of the data points along 
each dimension of {SDs}s=it„nnc form regions of high density in comparison to those in 
each dimension of {^ 4 — SDs}s=t...tTlc. 
2) The subset of dimensions {SDs}s=i}..,tnc may not be disjoint and they may have different 
cardinalities. 
3) For each projected cluster Cs, the projections of the data points in SPS along each 
dimension in SDS are similar to each other according to a similarity function, but dissimilar 
to other data points not in Cs. 
The first property is based on the fact that relevant dimensions of the clusters contain dense 
regions in comparison to irrelevant ones and such a concept of "density" is comparatively relative 
across all the dimensions in the dataset. The reason for the second and third properties is trivial. 
In our clustering process, which is K-means-based, we will use the Euclidean distance in order 
to measure the similarity between a data point and a cluster center such that only dimensions 
that contain dense regions are involved in the distance calculation. Hence, the discovered clusters 
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should have, in general, a concave (near spherical) shape [1]. 
Note that the algorithm that we propose does not presume any distribution on each individual 
dimension for the input data. Furthermore, there is no restriction imposed on the size of the 
clusters or the number of relevant dimensions of each cluster. A projected cluster should have a 
significant number of selected (i.e., relevant) dimensions with high relevance in which a large 
number of points are close to each other *. To achieve this, PCKA proceeds in three phases: 
1) Attribute relevance analysis: The goal is to identify all dimensions in a dataset which 
exhibit some cluster structure by discovering dense regions and their location in each 
dimension. The underlying assumption for this phase is that, in the context of projected 
clustering, a cluster should have relevant dimensions in which the projection of each point 
of the cluster is close to a sufficient number of other projected points (from the whole data 
set), and this concept of "closeness" is relative across all the dimensions. The identified 
dimensions represent potential candidates for relevant dimensions of the clusters. 
2) Outlier handling: Based on the results of the first phase, the aim is to identify and eliminate 
outlier points from the dataset. Like the majority of clustering algorithms, PCKA considers 
outliers as points that do not cluster well [5]. 
3) Discovery of projected clusters: The goal of this phase is to identify clusters and their 
relevant dimensions. The clustering process is based on a modified version of the K-means 
algorithm in which the computation of distance is restricted to subsets where the data point 
values are dense. Based on the identified clusters, in the last step of our algorithm we refine 
the results of phase 1 by selecting the appropriate dimensions of each cluster. 
Looking to the design of our algorithm, it is clear that our strategy to identify clusters and 
their relevant dimensions cannot be viewed as globally optimizing an objective function. In other 
words, our technique is not similar to "full" iterative clustering algorithms, such as PROCLUS 
[5] and SSPC [7], which require an objective function to be optimized. The proposed algorithm 
belongs to the broad category of techniques, such as CLIQUE [1] and EPCH [12], that do not 
treat projected/subspace clustering as an optimization problem and thus do not admit an explicit 
'This stipulation ensures that the high relevance of the selected dimensions of each cluster is not due to a random chance. 
Hence, some degenerative situations in which we can get a large cluster with a low number of relevant dimensions are successfully 
avoided. 
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objective function. On the other hand, PCKA follows the general principle of projected clustering 
and uses various techniques pertaining to minimizing the inter-cluster similarity and maximizing 
the intra-cluster similarity in the relevant dimensions. To identify projected clusters, PCKA 
proceeds phase-by-phase and avoids the difficulty of attempting to solve a hard combinatorial 
optimization problem. The algorithms of these phases are described in the following subsections. 
B. Attribute Relevance Analysis 
In the context of projected clustering, irrelevant attributes contain noise/outliers and sparse 
data points, while relevant ones may exhibit some cluster structure [5], By cluster structure we 
mean a region that has a higher density of points than its surrounding regions. Such dense region 
represents the 1-d projection of some cluster. Hence, it is clear that by detecting dense regions 
in each dimension we are able to discriminate between dimensions that are relevant to clusters 
and irrelevant ones. 
In order to detect densely populated regions in each attribute we compute a sparseness degree 
Hij for each 1-d point Xij by measuring the variance of its k nearest (1-d point) neighbors 
(k — nn). 
Definition 1: The sparseness degree of x^ is defined as ytj = r€Pi ^ , where jPi{x%j) = 
{nn3k(xij) U Xij} and |p|(:%')| = k + 1. nn\ denotes the set of k — nn of x^ in dimension Aj 
E o r 
and C? is the center of the set pifaij), i.e., cf = re^'-'') . 
Intuitively, a large value of y^ means that x^ belongs to a sparse region, while a small one 
indicates that x^ belongs to a dense region. 
Calculation of the k nearest neighbors is, in general, an expensive task, especially when 
the number of data points N is very large. However, since we are searching for the k nearest 
neighbors in a one-dimensional space, we can perform the task in an efficient way by pre-sorting 
the values in each attribute and limiting the number of distance comparisons to a maximum of 
2k values. 
The major advantage of using the sparseness degree is that it provides a relative measure on 
which the dense regions are more easily distinguishable from sparse regions. On the other hand, 
when a dimension contains only sparse regions, all the estimated y^ for the same dimension 
tend to be very large. Our objective now is to determine whether or not dense regions are present 
in a dimension. 
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In order to identify dense regions in each dimension, we are interested in all sets of Xy having a 
small sparseness degree. In the preliminary version of PCKA described in [13], dense regions are 
distinguished from sparse regions using a user pre-defined density threshold. However, in such 
an approach an inappropriate choice of the value of the density threshold by the user may affect 
the clustering accuracy. In this paper, we develop a systematic and efficient way to discriminate 
between dense and sparse regions. For this purpose we propose to model the sparseness degree 
yij of all the 1-d points Xij in a dimension as a mixture distribution. The probability density 
function (PDF) is therefore estimated and the characteristics of each dimension are identified. 
Note that, in order to identify dense regions, it might be possible in some cases to fit the 
original data points in each dimension as a mixture of Gaussian distribution (or another more 
complex mixture distribution). However, this would unnecessarily limit the generality and thus 
the applicability of our algorithm. For instance, when a dimension contains only noise/outliers 
(i.e., data points with sparse distribution), the use of a Gaussian distribution is not the best 
choice due to its symmetric shape restriction. On the other hand, the sparseness degree is a 
natural choice for representing the local density of a point in a dimension. We will show that the 
sparseness degree tends to have a smooth and multi-modal distribution, which more naturally 
suggests a mixture distribution. These features make our approach suitable to deal with various 
possible distributions in each dimension. Below, we propose an effective way to identify dense 
regions and their location in each dimension. 
1) PDF estimation: Since we are dealing with one-dimensional spaces, estimating the his-
togram is a flexible tool to describe some statistical properties of the data. For the purpose of 
clarification, consider the dataset presented in Fig. 1, The histograms of the sparseness degrees 
calculated for dimensions A\, A2, A3 and A4 are illustrated in Fig. 2. Here k is chosen to be 
\/iV and the calculated y^ are normalized in the interval ]0,1]. The histograms presented in Fig. 
2 suggest the existence of components with different shape and/or heavy tails, which inspired 
us to use the gamma mixture model. 
Formally, we expect that the sparseness degrees of a dimension d follows a mixture density 
of the form: 
m 
G(y) = y$2'yiGl(y,al,pl) (1) 
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Fig. 2. Histograms of the sparseness degree of: (a) dimension A\, (b) dimension A?, (c) dimension A3 and (d) dimension A4. 
where Gi(.) is the /th gamma distribution with parameters a>i and fa which represent, respec-
tively, the shape and the scale parameters of the /th component; and 7;(/ = 1, . . . , m) are the 
mixing coefficients, with the restriction that 7; > 0 for / = 1,. . . ,m and XX=i 7« = 1- ^ n e 
density function of the /th component is given by 
Gi(v,<xi,Pi) ft 
i O ( 
r(a* -y
at 1
 exp( 
-Ay) (2) 
where T(on) is the gamma function given by T(a) = J0°° ta~l exp(—t)dt; t > 0. 
As mentioned above, each gamma component Gi in equation (2) has two parameters: the 
shape parameter ai and the scale parameter /?;. The shape parameter allows the distribution to 
take on a variety of shapes, depending on its value [19], [20]. When ai < 1, the distribution is 
highly skewed and is L-shaped. When a* = 1, we get the exponential distribution. In the case 
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of an > 1, the distribution has a peak (mode) in (ai — 1)/A and skewed shape. The skewness 
decreases as the value of a.\ increases. This flexibility of the gamma distribution and its positive 
sample space make it particularly suitable to model the distribution of the sparseness degrees. 
A standard approach for estimating the parameters of the gamma components G\ is the 
maximum likelihood technique [21]. The likelihood function is defined as 
LGl(ahPi) = Y[Gi(y,ai,Pi) 
palNl Hy^-'exvi-P^y) (3) 
yeGi y&Gi 
where Nt is the size of the Ith component. The logarithm of the likelihood function is given 
by 
\og(LGl(ahPi)) = Nlallog(i3l)-Nllog(T(ai)) + (al-l)J2^g(y)-/3l^y (4) 
y€Gi y£Gi 
To find the values of on and (3t that maximize the likelihood function, we differentiate 
log(L<3((a*,/?/)) with respect to each of these parameters and set the result equal to zero: 
£: Iog(L0,(Q,, /?,)) = JV, log(A) - JV.llgi + E„eG, l°g(») = 0 
•W^4EW 
and 
r
^ ) " ' * * , (5) 
4iog(LGiKA)) = ^ - £ , e G i y = o 
=> ft = = (6) 
This yields the equation 
1 1 
iog(a,) - *(«,) = iog(— J2 y) - JJ J2 lo^ (7) 
' yeGt l yeGi 
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where $(.) is the digamma function given by \I>(a) = Wo) • 
The digamma function can be approximated very accurately using the following equation [22]: 
\&(a) = log(a) - ^L + —l—r - —-1—; + ... (8) 
v
 '
 &y J
 2a 12a2 120a4 252a6 v ' 
The parameter &i can be estimated by solving equation (7) using the Newton-Raphson method. 
di is then substituted into equation (6) to determine fy. 
The use of a mixture of gamma distributions allows us to propose a flexible model to describe 
the distribution of the sparseness degree. To form such a model, we need to estimate m, 
the number of components, and the parameters for each component. One popular approach 
to estimating the number of components m is to increase m from 1 to m_max and to compute 
some particular performance measures on each run, until partition into an optimal number of 
components is obtained. For this purpose, we implement a standard two-step process. In the 
first step, we calculate the maximum likelihood of the parameters of the mixture for a range of 
values of m (from 1 to mjmax). The second step involves calculating an associated criterion 
and selecting the value of m which optimizes the criterion. A variety of approaches have been 
proposed to estimate the number of components in a dataset [23], [24]. In our method, we use a 
penalized likelihood criterion, called the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). BIC was first 
introduced by Schwartz [25] and is given by 
BIC(m) = -2Lm + Np log(iV) (9) 
where L is the logarithm of the likelihood at the maximum likelihood solution for the mixture 
model under investigation and Np is the number of parameters estimated. The number of 
components that minimizes BIC(m) is considered to be the optimal value for m. 
Typically, the maximum likelihood of the parameters of the distribution is estimated using the 
EM algorithm [26]. This algorithm requires the initial parameters of each component. Since EM 
is highly dependent on initialization [27], it will be helpful to perform initialization by mean 
of a clustering algorithm [27], [28]. For this purpose we implement the FCM algorithm [29] 
to partition the set of sparseness degrees into m components. Based on such a partition we 
can estimate the parameters of each component and set them as initial parameters to the EM 
algorithm. Once the EM algorithm converges we can derive a classification decision about the 
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Algorithm 1 PDF estimation of the sparseness degrees of each dimension 
1: Input: Aj, mjmax, k 
2: Output: TO, ai,(3i,-yi 
3: Based on Definition 1, compute the sparseness degree J/J;; 
4: Normalize j / ^ in the interval ]0, 1]; 
5: for TO = 1 to mjmax do 
6: if m==l then 
7: Estimate the parameters of the gamma distribution based on the likelihood formula using equations (6), 
(7) and (8); 
8: Compute the value of BIC(m) using equation (9); 
9: else 
10: Apply the FCM algorithm as an initialization of the EM algorithm; 
11: Apply the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of the mixture using equations (6), (7) and (8); 
12: Compute the value of BIC(m) using equation(9); 
13: end if 
14: end for 
15: Select the number of components rh, such that 
rh = argminBIC{m); 
membership of each sparseness degree in each component. The procedure for estimating the 
PDF of the sparseness degrees of each dimension is summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Let us focus now on the choice of the value of mjmax. In our experiments on different 
datasets, we observed that when a dimension contains only sparse regions the sparseness degrees 
are well fitted, in general, by one gamma component. When a dimension contains a mix of dense 
and sparse regions the sparseness degrees are well fitted, in general, by two gamma components. 
This can be explained by the fact that the sparseness degree provides a relative measure in 
which sparse regions are easily distinguishable from dense regions. Such a concept of relativity 
between the values of the sparseness degree makes the choice of mjmax fairly simple. Based 
on this, we believe that setting mjmax = 3 is, in general, a practical choice. The reader should 
be aware, however, that the choice of mjmax is not limited to 3 and the user can set other 
values. However, setting values of mjmax > 3 can unnecessarily increase the execution time. 
Hence, we suggest using mjmax = 3 as a default value. The estimated PDFs of the sparseness 
degrees of A\, A2,A3 and A4 are illustrated in Fig. 3. 
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Fig. 3. PDFs of the sparseness degrees of: (a) dimension A\, (b) dimension A2, (c) dimension A3 and (d) dimension AA-
The sparseness degrees of A\ and A2 are well fitted by two gamma components, where the first component represents a dense 
regions while the second one represents a sparse regions. In the case of A3 and A4 the estimated PDFs contain only one 
gamma component, which represents a sparse regions for A3 and a dense region for A4. 
2) Detection of dense regions: Once the PDF of the sparseness degrees yij of each dimension 
is estimated, we turn to the problem of how to detect dense regions and their location in a 
dimension. For this purpose, we make an efficient use of the properties of the estimated PDF. 
As illustrated in Fig. 3, the locations of the components which represent dense regions are close 
to zero in comparison to those that represent sparse regions. Based on this observation, we 
propose a method to examine the location of each of the components in all the dimensions in 
order to find a typical value that best describes the sparseness degrees of each component. Let 
locq denote the location of the component q, where q = 1,.. . ,mtotai and mtotai is the total 
number of all the components over all the dimensions in the dataset. Intuitively, a large value 
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of locq means that the component q corresponds to a sparse regions, while a small one indicates 
that this component corresponds to a dense regions. 
The most commonly used measures of location for univariate data are the mean, the mode and 
the median. The most appropriate measure in our case is the median, due to the variable shape 
of the gamma distribution. For instance, when the shape parameter a\ < 1, the distribution is L-
shaped with a heavy tail. In this case, the distribution has no mode and the extreme value present 
in the tail affects the computation of the mean. When at > 1, the distribution is skewed, which 
implies that the mean will be pulled in the direction of the skewness. In all these situations, the 
median provides a better estimate of location than does the mean or the mode, because skewed 
distribution and extreme values do not distort the median, whose computation is based on ranks. 
In order to identify dense regions in each dimension, we are interested in all components with 
small values of locg. We therefore propose to use the MDL principle [30] to separate small 
and large values of locq. The MDL-selection technique that we use in our approach is similar 
to the MDL-pruning technique described in [1]. The authors in [1] use this technique to select 
subspaces with large coverage values and discard the rest. We want to use the MDL principle 
in similar way but in our case we want to select small values of locq and their corresponding 
components. The fundamental idea behind the MDL principle is to encode the input data under 
a given model and select the encoding that minimizes the code length [30]. 
Let LOC = {loci,..., locq,..., locmtotal} be the set of all locq values for each dimension in 
the entire dataset. Our objective is to divide LOC into two groups E and F, where E contains 
the highest values of locq and F, the low values. To this end, we implement the model described 
in Algorithm 2. Based on the result of this partitioning process, we selected the components 
corresponding to each of the locq values in F. In Fig. 4, we use the dataset described in Section 
1 to provide an illustration of this approach. As shown in this figure, there is a clear cutoff point 
which allows us to select the components with the smallest locq values. 
Based on the components selected by means of Algorithm 2, we can now definitively dis-
criminate between dense and sparse regions in all the dimensions in the dataset. 
Definition 2: Let z^ 6 {0,1}, where z^ is a binary weight. 
If yij belongs to one of the selected components then Zij = 1 and x^ belong to a dense region; 
else z^- 0 and x^ belongs to a sparse region. 
From Definition 2, we obtain a binary matrix Z(N*d) which contains the information on whether 
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Algorithm 2 MDL-based selection technique 
1: Input: LOG 
2: Output: E, F 
3: Sort the values in LOG in descending order; 
4: for q = 2 to mtotai do 
5: E = {loci, i = 1,... ,q} and the mean of E is [iE\ 
6: F = {focj, j = q,..., mtotai} and the mean of F is ^ 
7: Calculate the code length 
CL{q) = log2(^B) + Ei0 C ,g£ log2(l^c, - Ms I) + log2(>F) + E ; O C „ 6 F(K° C 9 ~ /*F|) 
8: end for 
9: Select the best partitioning given by the pair (E,F), i.e., the one for which the corresponding CL(q) is the 
smallest; 
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each data point falls into a dense region of an attribute. For example, Fig. 5 illustrates the matrix 
Z for the data used in the example in Section 1. 
It is clear that the computation of ztj depends on the input parameter k (the number of nearest 
neighbors of 1-d point). Although it is difficult to formulate and obtain optimal values for this 
parameter, it is possible for us to propose guidelines for its estimation. In fact, the role of the 
parameter k is intuitively easy to understand and it can be set by the user based on specific 
knowledge of the application. In general, if k is too small, the sparseness degrees yii7- are not 
meaningful, since a 1 -d point in a dense region might have a similar sparseness degree value to 
a 1-d point in a sparse region. Obviously, the parameter k is related to the expected minimum 
cluster size and should be much smaller than the number of objects iV in the data. To gain a 
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Algorithm 3 Phase 1 of PCKA 
Input: DB, k, mjmax 
Output: Z 
LOC <- 0; 
Choose m_max; 
for j = 1 to d do 
Apply Algorithm l(Aj, m_max, k, m, ai, (3i, 7;); 
Apply EM to partition the sparseness degree in dimension j into m components; 
for i = 1 to in do 
LOC <— LOC U median(componenti); 
end for 
end for 
Apply Algorithm 2(LOC, E, F); 
Based on the locq values in F, select the components which represent dense regions; 
Based on Definition 2 compute the matrix Z; 
clear idea of the sparseness of the neighborhood of a point we have chosen to set k — yN in 
our implementation. Phase 1 of PCKA is summarized in Algorithm 3. 
In summary, phase 1 of PKCA allows attribute relevance analysis to be performed in a 
systematic way without imposing any restriction on the distribution of the original data points, 
which is actually an advantage. Indeed, the sparseness degree is an effective feature indicating 
whether a point is more likely situated in a sparse or a dense region in a dimension. The 
gamma mixture model is used due to its shape flexibility, which allows it to provide valuable 
information about the distribution of points and the location of dense and sparse regions, 
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when considering each individual dimension. The MDL pruning technique is employed to 
automatically discriminate between dense and sparse regions over all the dimensions considered 
together. We believe that this combination of the three techniques makes our attribute relevance 
analysis approach particularly suitable for performing projected clustering, as our experiments 
will illustrate. 
Finally, we should point out that our approach to detecting gamma components that correspond 
to dense regions is based on the assumption that the medians of all the gamma components of 
all dimensions are comparable. We have made this assumption since we are performing our task 
in a systematic way. However, such an assumption could have some negative influence on the 
results if the dataset contains clusters with very different densities. Specifically, clusters with 
very low density can be confused with sparse regions that do not contain any cluster structure. As 
a result, dimensions in which such clusters exist will probably not be identified as relevant. This 
limitation arises from the fact that we attempt to separate regions in all individual dimensions 
into two classes: "dense" and "sparse". To cope with this limitation, one possible solution is to 
extend our approach to deal with more general cases by adopting the local-density-based strategy 
developed in [31]. We will consider this issue in our future work. 
C. Outlier Handling 
In addition to the presence of irrelevant dimensions, high-dimensional data are also char-
acterized by the presence of outliers. Outliers can be defined as a set of data points that are 
considerably dissimilar, exceptional, or inconsistent with respect to the remaining data [32]. Most 
of the clustering algorithms, including PCKA, consider outliers as points that are not located in 
clusters and should be captured and eliminated because they hinder the clustering process. 
A common approach to identify outliers is to analyze the relationship of each data point with 
the rest of the data, based on the concept of proximity [33], [34]. However, in high-dimensional 
spaces, the notion of proximity is not straightforward [3]. To overcome this problem, our outlier 
handling mechanism makes an efficient use of the properties of the binary matrix Z. In fact, 
the matrix Z contains useful information about dense regions and their locations in the dataset 
DB. It is obvious that outliers do not belong to any of the identified dense regions; they are 
located in sparse regions in DB. Such points are highly dissimilar from the rest of the dataset 
and can be identified by using the binary weights Zij, For this purpose, we use binary similarity 
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coefficients to measure the similarity between binary data points Zi for (i = 1 , . . . , N) in the 
matrix Z. 
Given two binary data points z\ and z2, there are four fundamental quantities that can be 
used to define similarity between the two [35]: a = \z\j = z2j = 1|, b = \z\j = 1 A z2j = 0|, c = 
\z\j — 0 A z2j = 1| and d = \zij = z2j = 0\, where j = 1, . . . , d. One commonly used similarity 
measure for binary data is the Jaccard coefficient. This measure is defined as the number of 
variables that are coded as 1 for both states divided by the number of variables that are coded 
as 1 for either or both states. In our work, we require a similarity measure that can reflect the 
degree of overlap between the binary data points Zi in the identified dense regions in the matrix 
Z. Since dense regions are encoded by 1 in the matrix Z, we believe that the Jaccard coefficient 
is suitable for our task because it considers only matches on 1 's to be important. The Jaccard 
coefficient is given as: 
JC(Zl,z2)= ° (10) 
a + b + c 
The Jaccard coefficient has values between 0 (not at all similar) and 1 (completely similar). 
A pair of points is considered similar if the estimated Jaccard coefficient between them exceeds 
a certain threshold e. In all our experiments on a number of datasets, we observed that setting 
e = 0.70, for the task of our study, represents an acceptable degree of similarity between two 
binary vectors. Our outlier handling mechanism is based on the following definition: 
Definition 3: Let A be a user-defined parameter, zt a binary vector from Z, and SVi — 
{ZJ\ JC(zi, Zj) < e and j — 1, . . . , N} the set of similar binary vectors of zt. A data point 
Xi is an outlier with respect to parameters A and e if \SVi\ < A. 
The above definition has intuitive appeal since in essence it exploits the fact that in contrast 
to outliers, points which belong to dense regions (clusters) generally have a large number of 
similar points. Based on this, the value of the parameter A should not be larger than the size of 
the cluster containing the ith data point xt and should be much smaller than N, the size of the 
dataset DB. Hence, setting A f« \fN is, in general, a reasonable choice. On the other hand, it 
is clear that when all of the binary weights for a binary data point Z{ in the matrix Z are equal 
to zero, the related data point x^ is systematically considered as an outlier because it does not 
belong to any of the discovered dense regions. 
The identified outliers are discarded from DB and stored in the set OUT, while their corre-
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Algorithm 4 Phase 2 of PCKA 
10 
n 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17: 
18: 
19: 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24: 
25 
Input: D B , Z, e, A 
Output: #£>5 , T, OUT 
OUT <- 0; 
Let count be a table of size N; 
for i = 1 to N do 
co«nt[i] <— 0; 
end for 
for i = 1 to TV do 
if E*= i *y = = 0 then 
else 
for j = i + 1 to iV do 
Estimate the number of similar binary vector of Zi and Zj: 
if JC(zi, Zj) > e then 
count[i] <— count[i] + 1; 
cowi<[7'] <— count[j] + 1; 
end if 
end for 
if count [i] < A then 
O C / T ^ O [ / T u { i , } ; 
end if 
end if 
end for 
RDB *-DB- OUT; 
Based on RDB and OC/T extract T from Z; 
sponding rows are eliminated from the matrix Z. Thus Phase 2 of PCKA yields a reduced data 
set RDB with size Nr = N — \OUT\ and its new associated matrix of binary weights T(Nr*d)-
Our method for eliminating outliers is described in Algorithm 4. 
D. Discovery of Projected Clusters 
The main focus of Phase 3 of PCKA is to identify projected clusters. The problem of finding 
projected clusters is two-fold: we must discover the clusters and find the appropriate set of 
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dimensions in which each cluster exists [5]. To tackle this "chicken-and-egg" problem [9] we 
proceed in two steps: 
1) In the first step, we cluster the data points based on the K-means algorithm, with the 
computation of distance restricted to subsets of dimensions where object values are dense. 
2) Based on the clusters obtained in the first step, the second step proceeds to select the 
relevant dimensions of the identified clusters by making use of the properties of the binary 
matrix T. 
In the following, we describe each step in detail. 
As mentioned above, our goal in the first step is to identify cluster members. For this purpose, 
we propose a modification to the basic K-means algorithm. The standard K-means assumes that 
each cluster is composed of objects distributed closely around its centroid. The objective of the 
K-means is thus to minimize the squared distance between each object and the centroid of its 
cluster [9]. However, as can be expected from the discussion in Section 1, this is not an effective 
approach with high-dimensional data, because all the dimensions are involved in computing the 
distance between a point and the cluster center. 
The problem described above can be addressed by modifying the distance measure, making 
use of the dimension relevance information identified in phase 1 of PCKA. More precisely, in 
order to cluster the data points in a more effective way, we modify the basic K-means by using 
a distance function that considers contributions only from relevant dimensions when computing 
the distance between a data point and the cluster center. In concrete terms, we associate the 
binary weights tij (i = 1, . . . , Nr; j — 1 , . . . , d) in matrix T to the Euclidian distance. This 
makes the distance measure more effective because the computation of distance is restricted to 
subsets (i.e., projections) where the object values are dense. Formally, the distance between a 
point Xi and the cluster center vs (s = 1, . . . , nc) is defined as 
dist(xi,vs) = , ^Uj x (xij - vsj)2 (11) 
In this particular setting, our modified K-means algorithm will allow two data points with 
different relevant dimensions to be grouped into one cluster if the two points are close to each 
other in their common relevant dimension(s). Each cluster obtained will have dimensions in 
which there are a significant number of cluster members which are close to each other. These 
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clusters are actually already projected clusters and we have adopted a straightforward strategy 
to detect relevant dimensions for each cluster. 
Specifically, we make use of the density information stored in matrix T to determine how 
well a dimension contributes to the formation of the obtained clusters. In fact, the sum of the 
binary weights of the data points belonging to the same cluster over each dimension gives us a 
meaningful measure of the relevance of each dimension to the cluster. Based on this observation, 
we propose a relevance index WSj for each dimension in cluster Cs. The index WSj for the 
dimension j (j = 1,.. . ,d) in cluster Cs is defined as follows: 
WSj represent the percentage of the points in the cluster Cs who have the dimension j as their 
relevant dimension. 
Definition 4: Let 8 £]0,1]. A dimension A,- is considered ^-relevant for the cluster Cs if 
Wsj > 8. 
In the above definition, 8 is a user-defined parameter that controls the degree of relevance of 
the dimension Aj to the cluster Cs. It is clear that the larger the value of the relevance index, 
the more relevant the dimension to the cluster. Based on this property, it is possible to perform a 
more general analysis on {Wsj\ j = 1, . . . , d} or even on {WSj]s=i,...,nc;j=i,...,d to automatically 
determine relevant dimensions. Currently, it is still not clear whether this advantage is significant. 
On the other hand, since WSj is a relative measure, it is not difficult to choose an appropriate 
value for 8. In our experiments, we set 8 = 0.8 since it is a good practical choice to ensure a 
high degree of relevance. Adopting the simple thresholding approach also better illustrates the 
contribution of attribute relevance analysis (i.e., phase 1) to PCKA. Phase 3 of our algorithm is 
summarized in Algorithm 5. 
IV. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION 
In this section we devise a series of experiments designed to evaluate the suitability of our 
algorithm in terms of: 
1) Accuracy: the aim is to test whether our algorithm, in comparison with other existing 
approaches, is able to correctly identify projected clusters. 
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Algorithm 5 Phase 3 of PCKA 
1: Input: RDB,T, nc, 5 
2: Output: vs,U{Nrmc),SDs 
{vs: cluster centers where s = 1 , . . . , nc. 
U(Nr*nc) '• matrix of the membership degrees of each data point in each cluster. 
SDS: set of the relevant dimensions of each cluster.} 
3: Choose the cluster centers v°s (s = 1,.. . ,nc) randomly from RDB; 
4: repeat 
5: Compute the membership matrix U^r„ncy. 
6: for i — 1 to Nr do 
7: for j — 1 to nc do 
if dist(xi,vs) < dist(xi,Vj) then 
Uij = 0; 
else 
Uij = 1; 
end if 
end for 
end for 
Compute the cluster center: 
vi = ^.i-*}Nr i (s = l , . . . , n c ) ; 
2 ^ i — I u>s 
until convergence, i.e., no change in centroid coordinates; 
Based on Definition 4, detect the set SDS of relevant dimensions for each cluster Cs; 
2) Efficiency: the aim is to determine how the running time scales with 1) the size and 2) 
the dimensionality of the dataset. 
We compare the performance of PCKA to that of SSPC [7], HARP [9] , PROCLUS [5] and 
FASTDOC [10]. The evaluation is performed on a number of generated data sets with different 
characteristics. Furthermore, experiments on real data sets are also presented. All the experiments 
reported in this section were run on a PC with Intel Core 2 Duo CPU of 2.4GHz and 4GB RAM. 
A. Performance Measure 
A number of new metrics for comparing projected clustering algorithms and subspace clus-
tering algorithms were recently proposed in [36]. The performance measure used in our paper 
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is the Clustering Error (CE) distance for projected/subspace clustering. This metric performs 
comparisons in a more objective way since it takes into account the data point groups and the 
associated subspace simultaneously. The CE distance has been shown to be the most desirable 
metric for measuring agreement between partitions in the context of projected/subspace clustering 
[36]. A deeper investigation of the properties of the CE distance and other performance measures 
for projected/subspace clustering can be found in [36], 
Assume that GP is a collection {d,... ,Ca,... ,Cnc} of nc generated projected clusters 
and RP is a collection {C'1,...,C'a,...,C'nc} of nc real projected clusters. To describe the 
CE distance, we need to define the union of projected clusters. Let U denote the union of the 
projected clusters in GP and RP. Formally, U = U(GP, RP) = supp(GP) \J supp(RP), where 
supp(GP) and supp(RP) are the support of clustering GP and RP, respectively. The support 
of clustering RP is defined as supp(GP) = Us=i ncsuPP(Cs), where supp(Cs) is the support 
of projected cluster Cs, given by supp(Cs) = {xij\xi € SPS A Aj £ SDS}. Let M = (m^) 
denote the confusion matrix, in which m^ represents the number of 1-d points shared by the 
projected clusters Cs and C's, i.e., m^ = \supp(Ci)f]supp(C'j)\. The matrix M is transformed, 
by using of the Hungarian method [37], in order to find a permutation of cluster labels such that 
the sum of the diagonal elements of M is maximized. Dmax denotes this maximized sum. The 
generalized CE distance for projected/subspace clustering is given by 
CE(RP,GP) = | [ / | ~^max (13) 
The value of CE is always between 0 and 1. The more similar the two partitions GP and 
RP, the smaller the CE value. When GP and RP are identical, the CE value will be zero. 
B. Synthetic Data Generation Method 
Since our focus is on axis-parallel clusters, we used the data generator model described in the 
PROCLUS paper [5] in order to simulate various situations. This data generation model has been 
used by most researchers in their studies [7], [9], [10], [11], [12] to evaluate the performance 
of projected clustering algorithms. The parameters used in synthetic data generation are the size 
of the dataset ,/V; the number of clusters nc; the dataset dimensionality d; the average cluster 
dimensionality lTeax\ the domain of the values of each dimension [minj,maxj]; the standard 
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deviation value range [sdvmin,sdvmax], which is related to the distribution of points in each 
cluster; and the outlier percentage OP. Using these parameters, clusters and their associated 
subspaces are created randomly. Projected values of cluster points are generated according 
to the normal distribution in their relevant dimension, with the mean randomly chosen from 
[mirij,maXj] and the standard deviation value from [sdvmin,sdvmax]. For irrelevant dimensions 
and outliers, the dimensional values are randomly selected from [minj,ma,Xj] 
C. Parameters for Comparing Algorithms 
As mentioned above, we compared the performance of PCKA to that of SSPC, HARP, 
PROCLUS and FASTDOC. In all the experiments on synthetic datasets, the number of clusters 
nc was set to the true number of projected clusters used to generate the datasets. PROCLUS 
requires the average cluster dimensionality as a parameter; it was set to the true average cluster 
dimensionality. Several values were tried for the parameters of FastDOC and SSPC, following 
the suggestions in their respective papers, and we report results for the parameter settings that 
produced the best results. HARP requires the maximum percentage of outliers as a parameter; it 
was set to the true percentage of outliers present in the datasets. In order to obtain satisfactory 
results and avoid initialization bias, non-deterministic algorithms such as SSPC, PROCLUS and 
FastDOC were run more than 10 times on each dataset and we consider only the best result 
for each of them. In all of the experiments, SSPC was run without any semi-supervision. For 
PCKA, in all the experiments we set k = A = \fN, e = 0.7 and 5 = 0.8. 
D. Quality of Results 
The performance of projected clustering algorithms is primarily affected by the average cluster 
dimensionality and the amount of outliers in the dataset. The main goal of the experiments 
presented in this subsection was to evaluate the capability of projected clustering algorithms to 
correctly identify projected clusters in various situations. 
1) Robustness to the average cluster dimensionality: The main concern of the first set of 
experiments was to analyze the impact of cluster dimensionality on the quality of clustering. 
For this purpose, we generated sixteen different datasets with TV = 3000 data points, number of 
dimensions d = 100, mirij — —100 and maxj = 100. In each dataset there were 5 clusters with 
sizes varying between 10% of JV to 30% of N. For each relevant dimension of a cluster, the 
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Fig. 6. CE distance between the output of each of the five algorithms and the true clustering. 
values of sdvmin and sdvmax were set to 1% and 6% of the global standard deviation on that 
dimension, respectively. The average cluster dimensionality varied from 2% to 70% of the data 
dimensionality d. Since our goal in this first set of experiments was to analyze the impact of 
cluster dimensionality, no outliers were generated. Therefore, the outlier detection mechanism 
of PCKA, SSPC and PROCLUS was disabled. For FastDOC, since we could not disable its 
outlier elimination option, we chose the results with the highest accuracy after several runs. Fig. 
6 illustrates the CE distance between the output of each of the five algorithms and the true 
clustering. 
The values of the CE distance in Fig. 6 invite several comments. 
PCKA is able to achieve highly accurate results and its performance is generally consistent. As 
we can see from Fig. 6, PCKA is more robust to variation of the average cluster dimensionality 
than the other algorithms. For instance, when the average cluster dimensionality is very low 
(lreal — 2% of d), which is a difficult case, only PCKA yields an acceptable results. The 
experiments show that our algorithm is able to detect clusters and their relevant dimensions 
accurately in various situations. PCKA successfully avoids the selection of irrelevant dimensions 
in all the datasets used in these experiments. This can be explained by the fact that PCKA starts 
by identifying dense regions and their locations in each dimension, enabling it to restrict the 
computation of the distance to subsets of dimensions where the projected values of the data 
points are dense. 
SSPC encounters difficulties when the average cluster dimensionality is low as 2% of d. In 
other situations, the best results of SSPC are similar to those of PCKA. SSPC provides accurate 
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results and is able to correctly identify projected clusters. This may be due to the fact that SSPC 
makes use of an objective function that combines data point clustering and dimension selection 
into a single optimization problem [7]. 
HARP performs well when lreat > 30% of d, displaying performance comparable to that of 
PCKA and SSPC. On the other hand, when lreai < 30% of d, the performance of HARP is 
affected and its results are less competitive with those of PCKA and SSPC. We have observed 
that when lreai < 20% of d, HARP encounters difficulties in correctly identifying clusters and 
their relevant dimensions. When lreat e [20% of d, 30% of d], HARP clusters the data points well 
but tends to include many irrelevant dimensions, which explains the values of the CE distance 
in Fig. 6. This can be attributed to the fact that datasets with low-dimensional projected clusters 
mislead HARP's dimension selection procedures. In such situations, the basic assumption of 
HARP - i.e., that if two data points are similar in high-dimensional space, they have a high 
probability of belonging to the same cluster in lower-dimensional space - becomes less valid. 
The results of PROCLUS are less accurate than those given by PCKA and SSPC. When 
datasets contain projected clusters of low dimensionality, PROCLUS performs poorly. When 
lreai > 40% of d, we have observed that PROCLUS is able to cluster the data points well but its 
dimension selection mechanism is not very accurate because it tends to include some irrelevant 
dimensions and discard some relevant ones. This behavior of PROCLUS can be explained by 
the fact that its dimension selection mechanism, which is based on a distance calculation that 
involves all dimensions by detecting a set of neighboring objects to a medoid, severely hampers 
its performance. 
As we can see from Fig. 6, FastDOC encounters difficulties in correctly identifying projected 
clusters. In our experiments, we have observed that although the dimensionality of projected 
clusters is high, (i.e., lreai = 70% of d), FastDOC tends to select a small subset of relevant 
dimensions for some clusters. All the experiments reported here seem to suggest that in the 
presence of relevant attributes with different standard deviation values, FastDOC's assumption 
that projected clusters take the form of a hypercube appears to be less valid. In such situations, 
it is difficult to set correct values for the parameters of FastDOC. 
2) Outlier immunity: The aim of this set of experiments was to test the effect of the presence of 
outliers on the performance of PCKA in comparison to SSPC, HARP, PROCLUS and FastDOC. 
For this purpose, we generated three groups of datasets, each containing five datasets with 
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Fig. 7. Immunity to outliers. 
N = 1000, d = 100 and nc = 3. In each dataset in a group, the percentage of outliers varied 
from 0% to 20% of N. We set lreai = 2% of d for the first group, lreai = 15% of d for the 
second and lreai — 30% of d for the third. In all the datasets in the three groups, sdvmin and 
sdvmax were set to 1% and 6% of the global standard deviation, respectively. Fig. 7 illustrates 
the CE distance for the five algorithms. 
As we can see from the figure, PCKA display consistent performance, as was observed for 
the first set of experiments on datasets without outliers. In difficult cases, (i.e., when lreai = 2% 
of d), PCKA provides much better results than all the other algorithms. All the results reported 
in Fig. 7 suggest that PCKA is less sensitive to the percentage of outliers in datasets. In addition 
to this variations in the average cluster dimensionality in the presence of different percentages of 
outliers have no major impact on the performance of PCKA. This can be explained by the fact 
that the outlier handling mechanism of PCKA makes an efficient use of the density information 
stored in the matrix Z, giving it high outlier immunity. 
The performance of SSPC is greatly affected when lreal = 2% of d, with different values of 
OP. When lreai > 4% of d, the performance of SSPC is greatly improved and is not much 
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(a) Scalability of PCKA w.r.t. the dataset size. (b) Scalability of PCKA w.r.t. the dataset dimensionality. 
Fig. 8. Scalability experiments. 
affected by the percentage of outliers in the datasets. HARP is less sensitive to the percentage 
of outliers in datasets when lreal > 30% of d. Otherwise, (i.e., when lreat < 30% of d, as in 
the case illustrated in Fig. 7), the performance of HARP is severely affected.This behavior of 
HARP is consistent with the analysis given in the previous subsection. On the other hand, we 
have observed in our experiments that HARP is sensitive to its maximum outlier percentage 
parameter. An incorrect choice of the value of this parameter may affect the accuracy of HARP. 
Fig. 7 illustrate that PROCLUS and FastDOC encounter difficulties in correctly identifying 
projected clusters. PROCLUS tends to classify a large number of data points as outliers. Similar 
behavior of PROCLUS was also observed in [8] and [9]. The same phenomenon occurs for 
FastDOC. We found that FastDOC performs well on datasets that contain dense projected clusters 
with the form of a hypercube. 
E. Scalability 
In this subsection, we study the scalability of PCKA with increasing data set size and dimen-
sionality. In all of the following experiments, the quality of the results returned by PCKA was 
similar to that presented in the previous subsection. 
Scalability with the dataset size: Fig. 8(a) shows the results for scalability with the size of 
the dataset. In this experiment we used 50-dimensional data and varied the number of data points 
from 1000 to 100000. There were 4 clusters with lreai = 12% of d and 5% of N were generated 
as outliers. As we can see from Fig. 8(a), PCKA scales quadratically with increase in dataset 
size. In all our experiments, we observed that PCKA is faster than HARP. For N < 25000, the 
3500 
3000 • 
— 2500 • 
§ 2000 • 
250 500 750 
Dataset dimensionality 
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execution time of PCKA is comparable to that of SSPC and PROCLUS when the time used for 
repeated runs is also included. 
Scalability with dimensionality of the dataset: In Fig. 8(b) we see that PCKA scales linearly 
with the increase in the data dimension. The results presented are for data sets with 5000 data 
points grouped in 4 clusters, with lreaX — 12% of d and 5% of N generated as outliers. The 
dimensionality of the data sets varies from 100 to 1000. As in the scalability experiments w.r.t. 
the data set size, the execution time of PCKA is usually better than that of HARP and comparable 
to those of PROCLUS and SSPC when the time used for repeated runs is also included. 
F. Experiments on Real-World Data 
In addition to our experiments on synthetic data, the suitability of our algorithm was also 
tested on three real-world data sets. A simple illustration of each of these is given bellow. 
Wisconsin Diagnostic Breast Cancer Data (WDBC): This data can be obtained from the UCI 
Machine Learning Repository (http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/). The set contains 569 samples, each 
with 30 features. The samples are grouped into two clusters: 357 samples for benign and 212 
for malignant. 
Saccharomyces Cerevisiae Gene Expression Data (SCGE): This data set, available from 
http://cs.wellesley.edu/~btjaden/CORE, represents the supplementary material used in Brian Tjaden's 
paper [38]. The Saccharomyces Cerevisiae data contains the expression level of 205 genes under 
80 experiments. The data set is presented as a matrix. Each row corresponds to a gene and each 
column to an experiment. The genes are grouped into four clusters. 
Multiple Features Data (MF): This data set is available from the UCI Machine Learning 
Repository. The set consists of features of handwritten numerals ("0" — "9") extracted from a 
collection of Dutch utility maps. 200 patterns per cluster (for a total of 2,000 patterns) have 
been digitized in binary images. For our experiments, we used five feature sets (files): 
1) mfeat-fou: 76 Fourier coefficients of the character shapes; 
2) mfeat-fac: 216 profile correlations; 
3) mfeat-kar: 64 Karhunen-Love coefficients; 
4) mfeat-zer: 47 Zernike moments; 
5) mfeat-mor: 6 morphological features. 
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TABLE I 
ACCURACY OF CLUSTERING 
Data Set 
WDBC 
SCGE 
MF 
PCKA 
91.56 
98.53 
90.45 
SSPC (Best) 
93.84 
96.09 
-
HARP 
62.91 
88.29 
58.35 
PROCLUS (Best) 
71.00 
86.34 
83.50 
FastDOC (Best) 
83.59 
45.85 
10.00 
In summary, we have a data set with 2000 patterns, 409 features, and 10 clusters. All the values 
in each feature were standardized to mean 0 and variance 1. 
We compared the performance of our algorithm, in terms of clustering quality, with that of 
SSPC, HARP, PROCLUS and FastDOC. For this purpose, we used the class labels as ground 
truth and measured the accuracy of clustering by matching the points in input and output clusters. 
We adopted the classical definition of accuracy as the percentage of correctly partitioned data 
points. We want to mention that the value of the average cluster dimensionality parameter in 
PROCLUS was estimated based on the number of relevant dimensions identified by PCKA. In 
addition to this, since there are no data points labeled as outliers in any of the data described 
above, the outlier detection option of PCKA, SSPC, HARP and PROCLUS was disabled. Table 
I illustrates the accuracy of clustering for the four algorithms. 
As can be seen from Table I, PCKA is able to achieve highly accurate results in different 
situations involving data sets with different characteristics. These results confirm the suitability of 
PCKA previously observed on the generated data. The behavior of SSPC is also characterized by 
high clustering accuracy. However, with multiple feature data, the clustering process is stopped 
and SSPC returns an error. HARP yields moderate accuracy on WDBC and MF data, while its 
performance on SCGE data is acceptable. FastDOC yields acceptable accuracy on WDBC data, 
while it performs poorly on SCGE and MF data. The poor results may be due to inappropriate 
choice of parameters, although we did try different sets of parameters in our experiments. Finally, 
from the experiments on the three data sets, we can see that the accuracy achieved by PROCLUS 
is reasonable. 
To provide more comparisons and to confirm the suitability of our approach, we also analyzed 
the qualitative behavior of non-projected clustering algorithms on the datasets considered in this 
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set of experiments. In [39] the standard K-means algorithms and three unsupervised competitive 
neural network algorithms - the neural gas network [40], the growing neural gas network [41] 
and the self-organizing feature map [42]- are used to cluster the WDBC data. The accuracy 
achieved by these algorithms on this data is between 90% and 92%, which is very close to the 
accuracy achieved by PCKA on the same data (WDBC). Such results suggest that the moderate 
number of dimensions of this data does not have a major impact on algorithms that consider all 
dimensions in the clustering process. 
In [38], the algorithm CORE (Clustering Of Repeat Expression data), a non-projected clus-
tering algorithm, is used to cluster SCGE data. CORE is a clustering approach akin to the 
K-means, designed to cluster gene expression datasets. Such datasets are expected to contain 
noisy dimensions [6], [38]. The accuracy achieved by the CORE algorithm on SCGE data is 
72.68% 2, which is less than that achieved by PCKA and other projected clustering algorithms, 
as illustrated in Table 1. Similar to the study in [6], our result suggests that projected clustering 
algorithms are suitable for clustering gene expression data. 
Finally, for MF data, contrary to the other two datasets, it seems there are few studies in the 
literature that use this set to evaluate clustering algorithms. Most of the work on this dataset is 
related to classification algorithms [43], [44]. Hence, in order to have an intuitive idea about the 
behavior of a method that considers all dimensions in the clustering process, we have chosen 
to run the standard K-means on this data. The accuracy achieved is 77.2%, which is less than 
that achieved by PCKA and PROCLUS on the same data, as can be seen from Table 1. The 
enhanced performance given by PCKA and PROCLUS in comparison to that of the K-means 
suggests that some dimensions are likely not relevant to some clusters in this data. 
V. CONCLUSION 
We have proposed a robust distance-based projected clustering algorithm for the challenging 
problem of high-dimensional clustering, and illustrated the suitability of our alogorithm in tests 
and comparisons with previous work. Experiments show that PCKA provides meaningful results 
and significantly improves the quality of clustering when the dimensionalities of the clusters 
2We calculated the accuracy of CORE on SCGE data based on the clustering result available from: 
http://cs.wellesley.edu/~btjaden/CORE/yeast_clustering.txt 
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are much lower than that of the dataset. Moreover, our algorithm yields accurate results when 
handling data with outliers. The performance of PCKA on real data sets suggests that our 
approach could be an interesting tool in practice. The accuracy achieved by PCKA results from 
its restriction of the distance computation to subsets of attributes, and its procedure for the initial 
selection of these subsets. Using this approach, we believe that many distance-based clustering 
algorithms could be adapted to cluster high dimensional data sets. 
There are still many obvious directions to be explored in the future. The interesting behavior 
of PCKA on generated datasets with low dimensionality suggests that our approach can be 
used to extract useful information from gene expression data that usually have a high level of 
background noise. From the algorithmic point of view, we believe that an improved scheme for 
PCKA is possible. One obvious direction for further study is to extend our approach to the case 
of arbitrarily oriented clusters. Another interesting direction to explore is to extend the scope 
of Phase 1 of PCKA from attribute relevance analysis to attribute relevance and redundancy 
analysis. This seems to have been ignored by all of the existing projected clustering algorithms. 
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Chapitre 2 
Identification des experts dans les 
services Web de question-reponse 
Dans le deuxieme chapitre de cette these nous considerons le probleme d'identification 
automatique des experts dans les forums Internet de question-reponse. Comme etude de 
cas pratique, nous nous focalisons sur Yahoo! Answers. Generalement, pour identifier les 
experts, une strategie commune consiste a utiliser les techniques d'analyse des liens (link 
analysis techniques) afin de fournir une liste d'utilisateurs ordonnee selon leur degre d'ex-
pertise. A partir de cette liste, les K premiers utilisateurs sont selectionnes comme experts. 
Le probleme avec cette approche reside dans le choix de la valeur de K. La nature ad hoc 
de la selection de la valeur de K de pratiquement toutes les approches existantes rend diffi-
cile leurs utilisations en pratique. Au meilleur de notre connaissance, dans le contexte des 
forums Internet de question-reponse, aucune approche formelle pour separer systematique-
ment les utilisateurs experts des non-experts n'a encore ete proposee. 
Pour pallier a ce probleme, nous proposons un modele probabiliste qui permet d'iden-
tifier automatiquement les utilisateurs experts au lieu de fournir une liste ordonnee des 
utilisateurs seulement. Dans notre approche nous representons notre environnement sous 
forme de graphe dirige de telle sorte que les noeuds represented les utilisateurs et les arcs 
modelisent les interactions entres eux. II convient de noter que la direction des arcs est 
definie de Putilisateur qui a pose une question vers l'utilisateur qui a fourni la meilleure 
reponse a cette question. Par la suite nous analysons le comportement des differentes tech-
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niques d'analyse des liens sur notre graphe et ce pour determiner les proprietes de chaque 
noeud et ainsi estimer le degre d'expertise de chaque utilisateur. Dans notre investigation, 
nous avons constate que la technique de InDegree, qui considere seulement les liens en-
trant de chaque noeud, est la plus appropriee pour estimer le degre d'expertise de chaque 
utilisateur. 
Une fois les degres d'expertise des utilisateurs sont estimes, nous proposons d'analyser 
leurs proprietes statistiques. Dans ce contexte, l'estimation de l'histogramme est un outil 
flexible pour les decrire. Dans notre investigation, nous avons constate que l'histogramme 
des degres d'expertise que nous avons estime contient des composantes qui exhibent des 
formes variables. Cette observation nous a inspiree de modeliser les degres d'expertise des 
utilisateurs comme un melange de loi Gamma. Notre choix de la distribution de Gamma re-
pose sur le fait que cette derniere offre differentes formes symetriques et asymetrique ce qui 
la rend flexible. Le nombre de composantes du melange est estime par le critere BIC (Baye-
sian Information Criteria), alors que les parametres de chaque composante sont estimes en 
utilisant Palgorithme EM (Expectation-Maximisation algorithm). Dans nos experimenta-
tions, nous avons trouve que les degres d'expertise des utilisateurs sont bien representes 
sous forme de melange de deux composantes Gammas. Une de ces deux composantes, qui 
correspond aux degres d'expertise les plus eleves, represente les utilisateurs experts. Notre 
approche est appliquee sur des donnees reelles qui represented les interactions des utilisa-
teurs dans plusieurs forums differents de Yahoo ! Answers. Afin de demontrer la fiabilite 
de notre approche, une analyse du contenu textuel genere par les experts identifies par 
notre methode est effectuee. Les resultats demontrent que les experts identifies generent 
du contenu de haute qualite. Notre contribution est presentee de facon detaillee dans les 
pages suivantes dans un article intitule Identifying Authoritative Actors in Question-
Answering Forums - The Case of Yahoo! Answers. Cet article est publie dans les actes 
de la conference internationale ACM SIGKDD International Conference on Knowledge 
Discovery and Data Mining (KDD 2008) [4]. 
Note : ma contribution au chapitre 2 de cette these inclut le developpement de l'ap-
proche dediee a 1'identification automatique des experts, l'elaboration des differents tests 
de validation et la redaction de Particle. Mon superviseur de stage chez Yahoo ! Canada, M. 
Benoit Dumoulin et mon directeur de recherche, le professeur Shengrui Wang, ont conjoin-
tement supervise et valide l'approche proposee ainsi que la redaction de l'article. 
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ABSTRACT 
We consider the problem of identifying authoritative users in 
Yahoo! Answers. A common approach is to use link analysis 
techniques in order to provide a ranked list of users based on 
their degree of authority. A major problem for such an approach 
is determining how many users should be chosen as authoritative 
from a ranked list. To address this problem, we propose a 
method for automatic identification of authoritative actors, hi our 
approach, we propose to model the authority scores of users as a 
mixture of gamma distributions. The number of components in 
the mixture is estimated by the Bayesian Information Criterion 
(BIC) while the parameters of each component are estimated 
using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. This 
method allows us to automatically discriminate between 
authoritative and non-authoritative users. The suitability of our 
proposal is demonstrated in an empirical study using datasets 
from Yahoo! Answers. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors 
H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and Presentation (e.g., HCI)]: 
Group and Organization Interfaces - Collaborative computing, 
Theory and models, Web-based interaction. J.O [Computer 
Applications] General. 
General Terms 
Algorithms, Design, Experimentation. 
Keywords 
Identification of authoritative actors, Yahoo! Answers, Link 
analysis, Mixture model. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Internet surfers use the Web to find various information related 
to a wide range of topics. In this context, Internet search engines 
fulfill a very important role, as they are used to find a series of 
relevant documents relative to a specific topic. Internet search 
engines are extremely useful. Without access to a search engine, 
many of us would be paralyzed. 
Web users are also constantly looking for new online services to 
complement search engines. Among these services are question-
Permission to make digital or hard copies of all or part of this work for 
personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are 
not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies 
bear this notice and the ftill citation on the first page. To copy otherwise, or 
republish, to post on servers or to redistribute to lists, requires prior specific 
permission and/or a fee. 
KDD '08, August 24-27, 2008, Las Vegas, Nevada, USA 
Copyright 2008 ACM 978-1-60558-193-4/08/08...$5.00 
answering forums where users come to ask and answer questions 
and share their knowledge. In these online services, users also 
form communities around shared interests in a wide variety of 
topics. 
There are generally three types of users in question-answering 
communities [1]: 1) users who only ask questions; 2) users who 
only answer questions and 3) users who ask and answer 
questions. It is obvious that a user who answers another user's 
question generally has more expertise on the subject than the 
asker [1]. Answerer people provide advice to askers without the 
promise of a return on their investment [2]. On the other hand, an 
asker prefers to receive answers from authoritative users with 
expertise on the specific subject. In this context, identifying 
prominent actors in question-answering communities is of great 
importance. 
One typical example of a question-answering forum is Yahoo! 
Answers'. Yahoo! Answers is a very popular service and already 
reports millions of users. According to [3] it captures 96% of the 
question and answer market share. This success can be attributed 
to the significant number of participants with different skills and 
expertise. Hence, locating different sources of authoritative 
knowledge by estimating the authority of each user becomes a 
crucial issue to improve the content and the quality of the service 
that Yahoo! Answers offers its users. 
Several other reasons motivate the identification of authoritative 
actors in Yahoo! Answers. For instance, routing each newly 
asked question to appropriate experts significantly helps in 
providing askers with efficient, helpful service, by minimizing 
the effort and time askers must invest to find or receive good 
answers to their questions. Moreover, enhancing the visibility of 
authoritative users on the site and connecting askers with experts 
can play a critical role in fostering communities around shared 
interests. The formation of such communities encourages 
collaboration and knowledge sharing between users. In addition, 
authoritative users can participate efficiently and saliently in 
improving the quality of the site content by selecting useful 
information from the huge mass of information available in 
Yahoo! Answers. 
The problem of identifying authoritative users in a community of 
users has recently received growing attention from the research 
community [4, 5, 6]. Most of the existing approaches that attempt 
to discover authoritative actors represent the environment as a 
graph in which nodes represent users and arcs represent the 
interactions between them. The authority score is generally 
measured by means of a graph-based ranking algorithm such as 
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HITS [7] or PageRank [8] or one of its variants, AuthorRank [6] 
and ExpertiseRank [1]. 
The output of graph-based ranking algorithms is a ranked list of 
users based on their degree of authority on subjects of interest. 
Based on this list, the top K users are considered as most 
authoritative. The weakness of such an approach resides in the 
unprincipled selection of the value of AT. In general, the value of 
K is chosen solely on the basis of specific knowledge of an 
application. However, in many real-life applications, such as the 
ones suggested for Yahoo! Answers, it is very difficult to set the 
value of AT. At the same time, this value is crucial, as it can give 
more power to the selected users. An inappropriate choice of the 
value of K can have a very negative impact on the quality of the 
service. Furthermore, since there are a large number of 
categories in Yahoo! Answers, setting appropriate values of AT for 
each category is a very difficult task if performed manually, by 
inspecting users' behavior for each of them. In this context, 
automating the process of discovering authoritative actors in 
Yahoo! Answers becomes an absolute necessity. 
To our knowledge, no principled method for choosing the value 
of AT has yet been published. This motivated our effort to design a 
method for automatically discriminating between authoritative 
and non-authoritative users, rather than simply producing a 
ranked list. To the best of our knowledge, the method that we 
propose is the first attempt to systematically discover 
authoritative actors in question-answering forums. In our 
approach, we propose to model the authority scores of users as a 
mixture of gamma distributions. The number of components in 
each mixture is estimated by the Bayesian Information Criterion 
(BIC), while the parameters of each component are estimated by 
the EM algorithm. Based on extensive experiments on datasets 
extracted from Yahoo! Answers, we found that authority scores 
can be modeled as a mixture of two gamma distributions. One of 
these two components, we will show, corresponds to 
authoritative actors. 
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
describes Yahoo! Answers. In Section 3, we provide a brief 
overview of recent related work. In Section 4, we analyze the 
suitability of several link analysis techniques and choose the 
most appropriate one for our problem. Section 5 describes in 
detail our approach for the identification of authoritative actors. 
Section 6 presents the application of our technique on Yahoo! 
Answers. Our conclusion is given in Section 7. 
2. YAHOO! ANSWERS 
Yahoo! Answers is an online community-based question-
answering service organized according to a taxonomy of topics. 
In general, such Web-based communities become very popular 
places for people to ask and answer questions in order to help 
each other. An ever-growing number of users participate in 
Yahoo! Answers. As a result, it now hosts a very large number of 
questions and answers in a wide variety of domains. Participants 
can thus save time in their quest for information because they can 
get an answer relatively quickly or find what they are looking for 
among the existing questions and answers. In addition, users 
actively participate in regulating the whole system. A user can 
report abusive behavior by other users who are violating the 
community guidelines. A user can also mark interesting 
questions, evaluate answers and vote for the best answers. 
As described in [9], the central elements of the Yahoo! Answers 
system are the questions. Each question has a life cycle. It starts 
in an "open" state where it receives several answers. Then at 
some point (determined by the asker, or by an automatic timeout 
in the system), the question is considered "closed," and can 
receive no further answers. At this stage, a "best answer" is 
selected either by the asker or by other users via a voting 
procedure; once a best answer is chosen, the question goes into 
the "resolved" state and becomes, in principle, a browsable piece 
of information. 
One of the most important feature of the question life cycle 
described above is the interaction between the user who asks a 
question (the asker) and the user whose answer is selected as 
best answer (the best answerer). When an asker chooses a best 
answer, he provides a quality rating for the answer. Such an 
interaction between users allows the generation of a weighted 
directed graph G representing the flow of best answer selection 
among the users involved. 
The graph G is denoted G = (V, E, W), where V\s a set of nodes 
representing users (asker or best answerer). A directed edge 
e G E where e = (v,, v2) and vi e V, indicates that user v; 
has chosen user V2 as the best answerer for his question. Finally, 
Wis the set of weights wy associated with each edge connecting a 
pair of users (v„ v,). The magnitude of the link between two 
users is the frequency corresponding to how often one user who 
asks a question chooses the other user as best answerer. Figure 1 
illustrates the graph G. As can be seen from this figure, there are 
three different types of users: 1) users who usually only ask 
questions; 2) users who usually only answer questions and 3) 
users who help each other and share their knowledge. 
® Users who usually only ask questions 
©Users who usually only answer questions 
O Users who help each other 
Figure 1. The graph G 
An interesting property of the graph G is that users are usually 
bounded by shared interests and not social relationships. Users 
come to the site to ask and answer questions related to their 
interests. Often, askers take the time to choose the best answers. 
Therefore, the link structure depicted in Figure 1 reflects choices 
people make about what information is useful, interesting and 
authoritative. Our hypothesis is that the connection "asker - best 
answerer" implies a much stronger social bond than any other 
social relationship allowed in this service. In addition, as 
mentioned in [1], in a question and answer community, the 
direction of the links carries more information than just shared 
interests. It is obvious that the link between asker and best 
answerer usually indicates that the best answerer has a particular 
skill, experience, or expertise on a specific topic that the asker 
does not have. 
The nature of the links between users (askers and best 
answerers) described above suggests that Yahoo! Answers is a 
valuable source of knowledge and seems particularly well suited 
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to the task of identifying authoritative actors, as participants 
usually communicate what they know. In this context, Yahoo! 
Answers offers an interesting case study since its content is 
highly multidisciplinary and therefore attracts users from a wide 
variety of fields; e.g., medicine, biology, mathematics, physics, 
philosophy, etc. 
Since Yahoo! Answers is organized by categories (belonging to 
the taxonomy we mentioned previously), our goal consists in 
identifying authoritative users for each category. For this 
purpose, we exploit the structure of the graph representing the 
interaction between users (asker - best answerer) in each 
category. 
3. RELATED WORK 
The problem of identifying authoritative users in a community is 
mainly related to the problem of expert identification. Most of 
the recent work in this domain represents the environment by a 
graph or a network [1, 4, 5, 6, 10]. Such representations allow for 
the application of "link analysis" techniques and graph-based 
ranking algorithms in order to analyze the properties of each 
node (user status). The output of these algorithms is a list of all 
nodes (users) ranked according to their authoritative level. 
Campbell at al. [4] describe a system that identifies expertise 
from email. For this purpose, a graph-based ranking algorithm 
and a content-based technique that takes into account only email 
texts are used. Based on the results in [4], the graph-based 
algorithm seems more suitable for the purpose of expert 
identification than a content-based approach. Dom et al. [5] 
compare various ranking algorithms, including HITS and 
PageRank, on both artificial and email networks. The 
experiments in [5] show that PageRank performs better than 
other ranking algorithms. 
Liu et al. [6] explore the co-authorship network of past ACM, 
IEEE, and joint ACM/IEEE digital library conferences in order to 
measure the prestige of an author (prestige is closely related to 
the notion of expertise [1]). The co-authorship network is 
represented as a graph where each author is represented as a 
node and the collaboration relationship between actors (co-
authorship) is represented as an edge. The authors in [6] propose 
three representations of their co-authorship network: 1) a non-
weighted undirected graph; 2) a non-weighted directed graph and 
3) a weighted directed graph. To investigate these graphs, 
several link analysis techniques, such as betweenness centrality 
and PageRank, are applied. A modified version of PageRank 
named AuthorRank is also proposed in order to analyze weighted 
directed graphs. The results in [6] show the clear advantage of 
the use of AuthorRank and PageRank in the co-authorship 
network. 
In [10], an entropy model that combines information theory with 
statistical techniques is proposed to identify important nodes 
(authoritative users) from a graph. Important nodes are those 
which have the most effect on the graph's entropy when they are 
removed from the graph. The algorithm described in [10] 
comprises two phases. First the entropy of the whole graph is 
calculated. Second, the nodes in the graph are removed one by 
one and at each step the entropy of the remnant graph is 
estimated. The output of the algorithm is a ranked list of nodes 
based on the graph entropy. The authors in [10] illustrate the 
suitability of their approach for the identification of interesting 
influential members from the Enron email dataset 
(http://www.cs.cmu.edu/~enron/). 
Expert identification from question-answering communities has 
been the object of study in recent work [1]. Zhang et al. [1] 
analyze data from the Java forum. The data is represented as a 
graph in which nodes correspond to users and arcs represent the 
interactions between users who ask a question and users who 
answer a question. The authors evaluate several graph-based 
ranking algorithms, including HITS and ExpertiseRank (a 
PageRank-like algorithm). The experiment in [1] reveals that a 
simple link-based metric could be a powerful tool for measuring 
the expertise level of users from question-answering 
communities. The problem of ranking users in question-
answering forums was also studied in [11]. Instead of using 
graph-ranking algorithms, the authors propose a Bayesian-based 
approach to obtain a posterior estimate of user's credibility. 
Further details and a survey on the problem of identifying 
authoritative actors can be found in [12]. 
4. LINK ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES 
Given the graph structure described in Section 2, we now turn to 
the problem of analyzing the properties of each node (user 
status). As mentioned in the previous section, link analysis 
techniques are widely used for this purpose since they provide a 
score of the relative authority of each node in the graph. A 
number of link analysis algorithms have been proposed [1, 7, 8]. 
The fundamental question now is what sort of model would work 
best for our application. In what follows, we discuss some 
important link analysis techniques which are close to the context 
of our study and then choose the most appropriate one for our 
application. We also argue why some techniques are not yet well 
suitable to the task of our study. 
4.1 PageRank 
PageRank and HITS were the pioneering approaches that 
introduced Link Analysis Ranking, in which hyperlink structures 
are used to determine the relative authority of a Web page. The 
PageRank assumption is that a node transfers its PageRank 
values evenly to all the nodes it connects to. A node has high 
rank if the sum of the ranks of its in-links is high. This covers 
both the case where a node has many in-links and that where a 
node has a few highly ranked in-links. 
The idea of PageRank has an intuitive parallel for question-
answering forums. To clarify this, let's take the example given in 
[1]. If B is able to answer A's questions, and C is able to answer 
B's questions, then C should receive a high authority score, since 
he is able to answer the questions of someone who himself has 
some expertise. However, this is not usually true in Yahoo! 
Answers. To clarify this point, let's take for instance the category 
"Programming & Design". In such a category, users ask 
questions related to different languages of programming such as 
Java, C++, PHP, etc. In this context, if user B answers user A's 
questions, which are about Java, and user C answers B's 
questions, which are about PHP, it is not possible to state that C 
is more expert than B, because B and C have different expertise. 
The former has expertise in Java while the latter has expertise in 
PHP. 
The example described above is frequent in Yahoo! Answers 
since this latter is organized in categories corresponding to large 
subject areas. Indeed, in the same category, we can find users 
who have expertise on specific topics but ask questions about 
other topics. This stimulates the interaction between Yahoo! 
Answers participants and encourages them to help each other 
frequently. We claim that PageRank provides interesting results 
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when the interactions between users are around one specific 
subject only. The study in [1] illustrates this by using a 
PageRank-like algorithm called ExpertiseRank on data from the 
Java forum, in which the interactions between users are 
exclusively about Java programming. 
4.2 HITS 
Kleinberg, in his seminal paper [7], introduced the HITS 
algorithm. The fundamental assumption of HITS is that in a 
graph there are special nodes that act as hubs. Hubs contain 
collections of links to authorities [7]. A good hub is a node that 
points to good authorities, while a good authority is a node 
pointed to by good hubs. In the context of our study, askers can 
act as hubs and best answerers can act as authorities. HITS 
associates two scores to each node: a hub score and an authority 
score. However, based on experiments we performed on data 
from Yahoo! Answers, the algorithm HITS does not yield 
satisfactory results. The following two examples illustrate this 
point. 
Example 1. Consider the graph depicted in Figure 2. Similar to 
the graph illustrated in Figure 1, the nodes in this graph 
correspond to users (askers or best answerers) and the directed 
edges represent the interactions between them. Since HITS is 
principally designed to work with directed non-weighted graphs, 
we did not consider the weight of edge in this example. 
Figure 2. Example 1 
In Yahoo! Answers, as described in Section 2, when an asker 
chooses the best answerer, he or she provides a "quality" rating. 
In other words, the interaction between the asker and the best 
answerer represents an endorsement of the quality of the answer 
of the best answerer. In this particular setting, as we can see 
from Figure 2, nodes 1, 2 and 3 should be ranked higher since 
they are frequently chosen as best answerers. However, the HITS 
algorithm assigns high authority scores to nodes 1,2, 10, 11 and 
12, but a near-zero authority score to node 3. This is because, the 
fact that node 6 points to node 1, which has a strong authority, 
increases its hub score, causes the authority scores of nodes 10, 
11 and 12 to increase. On the other hand, nodes that point to 
node 3 have relatively small hub scores in comparison to the 
other nodes that point to nodes 1 and 2. Therefore, node 3 
receives a very low authority score with the HITS algorithm. 
While this behavior of HITS could be very interesting in the 
context of Web-page ranking, it is not suitable in our study. 
Example 2. Figure 3 represents an example taken from [14]. In 
this graph, there are two components. Nodes N1-N7 correspond 
to the first component, while nodes N8-N15 correspond to the 
second component. This example corresponds to some real 
situations in Yahoo! Answers. The HITS algorithm will allocate 
high authority scores to the nodes N9-N15, while giving zero 
authority score to node Nl [14]. The reason for this is quite 
similar to example 1. Specifically, the fact that node N8 points to 
many nodes contribute to increase its hub score. Hence, causing 
the nodes N9-N15 to receive higher authority scores. However, 
intuition suggests that node Nl is the most authoritative since it 
represents an answerer with a large number of best answers. 
Figure 3. Example 2 
This particular behavior of HITS is not surprising since its main 
idea is based on mutually reinforcing relationships between hubs 
and authorities. In some cases, such a strategy has a negative 
impact since it gives an inappropriate hub/authority score to a 
node. In other contexts, including the expert identification, 
similar behavior of HITS was also observed [1, 5, 13, 14]. 
We conclude that HITS is not an appropriate choice for our 
application. On the other hand, HITS is a powerful tool for 
ranking Web pages since its concept of hubs and authorities 
(which mutually reinforce each other during the ranking process) 
fits well with the hyperlink structure of the Web [7]. A deeper 
investigation on hubs and authorities framework defined by 
Kleinberg can be found in [14]. 
Note that HITS (like PageRank) was originally designed to rank 
nodes from directed non-weighted graphs. However, interactions 
between Yahoo! Answers participants are represented as directed 
weighted graphs. Here it is evident that using PageRank or HITS 
on our data will lead one to ignore a crucial type of information: 
the magnitude of interaction between users. Liu et al. [6] and 
Zhang et al. [1] propose AuthorRank and ExpertiseRank, 
respectively, which extend PageRank slightly by taking link 
weights into account. However, since these two algorithms are 
PageRank-based, they exhibit the same behavior as PageRank on 
our data. Therefore, in the context of our application, 
AuthorRank and ExpertiseRank could not be used to accurately 
identify authoritative users. 
4.3 Z-score 
Zhang et al. [1] also propose the Z-score measure in order to 
estimate the expertise level of participants in question-answering 
forums. The Z-score of a user is given by
 z = (a-q)l Ma-q), 
where a is the number of answers and q is the number of 
questions posted by a user. The intuition underlying the Z-score 
is that it is highly probable that a user who answers many 
questions is an authority. On the other hand, if a user asks many 
questions, this implies that it is likely this user has no authority 
on a specific topic. 
The experiments in [1] show that the Z-score provides accurate 
results, comparable to those of ExpertiseRank, and better than 
those of HITS. However, in our application, such a measure 
cannot be used. For instance, in the category "Programming & 
Design", we have a user A who is expert in C++ and interested 
in PHP. This user answers many questions related to C++ and 
usually his answers are chosen as best answers. On the other 
hand, the same user asks many questions about PHP 
programming since he has a lack of expertise on this specific 
topic. Here, it is possible that the Z-score of A is negative, which 
means that this user could not be considered as an authority. 
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Based on the example above, it is clear that the use of Z-scores 
to measure the authority of users in our application entails a 
severe loss of information. As with PageRank and 
ExpertiseRank, the Z-score provides useful results on data in 
which the interaction between users concerns only one topic [1]. 
4.4 InDegree 
A simple technique that can be used to measure the authority of 
Yahoo! Answers participants is the InDegree. As the name 
implies, with the InDegree technique the authority of a node 
(user) is measured by the number of nodes that link to this node. 
A node with a high InDegree is likely to be a good authority. 
However, looking at our graph structure depicted in Figure 1, if 
we measure the InDegree of the nodes based only on the number 
of in-links we would be ignoring important information. It is 
clear that we need a weighted graph analysis. In the context of 
our study, the InDegree of a node will thus be measured based on 
the sum of the weights of edges that point to this node. 
In [7], Weinberg provides a solid argument against the InDegree 
technique, claiming that it is not sophisticated enough to capture 
the authoritativeness of a node in the context of a Web hyperlink 
environment. However, the graph representation that we adopt in 
our study is radically different from that studied by Kleinberg in 
[7]. As described in Section 2, our graph representation reflects 
choices people make about what information is useful, 
interesting and authoritative. A link from an asker A to the best 
answerer B denotes an endorsement for the quality of fi's 
answer. In this context, the InDegree technique can be used to 
rate the authority of each user. In our case, the InDegree of a user 
is simply the number of best answers given by that user. 
In Yahoo! Answers, it is reasonable to assume that a user with a 
high number of best answers in a specific category has some 
expertise on one or several topics of discussion in that category. 
For instance, a user who answers 100 questions with 50 best 
answers among them is better than a user who answers 200 
questions with 0 best answers. This is because, in Yahoo! 
Answers we are not only interested in users who answer many 
questions, but also in authoritative users, i.e., trusted sources of 
correct information. 
On the other hand, the reader should be aware that it is possible 
that some spammers create several accounts with different 
pseudonyms. Such users can ask and answer their own questions 
and choose their answers as best answers. Here, it is clear that by 
doing so, the value of the InDegree of theses users will increase. 
However, such behavior does not have a major impact on the 
estimation of the authority level because the community will 
usually identify theses users and report such so-called "abusive 
behaviors". As a consequence, the accounts of such users are 
deleted from the system by moderators. 
For all of the above reasons, we surmise that the InDegree 
technique is more appropriate for our application. Below, we 
develop a technique to automatically identify authoritative users. 
5. APPROACH 
After analyzing the behavior of several link analysis techniques 
on Yahoo! Answers and clarifying why the InDegree technique 
(i.e., number of best answers) is the most appropriate one for our 
application, we now turn to solving the problem of identifying 
authoritative users for each category in the Yahoo! Answers 
taxonomy. A simple approach is to rank users based on their 
InDegree and select the top K users as authorities. However, as 
described in Section 1, in some applications such as Yahoo! 
Answers, it is difficult to set appropriate values for K, In an 
attempt to provide an automatic solution to this problem, we 
developed a systematic and efficient way to discriminate between 
authoritative and non-authoritative users. 
Let X ={xi, X2, ..., XN} be the set of N users having at least one 
best answer in a specific category CAT. The InDegree of a user xi 
is denoted by yt, where V; is the sum of the best answers of user 
x; in category CAT. We normalize the InDegrees in such a way 
that V " (y.)2 = 1 . The normalized InDegree provides a 
relative score of the authority of each user. Intuitively, a large 
value of y, means that xi belongs to the set of authoritative users, 
while a small value indicates that x, belongs to the set of non-
authoritative users. In order to identify authorities in each 
category, we are interested in all sets of x, having large values of 
yi-
Estimating the histogram is a flexible tool to describe some 
statistical properties of the normalized InDegree y\. For the 
purpose of clarification, we extract data from the category 
"Engineering". The histogram of the normalized InDegree of 
users in this category is given in Figure 4. As we can see, the 
histogram depicted in this figure suggests the existence of two 
components. One of these two components represents low values 
ofyi (y: < 0.04), while the other one represents large values of_y; 
(0.04 < yi <0.2). We surmise that the first component represents 
non-authoritative users while the second one represents 
authoritative users. The fundamental question now is how to 
formally distinguish between authoritative and non-authoritative 
users. For this purpose we propose to model the normalized 
InDegree yi of all the users in a specific category as a mixture 
distribution. The probability density function (pdf) is therefore 
estimated and the status of each user in a specific category is 
identified. 
0 0.02 0.04 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.18 0.2 
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Figure 4. Histogram of the normalized InDegree 
5.1 /^Estimation 
As mentioned above, the histogram depicted in Figure 4 suggests 
the existence of two components with different shapes and/or 
heavy tails. This interesting observation inspires us to use the 
gamma mixture model. Formerly, we expect that the normalized 
InDegree follows a mixture density of the form: 
(Ky) = 1,7,0^,0,,^) (1) 
/=! 
where Gi(.) is the /th gamma distribution with parameters a\ and 
Pi representing, respectively, the shape and the scale parameters 
of the /th component; and yt (I = 1, ..., m) are the mixing 
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coefficients, with the restriction that y,>0 for 1 = 1, 
The density function of the /th component is given by 
A2' Gi(y,a„p,) = - -ya>-'exp(-/3,y) 
m and 
(2) 
r(a,r 
where T{a,) is the gamma function. 
As mentioned above, each gamma component Gi in equation (2) 
has two parameters: the shape parameter a/ and the scale 
parameter /?/. The shape parameter allows the distribution to take 
on a variety of shapes, depending on its value [15]. When ai <], 
the distribution is highly skewed and is L-shaped. When a; = 1, 
we get the exponential distribution. In the case of o/ >1, the 
distribution has a peak (mode) in (at- 1) / fi/ and skewed shape. 
The skewness decreases as the value of a/ increases. This 
flexibility of the gamma distribution and its positive sample 
space make it particularly suitable to model the distribution of 
the normalized InDegree y-,. 
The use of a mixture of gamma distributions allows us to propose 
a flexible model to describe the distribution of the normalized 
InDegree y-,. To form such a model, we need to estimate m, the 
number of components, and the parameters for each component. 
A standard approach for estimating the parameters of the gamma 
components Gi is the maximum likelihood technique [16]. The 
likelihood function is defined as 
LGi(al,pl) = YlG,(y,a„pi) 
1
 \ u l ) yeG, yeG, 
(3) 
where N/ is the size of the /th component. The logarithm of the 
likelihood function is given by 
logOLG; (a„ A)) = Nfic, logGS,) - N, log(r(a,)) 
+ ( a , - l ) 5 > g O 0 - / ? , 5 > 
yeG, yeG, 
(4) 
To find the values of ai and /?/ that maximize the likelihood 
function, we differentiate log(Lai(ai,Pi)) with respect to each of 
these parameters and set the result equal to zero: 
•^-log(LOi(a„A)) = ^ l o g 0 8 l ) - i V / ^ + 2log0') = 0 da, r(a;) yeG, 
>-log(#)
 + ^  = -LXlog(y) Ha,) N, ^ (5) 
and 
e logCIO((a„A)) = ^ - - 2 > = 0 
A 
yeG, 
_ N,af 
yeG, 
This yields the equation 
log(a,) - ¥(«,) = log(-i- X>) - TJ- 2>g(y) 
• '»; yeG, J^i yeG, 
(6) 
(7) 
where ¥(.) is the digamma function given by y>(a) = l a ) . 
T(a) 
The digamma function can be approximated very accurately 
using the following equation [17]. 
xu, i , , x 1 1 1 1 ( 8 ) 
xP(a) = log(a)
 T + T- r + -" 
5
 2a 12a2 120a4 252a 6 
The parameter ai can be estimated by solving equation (7) using 
the Newton-Raphson method. Its estimated value a is then 
substituted into equation (6) to determine h . 
Let us focus now on the problem of estimating m, the number of 
components in the distribution. Based on the histogram depicted 
in Figure 4, we can assume that the normalized InDegree could 
be modeled as a mixture of two gamma components. However, 
this is just a visual observation; there is no proof which 
guarantees that there are indeed two components. To address this 
issue, we will now describe a strategy we adopt for estimating 
the optimal number of components in a mixture. 
One popular approach [18] to estimating the number of 
components m is to test values of m from 1 to mjnax (mjnax is 
an input parameter which represents the maximum number of 
components) against a performance measure and choose the 
number of components that optimizes the performance measure. 
For this purpose, we implement a standard two-step process. In 
the first step, we calculate the maximum likelihood of the 
parameters of the mixture for a range of values of m (from 1 to 
mjnax). The second step involves calculating an associated 
criterion and selecting the value of m which optimizes the 
criterion. A variety of measures have been proposed to estimate 
the number of components in a dataset [18, 19]. In our method, 
we use a penalized likelihood criterion, called the Bayesian 
Information Criterion (BIC). BIC was first introduced by 
Schwartz [20] and is given by 
BIC(m) = -2Lm+Np\og(N) (9) 
where L is the logarithm of the likelihood at the maximum 
likelihood solution for the mixture model under investigation, 
and A^  is the number of parameters estimated. The number of 
components that minimizes BlC(m) is considered to be the 
optimal value for m. 
Typically, the maximum likelihood of the parameters of the 
distribution is estimated using the EM algorithm [21]. This 
algorithm requires the initial parameters of each component. 
Since EM is highly dependent on initialization [22], it will be 
helpful to perform initialization by mean of a clustering 
algorithm [22]. For this purpose we implement the Fuzzy C-
Means algorithm (FCM) [23] to partition the set of yi into m 
components. Based on such a partition we can estimate the 
parameters of each component and set them as initial parameters 
for the EM algorithm. The procedure for estimating the number 
of components is summarized in Figure 5. 
Based on extensive experiments on data extracted from a large 
numbers of categories from Yahoo! Answers, we found that the 
optimal number of components in a mixture is always two. This 
suggests that the normalized InDegrees are well fitted by two 
gamma components, the first representing non-authoritative users 
with small values of InDegree while the second represents 
authoritative users with large values of InDegree. The pdf of the 
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normalized InDegree represented in Figure 4 is illustrated in 
Figure 6. 
Figure 5. Estimation of the number of components m 
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Figure 6. pdf of the normalized InDegree 
5.2 Summary of Authoritative User 
Identification Procedure 
Based on the analysis above, it is reasonable now to assume that 
the normalized InDegree could be modeled as a mixture of two 
gamma components. The following steps can then be 
implemented to efficiently discriminate authoritative from non-
authoritative users. 
1. For a given category, estimate the InDegree of each user; 
2. Normalizeyt, where V " (y.)2 = 1 ; 
3. Estimate the pdf of the normalized InDegree with m = 2; 
3.1. Apply FCM as initialization of the EM algorithm; 
3.2. Apply EM to estimate the parameters of the mixture; 
4. Use the results of the EM algorithm in order to derive a 
classification decision about the membership of y, in each 
component. 
Based on this algorithm, we can definitively discriminate 
between authoritative and non-authoritative users in a specific 
category by selecting the component which represents large 
values of InDegree y,. In the following section we devise an 
empirical study designed to illustrate the suitability of our 
approach. 
6. EXPERIMENTS 
In this section, we put our approach at work using data from 
Yahoo! Answers. It worth to point out that there is no standard 
method in the literature that our technique could be compared to. 
To the best of our knowledge, the method that we propose is the 
first attempt to automatically discriminate authoritative and non 
authoritative users, while existing approaches provide a ranked 
list of users only. Furthermore, for the reasons mentioned in 
section 4, we do not consider techniques such as HITS [7] and 
PageRank [8] (and their derivatives such as ExpertiseRank [1]) 
for comparison since they are not well suited for the task of our 
study. On the other hand, there is also a shortage of standard 
benchmark data which could be used to evaluate approaches 
designed to identify expert/authoritative users. All these make 
the evaluation of the proposed method a challenging task. In this 
particular context, we have adopted a principled way of 
evaluating the technique presented in this paper. In the 
following, we saliently illustrate the suitability of our method. 
First, we describe the datasets used in our experiments, and then 
we report the results of our experiments and provide discussions. 
6.1 Datasets 
We report experiments on datasets which represent users' 
activities over one full year (from May 2006 to April 2007), for 
six categories: "Engineering", "Biology", "Programming & 
Design", "Mathematics", "Physics" and "Chemistry". Since we 
are attempting to identify authoritative actors in each category, 
our datasets contain interactions between askers and best 
answerers only. The dataset statistics are reported in Table 1. 
Note that, due to commercial-in-confidence, all the datasets 
statistics are reported in percentage. As illustrated in this table, 
more than half of the users in each category ask questions only. 
This indicates that Yahoo! Answers is really a place where users 
come to get answers to their questions by relying on other users' 
expertise in different topics. Also, it is interesting to see that a 
large fraction of users are only interested in sharing their 
knowledge by answering questions only. This repartition of 
users' activities is very common into many other categories not 
described here. It can however be less clear in some other 
categories where users are engaging into discussions more than 
into knowledge sharing (this is the case for example in the 
"Politics" category). 
Table 1. Datasets statistics 
Category 
Engineering 
Biology 
Programming 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Chemistry 
% users who 
ask only 
65% 
60% 
66% 
64% 
60% 
63% 
% users who 
answer only 
31% 
36% 
29% 
31% 
34% 
32% 
% users who 
ask and 
answer 
4% 
4% 
5% 
5% 
6% 
5% 
Input: {yi}, mjnax 
Output: the optimal number of components m; 
begin 
for m = 1 to mjnax do 
if m == 1 then 
Estimate the parameters of the gamma distribution 
based on the likelihood formula using equations (6), 
(7) and (8); 
Compute the value oiBIC(m) using equation (9); 
else 
Apply FCM as an initialization of the EM algorithm; 
Apply the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters 
of the mixture using equations (6), (7) and (8); 
Compute the value ofBIC(m) using equation (9); 
end; 
end; 
Select the number of components m , such that 
m = argmi„BIC(m); 
£nd 
Chemistry 63% 32  5% 
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6.2 Identifying Authoritative Users 
We use our approach to identify authoritative users in each 
category, as presented in Table 1. As mentioned in Section 5.1, 
in all cases we found that the normalized InDegrees are well 
fitted by two gamma components. The component that contains 
large InDegree values represents authoritative users. In general, 
we found that only a few hundreds users who are authoritative. 
Table 2 provides an idea of the percentage of authoritative users 
identified in each category. 
Table 2. Percentage of authoritative users in each category 
Category 
Engineering 
Biology 
Programming 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Chemistry 
% authoritative users 
0.74% 
0.66% 
0.72% 
0.50% 
0.70% 
0.70% 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we looked 
at the behavior/activity of a significant number of identified 
authoritative users in the site and manually evaluated their 
answers. Since there are millions of question and answers in 
Yahoo! Answers, it is impossible for us to investigate all of the 
users manually. We thus selected a few hundreds of authoritative 
users from the categories "Programming & Design" and 
"Mathematics". We specifically chose these two categories 
because they are close to our domains of expertise. 
We performed a thorough analysis and observed that all of the 
selected users are very active, with a strong presence on the site. 
In most cases, they provide detailed answers of good quality to a 
large number of questions. Furthermore, we investigated each 
selected user's profile page (in Yahoo! Answers, profile pages 
allow individuals to provide information about themselves and 
their expertise). This yielded very interesting and encouraging 
results. For instance, we found that the selected users in the 
"Mathematics" category included math teachers and graduate 
students. In the category "Programming & Design", there were a 
number of software engineers, Web programmers and students. 
Such users are valuable sources of knowledge. 
In our investigation we also observed that such users play a 
significant role in regulating the whole system on the site. In 
several cases, they provide an objective evaluation of the answers 
of other users through the voting mechanism available on the 
site. We believe such users are potential candidates to perform a 
given organizational role on the site. 
Based on these encouraging results, we expect that other 
authoritative users identified by our approach in other categories 
display similar behavior to the users we analyzed from the 
categories "Programming & Design" and "Mathematics". To 
confirm our claim, we now investigate the quality of the content 
generated by all the identified authoritative users in a more 
systematic way. 
6.3 Quality of Content 
The aim of this set of experiments is to evaluate the quality of 
the content generated by all the identified authoritative users. We 
expect these users to generate high-quality content (i.e., 
questions and answers of high quality). Hence, evaluating the 
quality of the content generated by authoritative users can also be 
a validation of the suitability of our method. For this purpose, we 
use the quality metric described in [9] as the "gold standard" for 
evaluation. Due to space limit, we provide, in the following, a 
brief description of this approach. Further details can be found in 
[9]. 
The work in [9] addresses the problem of identifying high-quality 
content in community-driven question-answering sites. The 
approach combines the analysis of the textual content with the 
user feedback on the site in order to estimate a quality score for 
each question and answer. The quality score described in [9] is 
the confidence score of a binary classifier trained on high and 
low quality examples. The value of the quality score is always 
between 0 and 1. When the question or answer is of high quality, 
the value of the quality score is close to 1. On the other hand, a 
question or answer with low quality receives a very small quality 
score value (close to 0). The experiments in [9] illustrate that 
such an approach to identifying high-quality content achieves an 
accuracy close to that of humans. Figure 7 shows the average 
quality score of authoritative users in each category. 
Figure 7. Average quality score of the answers of the 
identified authoritative users in each category 
As we can see from this figure, the average quality score of 
authoritative users in each category is generally between 0.7 and 
0.77, which is a relatively high quality score. This result 
represents another source of confirmation concerning the 
suitability of our approach for identifying users that contribute 
significantly to generate high-quality content in Yahoo! Answers. 
Moreover, such results also indicate that askers are very selective 
in choosing the best answerers. We can thus rely on them and on 
their judgment with a pretty high level of confidence. 
7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we addressed the problem of the automatic 
identification of authoritative users in a Web-based question-
answering community. Specifically, we analyzed data from 
Yahoo! Answers, a large-scale community question-answering 
site. We represented our environment as a weighted directed 
graph built from the interactions between askers and best 
answerers. The behavior of several link analysis techniques on 
our data was analyzed. We concluded that a simple technique 
such as the InDegree is the most appropriate for rating the 
authority level of each user. 
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In order to automatically identify authoritative users in each 
category, we proposed a probabilistic approach based on a 
mixture model. First, we estimated the normalized InDegree of 
each user in each category. Next, we analyzed their statistical 
properties. We found that the normalized InDegrees are well 
fitted by two gamma components. One of these two components, 
which contains large values of InDegree, represents authoritative 
users. 
We illustrated the suitability of our proposal on datasets 
extracted from a number of different categories. Experiments 
showed that our approach is able to automatically identify 
authoritative users in each analyzed category. Moreover, we 
evaluated the content generated by the identified authoritative 
users. Our results clearly demonstrate that such users contribute 
significantly to the generation of high-quality content. Such 
results confirm the effectiveness of the proposed approach for 
identifying prominent users who are rich sources of knowledge. 
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Chapitre 3 
Identification des communautes de 
partage des connaissances dans les 
services Web de question-reponse 
Le dernier chapitre de cette these considere le probleme de 1'identification des commu-
nautes dans les forums Internet de question-reponse. Dans notre investigation des travaux 
existants lies a 1'identification des communautes dans le Web, nous avons constate qu'il 
n'y a pas une definition quantitative unique et rigoureuse, qui est universellement accep-
ted, du concept de communaute. Cela est du essentiellement au fait que la definition du 
terme communaute varie selon le contexte de chaque application. II convient de noter que 
le travail presente dans ce chapitre est different de tous les travaux anterieurs lies a l'identi-
fication des communautes dans le Web, puisque nous etudions le probleme d'identification 
des communautes dans le contexte particulier des forums Internet de question-reponse. 
Dans notre travail, nous somme interesses a identifier ce que nous appelons "les com-
munautes de partage des connaissances" qui satisfont les proprietes suivantes : 
1. Une communaute de partage des connaissances est definie par un ensemble d'experts 
et d'utilisateurs qui posent des questions. 
2. A l'interieur de chaque communaute, les utilisateurs qui posent des questions montrent 
un comportement plus homogene, en terme de leurs interactions avec les experts, que 
partout ailleurs. 
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3. Les utilisateurs experts peuvent appartenir a plus d'une communaute. 
A partir de la description des communautes de partage des connaissances mentionnee 
ci-dessus, il est clair que 1'identification de ce type de communautes repose en premier lieu 
sur 1'identification des experts. Pour cette fin, nous avons utilise nos resultats obtenus dans 
le chapitre 2 de cette these. Specifiquement, pour identifier les communautes de partage 
des connaissances, nous avons explore les interactions des participants avec tout les ex-
perts identifies par notre approche presentee dans le chapitre precedant. Nous proposons de 
representer les interactions entre les utilisateurs qui posent des questions et les experts sous 
la forme de donnees transactionnelles de telle sorte que chaque transaction resume toutes 
interactions d'un utilisateur avec tous les experts qui ont repondu a ces questions. Par la 
suite, pour regrouper les utilisateurs qui montrent un comportement homogene en terme de 
leurs interactions avec les experts, nous proposons un nouvel algorithme de clustering de 
donnees transactionnelles que nous avons norame TRANCLUS (TRANsaction CLUSte-
ring). Les clusters identifies par notre algorithme represented les communautes que nous 
cherchons a decouvrir. 
Contrairement a la vaste majorite des algorithmes existants de clustering des donnees 
transactionnelles, TRANCLUS est libre de tout parametre ce qui represente un avantage 
majeur en pratique. TRANCLUS est un algorithme iteratif de nature partitionnelle qui 
tente d'optimiser une nouvelle fonction objectif. Specifiquement, pour identifier les clus-
ters, TRANCLUS commence premierement par parcourir l'ensemble des transactions de 
maniere sequentielle de telle sorte que la destination de la prochaine transaction est guidee 
par notre nouvelle fonction objectif. Une fois que la premiere passe a travers tout l'en-
semble de donnees est effectuee, TRANCLUS effectue quelques autres passes pour raffiner 
le clustering. La fonction objectif que nous proposons permet d'effectuer un processus de 
clustering systematique en excluant toutes interventions de l'utilisateur. Notre algorithme 
est evalue sur des ensembles de donnees synthetiques et reelles de caracteristiques diffe-
rentes. Comme une demonstration pratique, nous utilisons TRANCLUS pour identifier les 
communautes de partage des connaissances dans six forums differents de Yahoo ! Answers. 
Notre contribution est presentee dans les pages suivantes a travers un article intitule Dis-
covering Knowledge-Sharing Communities in Question-Answering Forums [7]. Cet 
article est soumis au journal international ACM Transactions on Knowledge Discovery 
form Data, Special Issue on Knowledge Discovery for Web Intelligence. 
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Note : ma contribution au chapitre 3 de cette these inclut 1'introduction du concept de 
" communautes de partage de connaissances ", le developpement de l'algorithme TRAN-
CLUS, l'elaboration des tests experimentaux et la redaction de Particle. Mon directeur de 
recherche, le professeur Shengrui Wang et mon superviseur de stage chez Yahoo ! Canada, 
M. Benoit Dumoulin, ont conjointement supervise et valide toutes les etapes de developpe-
ment de l'approche proposee dans ce chapitre ainsi que la redaction de l'article. 
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Discovering Knowledge-Sharing Communities in 
Question-Answering Forums 
MOHAMED BOUGUESSA and SHENGRUI WANG 
University of Sherbrooke 
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BENOIT DUMOULIN 
Yahoo! Inc. 
In this paper, we define what we call a knowledge-sharing community in a question-answering 
forum as a set of askers and authoritative users such that , within each community, askers exhibit 
more homogeneous behavior in terms of their interactions with authoritative users than elsewhere. 
A procedure for discovering members of such a community is devised. As a case study, we focus 
on Yahoo! Answers, a large and diverse online question-answering service. Our contribution is 
twofold. First, we develop a method for automatic identification of authoritative actors in Ya-
hoo! Answers. To this end, we estimate and then model the authority scores of participants as a 
mixture of gamma distributions. The number of components in the mixture is determined using 
the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), while the parameters of each component are estimated 
using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm. This method allows us to automatically 
discriminate between authoritative and non-authoritative users. Second, we represent our envi-
ronment as a type of transactional da ta such tha t each transaction summarizes the interaction 
of an asker with a specific set of authoritative users. Then, to group askers on the basis of their 
interactions with authoritative users, we develop a parameter-free transactional clustering algo-
rithm which is based on a novel criterion function. The identified clusters correspond to the 
communities that we aim to discover. To evaluate the suitability of our clustering algorithm, we 
conduct a series of experiments on both synthetic and public, real-life data. Finally, we put our 
approach to work using data from Yahoo! Answers which represent users' activities over one full 
year. 
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.5.3 [Information Interfaces and P r e s e n t a t i o n (e .g . , 
HCI) ] : Group and Organization Interfaces—Web-based interaction; H.2.8 [Database M a n a g e -
ment] : Database Applications—Data mining 
General Terms: Algorithms, Design, Experimentation 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Internet surfers use the Web to find various information related to a wide range of 
topics. In this context, Internet search engines fulfill a very important role, as they 
are used to find a series of relevant documents relative to a specific topic. Internet 
search engines are extremely useful and become an indispensable tool for most Web 
users. 
A part of this work was done while the first author was at Yahoo! as an intern. 
Author 's address: Mohamed Bouguessa and Shengrui Wang: Department of Computer Science, 
University of Sherbrooke, 1500 Boulvard de PUniversite , Qc, J1K 2R1, Canada; 
contact email:{mohamed.bouguessa, shengrui.wang}@usherbrooke.ca. 
Benoit Dumoulin: Yahoo! Inc., 2821 Mission College Boulevard, Santa Clara, CA 95054, USA; 
contact email: benoitd@yahoo-inc.com. 
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Web users are also constantly looking for new online services to complement 
search engines. Among these services are question-answering forums where users 
come to ask and answer questions and share their knowledge. There are generally 
three types of users in question-answering forums [Zhang et al. 2007]: 1) users who 
only ask questions; 2) users who only answer questions and 3) users who ask and 
answer questions. It is reasonable to expect that a user who correctly answers 
another user's question generally has more expertise on the subject than the asker; 
and an asker prefers to receive answers from authoritative people with expertise on 
the specific subject. 
Summarizing the analysis of some previous studies [Zhang et al. 2007; Welser 
et al. 2007] in question-answering forums the primary mode of interaction of au-
thoritative users is the provision of thorough help and informative responses to 
other group members' questions. In this context, askers may seek authoritative 
people as a source of information, to replace other sources such as documents and 
databases or complement them in various ways [Maybury 2006]. Such interaction 
between participants in these online services allows the formation of communities 
around shared interests in a wide variety of topics [Welser et al. 2007]. 
Recent research [Maybury 2006; Yimam and Kobsa 2003] suggests that author-
itative users can play a critical role in fostering and sustaining Web communities. 
In this context, communities can be viewed as groups of askers and authoritative 
users, with the latter constituting the core of these communities since they are the 
source of the knowledge sought by the askers. Such communities are often seen in 
the business world as important means for generating value and motivating con-
tributions [Welser et al. 2007; Lesser and Storck 2001]. The hosts and users of 
online question-answering services would like to be able to identify the providers 
of the most valuable information, and to discover and promote communities that 
support such sharing [Wenger et al. 2002; Lesser and Storck 2001]. In this paper, 
we effectively address this issue. As a case study, we focus on Yahoo! Answers l, a 
large and diverse online question-answering service. 
Yahoo! Answers is a very popular service and already reports millions of partic-
ipants. A few months after it was launched, it attracted a large number of users 
and it continues to grow [Gyongyi et al. 2008]. According to Prescott [2006], Ya-
hoo! Answers captures 96% of the question and answer market share. A recent 
study [Adamic et al. 2008] suggests that Yahoo! Answers is an active social world 
with tremendously diverse knowledge and opinions being exchanged. This success 
can be attributed to the wide variety of topics available at Yahoo! Answers and 
to the significant number of participants with different skills and expertise. This 
makes Yahoo! Answers an interesting case study, since it contains a rich store of 
information. In this context, locating different sources of authoritative knowledge, 
and discovering community structure become crucial issues to improve the content 
and the quality of the service that Yahoo! Answers offers its users. 
1
 http://answers.yahoo.com/ 
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1.1 Goal 
Our goals are: 
(1) To develop a systematic approach to automatically discriminate between au-
thoritative and non-authoritative users. 
(2) To develop a clustering algorithm targeted to discover "knowledge sharing com-
munities" based on the interactions between askers and authoritative users. 
Specifically, we aim to cluster askers who exhibit homogenous behaviors in 
terms of their interaction with authoritative users. 
In the following pages, we present a number of elements that motivate our study. 
First, we illustrate the benefit of discovering authoritative users. Second, we provide 
a definition of the knowledge-sharing communities we aim to discover, and illus-
trate why discovering communities based on the interactions between askers and 
authoritative users helps to improve the quality of the services that any question-
answering forum offers to its participants. A brief description of the strategy that 
we have adopted to identify such communities is given. Finally, we conclude this 
section by describing our contributions and the plan of this paper. 
1.2 Discovering Authorities 
In addition to the discussion above about the benefit of discovering authorita-
tive users, there are several other reasons for identifying such actors in question-
answering forums. For instance, routing each newly asked question to appropriate 
experts significantly helps in providing askers with efficient, helpful service, by min-
imizing the effort and time askers must invest to find or receive good answers to 
their questions. In this context, authoritative people perform an important role 
because they collectively donate vast amounts of valuable advice to those who ask 
questions. Furthermore, authoritative users can participate effectively in improving 
the quality of the site content. 
The problem of identifying authoritative users has received growing attention 
[Zhang et al. 2007; Campbell et al. 2003; Dom et al. 2003], In an attempt to discover 
authoritative users, most of the existing approaches use link analysis techniques 
such as HITS [Kleinberg 1999], or PageRank [Page et al. 1998] or one of its variants 
such as AuthorRank [Liu et al. 2005] and ExpertiseRank [Zhang et al. 2007]. The 
output of such approaches is a list of users ranked according to their degree of 
authority on subjects of interest. Based on this list, the top K users are considered 
as most authoritative. The weakness of such an approach resides in the unprincipled 
selection of the value of K. In general, the value of K is chosen solely on the basis 
of specific knowledge of an application. However, in many real-life applications, it 
is very difficult to set the value of K. For instance, since there are a large number 
of different forums in Yahoo! Answers, setting an appropriate value of K for each 
forum is a very difficult task if performed manually, by inspecting users' behavior 
for each of them. Automating the process of discovering authoritative actors thus 
becomes an absolute necessity. To summarize, the value of K is crucial, as it can 
give more power to the selected users. An inappropriate choice of this value can 
have a very negative impact on the quality of the service. 
To our knowledge, no principled method for choosing the value of K has yet been 
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proposed. This motivated our effort to design an approach for automatically dis-
criminating between authoritative and non-authoritative users, rather than simply 
producing a ranked list. Once authoritative users are discovered, we turn to the 
problem of identifying communities that form around them. 
1.3 Discovering Communities 
Knowledge is a critical asset that needs to be managed strategically [Wenger et al. 
2002]. Increasingly, organizations are investing in knowledge-management solu-
tions to manage and leverage both implicit and explicit knowledge assets. Commu-
nity detection and expertise location have become important aspects of knowledge-
management systems [Salvetti and Srinivasan 2005]. Likewise, in question-answering 
forums, managing knowledge is principally based on discovering authoritative users 
who represent a potential source of knowledge, and exploring their interactions with 
askers in order to detect communities. Such a strategy leads to the creation of a 
valuable online knowledge service. This is why, in this paper, we focus exclusively 
on the interactions between askers and authoritative users rather than any other 
type of interactions between participants. Focusing on interactions between askers 
and authoritative users is an appropriate way to discover and promote communities 
in which seeking and sharing knowledge is the first priority. 
The identification of such communities allows closer interaction and communi-
cation between participants in the group as people learn from one another, solve 
problems together and create new knowledge. Furthermore, in question-answering 
forums, enhancing the visibility of authoritative users on the site and connecting 
them with askers plays a critical role in fostering communities around shared in-
terests. As a result, there is a considerable gain in terms of the time and effort 
spent by askers to search for relevant information, since another person (i.e., au-
thoritative user) in the community could easily provide assistance. Furthermore, 
discovering and cultivating such communities results in a much greater degree of 
orderly high-level structure. Hence, groups (i.e., communities) can grow in a more 
structural way by attracting new members with the same focus of interest. Learn-
ing would be the reason that motivates the community to come together [Wenger 
et al. 2002]. As new members join the group they have access to existing members 
and learn from them. Members of a community may also take advantage of their 
connections to get to know others. In summary, discovering communities based on 
the interactions between askers and authoritative users is crucial to improve the 
quality of the content of question-answering forums. 
In this paper, we use a transactional data model to represent the interactions 
between askers and authoritative users. In general, the term "transaction" refers 
to a set of "items" [Han and Kamber 2006]. A transactional dataset consists of a 
number of transactions, each of which contains a varying number of items. The 
most common example of transactional data is market basket data, which consists 
of the sets of items bought together by customers. One such set of items is called 
a transaction. Other typical examples of transactional data are Web usage data, 
customer interest profiles, patient symptoms records, and image features. Actually, 
transactional data occurs in many different applications such as bioinformatics, 
medical diagnosis, scientific data analysis and Web mining [Tan et al. 2006]. For 
instance, in information retrieval, a document can be summarized by a set of key-
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Ti = {e\,e2} T5 = {e3,e4,e5,e6} 
Ti = {ei,e2,e3} Te = {e3,e4,es} 
T3 = {ei,e2,e3} Tj = {e3,e4,e5,ee} 
Tt = {e2,e3} T8 = {e4,e5,e6} 
Fig. 1. An example of a transactional dataset. 
words associated with it. Thus, Web search engines could represent documents 
(and even user queries) as a type of transaction [Xiao and Dunham 2001]. 
In the context of our study, we represent the interactions between an asker and 
authoritative users as a type of transaction. Specifically, we associate with each 
asker o a transaction T that contains a set of authoritative users who answered the 
questions of asker a. Figure 1 provides a simple example of interactions between 
askers and authoritative users. In this figure, each ea (d = 1,... ,6) corresponds 
to an authoritative user and each set Tj (i = 1 , . . . , 8) summarizes the interaction 
of asker a, with a specific set of authoritative users. For instance, the transaction 
T\ = {ei,e2J summarizes the interactions of asker a\ with the authoritative users 
ei and e<i. Note that in transactional data the size of the transactions varies. To 
summarize, the transactional data model offer a simple and flexible way to represent 
the interaction between askers and authoritative users. In Section 4, we will give a 
formal definition of a transaction and a formal description of the data model that 
we use. 
An interesting property of the interaction between an asker and authoritative 
users is that users are usually linked by shared interests and not social relationships 
(i.e., friendship). Askers prefer to receive answers from authoritative people with 
expertise on the specific subject. An authoritative user provides answers to: 1) 
questions for which he/she is interested by the content rather than who posted the 
question; 2) questions related to his/her area(s) of expertise. Hence, we expect that 
askers who interact frequently with the same set of authoritative users are also more 
related to each other than those who do not. As a result, the interactions between 
askers and authoritative users leads to the formation of communities of shared 
interests in a wide variety of topics. In each community, we view authoritative 
users as the central/prominent elements that the askers seek. 
The concept of a community is qualitatively intuitive [Radicchi et al. 2004]. As 
suggested in [Zhang et al. 2007; Balakrishnan and Deo 2006; Radicchi et al. 2004], 
there is no single quantitative, rigorous definition of a community that is commonly 
accepted. This is mainly due to the fact that the definition of a community varies 
according to the specific case under study [Caldarelli 2007]. In this paper, we are 
interested in identifying what we call "knowledge-sharing communities" in question-
answering forums, which satisfy the following properties: 
(1) A knowledge-sharing community is defined by a set of askers and authoritative 
users. 
(2) Within each community, askers exhibit more homogeneous behavior in terms 
of their interactions with authoritative users than elsewhere. 
(3) Authoritative users may belong to more than one community. 
As discussed above, the reason for the first property is primarily that we aim 
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Fig, 2. Boolean representations of the interaction between askers and authoritative users. 
to create and promote a valuable online knowledge-sharing service. T h e second 
property is based on the fact that two askers who interact with a lot of common 
authoritative users are more likely to be associated than other askers who do not. 
For instance, consider the interactions of askers a\, <Z2 and a?, which are summarized 
respectively by the transactions T\,T2 and T5, as depicted in Figure 1. As we can 
see from this figure, T\ and T2 exhibit a significant overlap in comparison to T5. 
This implies that askers 01 and ai are more highly associated with each other 
than asker a5 since their interactions with authoritative users are more similar 
than those of 05. Finally, the third property is based on the observation that in 
question-answering forums there may be some authoritative users who answer a 
lot of questions related to their specialties and thus it is possible that we may find 
them in more than one group. 
Based on the discussion above, a simple visual inspection of Figure 1 suggests 
the existence of two communities. The first community is defined by the set 
Ti,T2,Ts,T4 while the second one is defined by T^,T6,TT,TS- This means that 
in the first community, askers 0,1,0,2,0,3 and a\ are grouped together since they 
interact with a common set of authoritative users: e\,e2 and 63; whereas askers 
0,5,0,0,07 and ag are grouped in the second community since they interact most of-
ten with e3, e4, e5 and e6. This can be better seen in the bitmapped representation 
depicted in Figure 2. In this figure, the interaction between askers and authorita-
tive users can be viewed as a Boolean matrix in which a value 1 corresponds to 
the presence of the interaction between asker a; and authoritative users e^, while 
a value 0 corresponds to its absence. The black cells of this matrix indicate askers 
and authoritative users that form the first community while the gray cells indicate 
the second community. It is important to note that we have used a Boolean matrix 
here to summarize the interaction between askers and authoritative users for the 
purpose of visual clarification only. Modeling interactions between users as a type 
of transaction is more appropriate, since transactional data allow a compact rep-
resentation, thereby avoiding the use of a sparse, high-dimensional matrix which 
poses significant challenge to any mining techniques in terms of time and space 
complexity. 
As can be seen from Figure 2, askers grouped in the same community exhibit 
homogeneous behavior in terms of their interactions with authoritative users, in 
comparison to other askers in other groups. This implies that since in this paper 
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we model our environment as types of transactions, a community could be defined 
as a subset of transactions that exhibits a higher degree of overlap between them 
than elsewhere. This in turn corresponds to the definition of a cluster in the context 
of transactional data clustering [Cesario et al. 2007; Yan et al. 2006; Yang et al. 
2002; Wang et al. 1999]. In this setting, transactional clustering algorithms are 
appropriate for discovering knowledge-sharing communities. In the remainder of 
this paper, the terms "community" and "cluster" will be used interchangeably. A 
formal description of a cluster is given in Section 4. 
A number of transactional clustering algorithms have been proposed in the liter-
ature [Yan et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2002; Wang et al. 1999]. However, the majority 
of these techniques are dependent on multiple parameters which may be difficult to 
tune, especially in real-life applications. For instance, some algorithms [Yun et al. 
2004; Giannotti et al. 2002; Xiao and Dunham 2001] require the number of clusters 
as an input parameter. However, with real datasets it is extremely difficult to set 
an appropriate value for the number of clusters. To alleviate this problem, the au-
thors in [Yan et al. 2006] propose two new validity indices and suggest running the 
clustering algorithm with different numbers of clusters and choosing the number 
of clusters that optimizes the proposed validity index. However, such an approach 
penalizes the efficiency of the algorithm and further inflates its time requirements. 
Some existing algorithms [Yang et al. 2002; Wang et al. 1999] succeed in automat-
ically identifying the number of clusters. However, they still require a number of 
parameters to be tuned by the user, which limits their applicability to real prob-
lems. In real applications, clustering algorithms should have as few parameters as 
possible - ideally, none at all [Keogh et al. 2004]. To our knowledge, only the algo-
rithm proposed in [Cesario et al. 2007] is a parameter-free transactional clustering 
algorithm. 
1.4 Contributions and Paper Layout 
The major contributions 2 of this paper are: 
(1) Proposing a systematic approach to identify authoritative users in question-
answering forums. In our approach, we propose to model the authority scores of 
users as a mixture of gamma distributions. The number of components in each 
mixture is estimated by the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC), while the 
parameters of each component are estimated by the Expectation-Maximization 
(EM) algorithm. Based on extensive experiments on datasets extracted from 
Yahoo! Answers, we found that authority scores can be modeled as a mixture 
of two gamma distributions. As we will show, one of these two components 
corresponds to authoritative actors. 
(2) Proposing a fully automatic approach for discovering knowledge-sharing com-
munities in question-answering forums based on the interactions between askers 
and authoritative users. Specifically, we represent such interactions between 
users as transactions and we develop a parameter-free transactional cluster-
ing algorithm which is based on a new criterion function. We call our algo-
2 This paper is a substantially expanded journal version of the ACM Knowledge Discovery and 
Data Mining Conference paper [Bouguessa et al. 2008]. 
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rithm TRANCLUS to denote the fact that it is a TRANsaction CLUStering 
algorithm. The algorithm aims to cluster askers that exhibit homogeneous be-
haviors based on their interaction with authoritative users. We illustrate the 
suitability of our proposal on real data from Yahoo! Answers. 
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes Yahoo! An-
swers. Section 3 gives a detailed description of our approach for the identification 
of authoritative users. In Section 4, we present the TRANCLUS algorithm. An 
empirical evaluation of TRANCLUS is given in Section 5. Section 6 presents the 
application of our approach to discover knowledge-sharing communities in Yahoo! 
Answers. In Section 7, we provide an overview of related work. Finally, our con-
clusion is given in Section 8. 
2. YAHOO! ANSWERS 
The purpose of this section is to provide the reader with the necessary background 
to understand the main characteristics and the question-answering mechanism of 
Yahoo! Answers 3. Yahoo! Answers is an online question-answering service orga-
nized according to a taxonomy of topics. Specifically, questions and answers are 
posted within categories (or forums). There are 26 top-level and more than 1000 
lower-level categories in Yahoo! Answers. The categories range from Mathematics 
to History to Medicine to Philosophy. The content of Yahoo! Answers is therefore 
highly multidisciplinary and attracts users from a wide variety of fields. As a re-
sult, it now hosts a very large number of questions and answers in a wide variety 
of domains. Yahoo! Answers participants can thus save time in their quest for 
information because they can get an answer relatively quickly or find what they are 
looking for among the existing questions and answers. 
The central elements of the Yahoo! Answers system are the questions. Each 
question has a life cycle. It starts in an "open" state where it receives several 
answers. Then at some point (determined by the asker, or by an automatic timeout 
in the system), the question is considered "closed", and can receive no further 
answers. At this stage, a "best answer" is selected either by the asker or by other 
users via a voting procedure. Once a best answer is chosen, the question goes into 
the "resolved" state and becomes, in principle, a browsable piece of information. 
Note that Yahoo! Answers participants do not limit their activity to asking and 
answering questions, but also actively participate in regulating the whole system. 
A user can report abusive behavior by other users who are violating the guidelines. 
A user can also mark interesting questions, evaluate answers and vote for the best 
answers. Finally, it is important to note that during the question life cycle described 
here, a user is not allowed to answer the same question more than once, nor to 
answer his/her own question. Consequently, Yahoo! Answers does not support 
real-time interactions and discussions. 
Recently, the characteristics and dynamics of Yahoo! Answers have been stud-
ied in [Adamic et al. 2008; Gyongyi et al. 2008]. The main focus of these studies 
is to analyze Yahoo! Answers' knowledge-sharing activity and to understand the 
3
 Note that the description of the operating mechanism of Yahoo! Answers provided in this paper 
is based on current service policies that may change in the future. 
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behavior of its participants by investigating their activity levels, rules, interests, 
etc. For instance, Adamic et al. [2008] analyze the interactions between Yahoo! 
Answers participants across a number of different categories. The authors suggest 
partitioning Yahoo! Answers categories into three groups. The first group contains 
categories in which users are more engaged in expressing their opinions (e.g., the 
Politics category). The second group contains categories in which people both seek 
and provide advice and commonsense expertise on questions where there may be 
several legitimate answers or no single factual answer (e.g., the Marriage category). 
The third group contains categories in which users ask focused questions that re-
quire factual answers (e.g., the Physics category). Quite similar results were also 
found in [Gyongyi et al. 2008]. 
The considerable diversity of categories described above suggests that Yahoo! 
Answers participants have different interests and behaviors. In fact, as observed in 
[Adamic et al. 2008; Gyongyi et al. 2008], some users focus narrowly on specialized, 
technical categories (e.g., Science & Mathematics) while others participate in gen-
eral categories (e.g., Family & Relationship, Politics & Government). Participants 
in general categories tend to ask and answer a large number of questions. This 
is mainly due to the fact that the nature of questions in such categories does not 
require factual answers; participants are more engaged in expressing their opinions 
and providing advice. On the other hand, in specialized technical categories (what 
are usually called question-answer forums, as suggested in [Adamic et al. 2008]), 
askers ask concrete questions and expect similarly factual answers, ideally given by 
an authoritative user who has a particular expertise in the domains related to the 
main focus of these categories. This suggests that such categories are a valuable 
source of knowledge and they seem particularly well suited to the task of our study, 
as participants usually communicate what they know. In this paper, we focus on 
categories in which knowledge sharing and factual expertise are sought (e.g, cate-
gories such as biology, programming, physics, etc.). For a given category, our goal is 
to identify authoritative users and then to discover communities that form around 
them. 
3. AUTOMATIC IDENTIFICATION OF AUTHORITATIVE USERS 
This section addresses the problem of automatic discrimination between author-
itative and non-authoritative users. First, we illustrate how to estimate a user's 
level of authority. Second, based on the estimated authority score of each user, we 
develop a systematic and efficient way to discriminate between authoritative and 
non-authoritative users. 
3.1 Estimating the Authority Score 
One of the most important features of the question life cycle described in Section 2 is 
the selection of the best answer. In specialized technical forums, askers ask focused 
questions, triggered by concrete information needs [Gyongyi et al. 2008]. Often, 
askers take the time to choose the best answer, since they are more interested 
in the content and the quality of the answer than in who posted it. When an 
asker chooses a best answer, he provides a quality rating for the answer. In our 
manual investigation of questions and answers from the categories Mathematics 
and Programming & Design, we found that most of the best answers selected by 
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askers were indeed best answers. Similar results were also found by Adamic et al. 
[2008] in their investigation of the categories Programming & Design, Cancer and 
Celebrity. This indicates that the best-answer selection mechanism reflects choices 
people make about what information is useful, interesting and authoritative. 
For instance, when an asker A chooses the answer of a user B as best answer, this 
denotes an endorsement of the quality of B's answer. Here, it is clear that user B 
has a particular skill, experience, or expertise on a specific subject that user A does 
not have. Intuitively, users who have some expertise in a specific topic tend to have 
their answers to questions related to their specialties selected as best frequently 
[Adamic et al. 2008]. In this setting, we expect that the number of best answers of 
a user in a specific category is a potential measure to estimate the authority level 
of each user in each category. 
Indeed, in categories where requests for factual answers dominate, it is reasonable 
to assume that the fact that a user has a high number of best answers is a potential 
indicator of authority. A similar suggestion was also made in [Adamic et al. 2008], 
On the other hand, in categories in which users are more engaged in expressing 
their opinions or providing advice, the best-answer criterion is more appropriate 
for mining some relationship (social connections) between participants rather than 
estimating the level of authority of each user. For instance, in categories in which 
users are more engaged in expressing their opinions (e.g., the Politics category) 
the best answer may be the one that agrees with the asker's opinions. Exploring 
such information can help, for example, to build a network of friends. We will 
consider this issue in our future work. As mentioned earlier, in this paper we focus 
on categories in which users are more engaged in seeking and sharing knowledge. 
One should be aware that it is possible for spammers to create several accounts 
with different pseudonyms. Such users can ask and answer their own questions and 
choose their answers as best answers. Here, it is clear that this will result in an 
increase in the number of best answers for these users. However, such behavior 
does not have a major impact on the estimation of authority level. This is because 
1) we have observed that such spamming behavior of users is less often found in 
technically focused categories; and 2) due to the small number of users displaying 
such behavior in these categories, Yahoo! Answers participants will usually identify 
them and report such so-called "abusive behaviors". As a consequence, the accounts 
of such users are deleted from the system by moderators. 
Based on the discussion above, we surmise that the number of best answers is 
appropriate for estimating user's level of authority. We turn now to the problem of 
identifying authoritative users. A very simple approach is to rank users based on 
their number of best answers and select the top K users as authorities. However, as 
described in Section 1, in some applications such as Yahoo! Answers, it is difficult to 
set appropriate values for K. Setting an inappropriate value of K may greatly affect 
the result. In addition, since there are a significant number of different technical 
categories in Yahoo! Answers, manually setting the appropriate value of K for 
each category is not possible. In an attempt to provide an automatic solution to 
this problem, we will now develop a systematic and efficient way to discriminate 
between authoritative and non-authoritative users. 
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Fig. 3. Histogram of the authority scores. 
3.2 Approach 
Let U = {u\,U2, • • •, w/v} be a set of N users having at least one best answer in 
a specific category CAT. The authority score of a user U{ is denoted by y,, where 
yi is the number of the best answers for user u\ in category CAT. We normalize 
the authority score in such a way that their square sum to 1: J2iLi(Vi)2 = 1- The 
normalized authority scores provide a relative measure of the authority of each user 
in each category. Intuitively, a large value of y, means that ut belongs to the set 
of authoritative users, while a small value indicates that u, belongs to the set of 
non-authoritative users. In order to identify authorities in each category, we are 
interested in all sets of m having large values of y^. 
Estimating the histogram is a flexible tool to describe some statistical properties 
of the normalized authority score yt. For purposes of clarification, we extract data 
from the category "Engineering". The histogram of the authority score of users 
in this category is given in Figure 3. As we can see, the histogram depicted in 
this figure suggests the existence of two components. One of these two compo-
nents represents low values of j / , (yi < 0.04), while the other one represents large 
values of yi (0.04 < y» < 0.2). We surmise that the first component represents 
non-authoritative users while the second one represents authoritative users. The 
fundamental question now is how to formally distinguish between authoritative and 
non-authoritative users. For this purpose we propose to model the authority score 
yi of all the users in a specific category as a mixture distribution. The probability 
density function (pdf) is therefore estimated and the status of each user in a specific 
category is identified. 
3.2.1 pdf Estimation. The histogram depicted in Figure 3 suggests the existence 
of components with different shapes and heavy tails. Based on this observation, 
and in order to fit the variation of the authority score well, it is more appropriate 
to use a statistical distribution model which is suitable for dealing with such shape 
variations. Among the existing models in the literature, the gamma mixture model 
is the most appropriate one. This is because the gamma distribution involves a 
shape parameter a (> 0) which allows the distribution to take on a variety of 
shapes, depending on its value [Balakrishnan and Nevzorov 2003]. For instance, 
when a < 1, the distribution is highly skewed and L-shaped. When a = 1, we 
get the exponential distribution. In the case of a > 1, the distribution has a peak 
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(mode) at (a — l ) / /3 and a skewed shape. The skewness decreases as the value of a 
increase. Note tha t 0 denotes the scale parameter which is the second parameter 
of the g a m m a distribution. In summary, as suggested in [Yang 1996], the g a m m a 
distr ibution is sufficiently general to fit several si tuations. This flexibility of the 
g a m m a distr ibution and its positive sample space make it part icularly suitable for 
modeling the distribution of the normalized author i ty score y^. 
Formally, we expect t ha t the authori ty score follows a mixture density of the 
form: 
m 
G(y) = X>G'(»•<*'- Pi) (i) 
1=1 
where £?;(•) is the Ith gamma distr ibution with parameters aj and /?;, representing, 
respectively, the shape and the scale parameters of the Zth component; and 7; (Z = 
1 , . . . , m) are the mixing coefficients, with the restriction tha t 7; > 0 for I = 1 , . . . , m 
and Xw=i 7* = 1- The density function of the Zth component is given by 
G
' ( » ' a ' ' ' 9 ' ) = j ^ j » a ' " 1 e x p ( - / 8 I y ) (2) 
where T(ai) is the g a m m a function given by T(a) = J0°° ta~1 exp(—t)dt; t > 0. 
The use of a mixture of g a m m a distributions allows us to propose a flexible model 
to describe the distr ibution of the author i ty score y,. To form such a model, we need 
to est imate m, the number of components , and the parameters for each component . 
A s tandard approach for est imating the parameters of the g a m m a components G; 
is the maximum likelihood technique [Hogg et al. 2005]. T h e likelihood function is 
defined as 
yeG, ^ l> yeG, yeGi 
where iVj is the size of the Zth component . The logarithm of the likelihood function 
is given by 
l o g ( L G , K A ) ) = i V ! a i l o g ( / 3 i ) - i V i l o g ( r ( a i ) ) + ( a i - l ) £ l o g ( y ) - / 3 , £ y (4) 
yeG, yeGi 
To find the values of Q( and /3; tha t maximize the likelihood function, we differen-
t ia te log(LG i (a(,/3;)) with respect to each of these parameters and set the result 
equal to zero: 
A log(LG , (a , , A ) ) = Nt log(/?() - N t ^ t + £ log(y) = 0 
•^^T^y^E1 0^ <5> 
and 
Alog(LG > i ,A)) = ^ log(LGl(ahM) = -~-J2y = 0 
yeG, 
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* A = = j ^ - (6) 
This yields the equation 
iog(a,) - *(a j) = iog(— J2 y) - jr 1L los(y) (?) 
where <]/(.) is the digamma function given by \l/(a) = - f S . The digamma function 
can be approximated accurately using the following equation [Lawless 1982]: 
*(«) = l o g ( a ) - ^ - I ^ + I ^ ? - ^ + . . . (8) 
The parameter dj can be estimated by solving equation (7) using the Newton-
Raphson method, d; is then substituted into equation (6) to determine /?;. 
Let us focus now on the problem of estimating m, the number of components 
in the distribution. Based on the histogram depicted in Figure 3, we can assume 
that the authority score could be modeled as a mixture of two gamma components. 
However, this is just a visual observation; there is no proof which guarantees that 
there are indeed two components. To address this issue, we have adopted the 
following strategy for estimating the optimal number of components in a mixture. 
In fact, the popular approach for estimating the number of components m is to 
test values of m from 1 to mjmax (rrumax is an input parameter which represents 
the maximum number of components) against a performance measure and choose 
the number of components that optimizes the performance measure. For this pur-
pose, we implement a standard two-step process. In the first step, we calculate the 
maximum likelihood of the parameters of the mixture for a range of values of m 
(from 1 to m-max). The second step involves calculating an associated criterion 
and selecting the value of m which optimizes the criterion. A variety of measures 
have been proposed to estimate the number of components in a dataset [Bouguessa 
et al. 2006; Oliver et al. 1996]. In our method, we use a penalized likelihood crite-
rion, called the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). BIC was first introduced by 
Schwarz [1978] and is given by 
BIC(m) = -2Lm + Np log(iV) (9) 
where Lm is the logarithm of the likelihood at the maximum likelihood solution 
for the mixture model under investigation and Np is the number of parameters 
estimated. The number of components that minimizes BIC(m) is considered to be 
the optimal value for m. 
Typically, the maximum likelihood of the parameters of the distribution is esti-
mated using the Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm [Dempster et al. 1977]. 
This algorithm requires the initial parameters of each component. Since EM is 
highly dependent on initialization [Jain et al. 2000], it will be helpful to perform 
initialization by mean of a clustering algorithm [Figueiredo and Jain 2002]. For 
this purpose we make use of the Fuzzy C-Means algorithm (FCM) [Bezdek 1981] 
to partition the set of y, into m components. Based on such a partition we can 
estimate the parameters of each component and set them as initial parameters for 
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Algorithm 1: Estimation of the number of components m. 
Input : {yi}, vcuxnax 
Output: The optimal number of components m 
1 begin 
2 for m = 1 to m-max do 
3 if m==i then 
4 Estimate the parameters a and /3 using equations (6), (7) and (8); 
5 Compute the value of BIC(m) using equation (9); 
6 else 
7 Apply the FCM algorithm as an initialization of the EM algorithm; 
8 Apply the EM algorithm to estimate the parameters of the mixture: at, 
using equations (6), (7) and (8); 
Compute the value of BIC(m) using equation (9); 
10 Select the number of components m, such that m = argminBIC(m); 
11 end 
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Fig. 4. pdf of the authority score. 
the EM algorithm. The procedure for estimating the number of components is 
summarized in Algorithm 1. 
Based on extensive experiments on data extracted from a large number of cate-
gories from Yahoo! Answers, we found that the optimal number of components in 
a mixture is always two. This suggests that the authority score are well fitted by 
two gamma components, the first representing non-authoritative users with small 
values of yi while the second represents authoritative users with large values of j/j. 
The pdf of the authority scores represented in Figure 3 is illustrated in Figure 4. 
3.2.2 Summary of Authoritative Users Identification Procedure. Based on the 
above analysis, it is reasonable now to assume that the authority scores could be 
modeled as a mixture of two gamma components. The steps described in Algo-
rithm 2 can then be implemented to efficiently discriminate authoritative from 
non-authoritative users. Based on this algorithm, we can definitively discriminate 
between authoritative and non-authoritative users in a specific category by selecting 
the component which represents large values of yi. 
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A l g o r i t h m 2: Identifying authoritative users. 
Input : A set U — {ui,U2,. • • , u/y} of N users 
Output: A set E = {e\, e2 , . . . , e,j} of d authoritative users 
1 begin 
2 For a given category, estimate the authority score yi of each user; 
3 Normalize j/t, where J2t=i(Vi)2 — lj 
/ / Estimate the pdf of the authority scores with m = 2 
4 Apply FCM as initialization of the EM algorithm; 
5 Apply EM to estimate the parameters of the mixture; 
6 Use the results of the EM algorithm in order to derive a classification decision about 
the membership of yi in each component; 
7 end 
4. THE ALGORITHM TRANCLUS 
Let us now focus on developing an algorithm capable of discovering communi-
ties that form around authoritative users. For this purpose, we introduce TRAN-
CLUS, a transactional clustering algorithm that maps the problem of discovering 
knowledge-sharing communities in question-answering forums to the problem of 
clustering transactions. In a nutshell, TRANCLUS is a parameter-free iterative 
clustering algorithm. Our algorithm first scans the dataset in a sequential manner 
such that the destination of the next transaction is guided by a novel criterion 
function. Once the first scan of the dataset is completed, TRANCLUS performs a 
few other passes over the dataset in order to refine the clustering. In the following, 
first we provide a formal description of the clustering problem. Second, we develop 
new criterion functions that guide the clustering process. Finally, we present the 
general scheme of TRANCLUS. 
4.1 Problem Statement 
To describe our algorithm, we will introduce some notations and definitions. Let 
A = {ai, ci2,... ,an} denote the set of n askers, such that each asker en of A has 
received at least one answer from an authoritative user ej (j = l , . . . , d ) of E. 
Recall that E = {e\, ez, • • •, e<j} is the set of d authoritative users identified in the 
previous section. In this paper, we propose to represent our environment as a type 
of transaction. 
Definition 1. A transaction Tj (i = 1 , . . . ,n) where T; C E and | T, |> 1 consists 
of all the authoritative users who answered the questions of the asker Oj. 
The definition above allows us to associate, with each asker <ij of A, a transaction 
Ti that summarizes his/her interactions with authoritative users. Accordingly, we 
get a set TD = {Ti,T2, . . . ,Tn} which is a collection of transactions that summa-
rizes the interactions of all the askers Oj with the identified authoritative users. In 
the current literature, TD is called transactional data and the elements of each 
transaction Ti are called items. In the context of our study, an item corresponds to 
an authoritative user e 6 E. Note that the transactions contain varying numbers 
of items. 
Based on the data model described above, we expect the problem of discovering 
knowledge-sharing communities in question-answering forums to be closely related 
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to the problem of discovering clusters in the set TD. The clustering problem 
consists of partitioning the original collection of transactions in TD into a set 
C = {Ci, C 2 , . . . , Cnc} where d U C2 U • • • U Cnc = TD, and V(Cr, Ct) € C: 
C r n C t = 0 where r ^ J . Let ns denote the size of Cs and E = {e\ e eT,T e Cs} 
where s = 1 , . . . , nc denotes the set of items in Cs. Summarizing the proposals of 
some previous studies [Cesario et al. 2007; Yan et al. 2006; Yang et al. 2002; Wang 
et al. f999], in the context of transactional data clustering, a cluster should satisfy 
the following properties: 
(f) A cluster Cs (s = 1 , . . . , nc) is any non-empty subset of transactions of TD. 
(2) Transactions in Cs exhibit a high degree of overlap in comparison to any trans-
actions in (TD — Cs). 
(3) The subset of items {Es}s=i nc may not be disjoint. 
The reason for the first property is trivial. The second property is based on the 
assumption that a cluster should contain homogeneous transactions. By homoge-
neous transactions we mean that all the transactions grouped in the same cluster 
share at least a lot of items in common. This means that a significant propor-
tion of the items in a transaction are also present in another transaction of the 
same cluster. This second property of a cluster satisfies the second property of a 
knowledge-sharing community as described in the Introduction, in the sense that 
askers from the same community exhibit homogeneous behavior in terms of their 
interactions with authoritative users. Finally, the third property of a cluster given 
above is based on the fact that transactions that belong to different clusters may 
share some (or, in some cases, no) items. This means that clusters may have over-
lapping items. This indicates that authoritative users may belong to more than 
one community, which in turn satisfies the third property of a knowledge-sharing 
community. 
To summarize, the description of a cluster given above satisfies the properties of a 
knowledge-sharing community highlighted in Section 1. Accordingly, the problem 
of discovering such communities is defined as follows: Given the set A of askers 
and the set E of authoritative users, construct TD based on Definition 1 and then 
partition it into a set of clusters C = {C\, C%,... ,Cnc}. The identified clusters 
represent the communities we want to discover. 
4.2 Developing a Criterion Function 
The search for a clustering C = {C\, C^, • • •, Cnc} is guided by the criterion function 
CF(C) which is defined as 
CF(C) = £ ^CF(CS 
n 
(10) 
CF{C3) = — V F ( e , C s ) (11) 
F{e,Cs) = occ(e,Cs)'W(e,Cs) (12) 
W{e,Cs) = WLF{e,Cs)-WGF{e,TD) (13) 
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T\ = {ei,e^,e3_, ee,e7,ea} T4 = {ei, e4,es, e3,ei3, ei4, eis} 
T2 = {ei,e2,e3,eg,eio} T5 = {ei,e4_,e^,e2,ei6,ei7} 
23 = {ei,e2,e3,en,ei2} Tfe = {ei,e4,es.,e6,ei8,eig,e2o} 
Fig. 5. A transactional dataset that contains two clusters. 
where 
—occ(e, Cs) denotes the number of transactions in Cs that contains the item e; 
—WLF(e, Cs) denotes the Weighted Local Frequency of item e in CB; 
~WGF{e, TD) denotes the Weighted Global Frequency of the item e in TD. 
The criterion function CF(C) is composed of the score component CF(CS) of 
each cluster, which in turn is the sum of the score components F(e,Cs) of all 
items e in Cs. F(e,Cs) is the occurrence of item e in cluster Cs weighted by 
W(e, Cs) which is defined by two weights: WLF(e,Cs) and WGF(e,TD). The 
weight WLF(e, Cs) measures the degree of participation of e in Cs, while the 
weight WGF(e, TD) measures the importance of e in TD. Our goal is to find 
a clustering C that maximizes CF(C). Note that the term "local" used in the 
description of the weight WLF(e, Cs) is principally to denote the fact that this 
weight investigates item e based on its local occurrence frequency in cluster Cs. On 
the other hand, the term "global" used in the description of WGF(e, TD) is simply 
to denote the fact that WGF(e, TD) investigates item e based on its occurrence 
frequency in the whole dataset TD. The rational behind CF(C) and the formulas 
of WLF(e,Cs) and WGF(e, TD) are given below. 
In Equation (10), the term ^ represents the relative contribution of cluster Cs 
to the partition C, and CF(CS) measures the quality of cluster Cs. In principle, 
a cluster is likely to be of good quality if it contains a sufficient number of trans-
actions where certain items occur with higher frequency than elsewhere [Cesario 
et al. 2007]. Starting from this assumption, CF(CS) evaluates the quality of Cs 
by investigating the commonality of items within the transactions that it contains. 
Specifically, as can be seen from Equation (11), CF(CS) is defined as the sum of 
the score components F(e, Cs) normalized by the size of Cs. In F(e, Cs), Equation 
(12), we associate with each item e a weight W(e, Cs) that measures the degree of 
participation of e in Cs. The reason for using W(e, Cs) is principally to avoid equal 
treatment of the items in Cs. This is because giving all the items equal importance 
during the clustering process is not appropriate, since there are items which po-
tentially contribute to the formation of clusters while others do not. W(e, Cs) will 
give more discriminative power to frequent items that allow to us discriminate one 
cluster from another. 
For purposes of clarification, consider the transactional dataset depicted in Figure 
5. In the context of transactional clustering, one would expect two clusters to 
result from this dataset. They would look as follows: C\ = {Ti,T2,Ti} and C2 = 
{TH_,T5,TQ}. Transactions in each cluster exhibit a significant overlap since they 
share a number of common items. For instance, items ei, 62 and e^ are common 
to all the transactions in C\, while items ej, e± and e5 are common to all the 
transactions grouped in C2. From Figure 5, we observe that there are items with 
low occurrence frequency in each cluster (e.g., e-j, es, e9,eio, en and ei2 in C\). 
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Such rare items are considered as less important in the clustering process since 
they do not help to distinguish between C\ and Ci. In addition, item e\ is common 
to all the transactions in the dataset. Although e\ is of high occurrence frequency 
in each cluster, such an item is also considered as less important in the clustering 
process since e\ cannot allow us to discriminate between C\ and Ci- Among all the 
items, only e^, e$, e^ and es allow us to discriminate between C\ and C2. Such items 
should receive a high discriminating power in comparison to other items. This is 
accomplished by W(e,Cs). 
Equation (13) describes W(e,Cs). As can be seen from this equation, W(e, Cs) 
is defined by two weights: WLF(e, Cs) and WGF(e,TD). The reason for using 
WLF(e, Cs) is to measure the degree of participation of item e in cluster Cs. 
Definition 2. The Weighted Local Frequency of item e in Cs is defined as 
y
 ' ' ns occ{e,TD) 
In the above definition occ(e, TD) corresponds to the number of all transactions 
in TD that contain item e. As we can see from Definition 2, the weighted local 
frequency of an item is defined by two terms. The first term, occ^e' "', represents 
the percentage of transactions in Cs that contain e. The larger the value of occ\^ ">; 
the greater the proportion of transactions in Cs sharing e. This means that the 
first term of WLF(e, Cs) reflects the compactness of cluster Cs. The second term, 
occ(eTD)' m e a s u r e s the proportion of transactions that are not in Cs but contain e. 
The range value of this term is always ]0, 1]. The larger the value of o^(e'TD)' * u e 
smaller the proportion of transactions outside Cs containing e. This means that 
the second term of WLF(e,Cs) reflects the degree of separation of Cs from the 
other clusters in C. A combination of these two terms, as described in Definition 2, 
represents a tradeoff between compactness and separation. In this way, we preserve 
as many frequent items as possible in a cluster and control the overlapping of items 
between clusters. A large value of WLF(e, Cs) means that e is of higher occurrence 
frequency in Cs than elsewhere, which provides a meaningful measure of the degree 
of participation of e in Cs. 
However, WLF(e, Cs) is not sufficient for the purpose of clustering if it is used 
alone in the definition of ^ ( e , ^ ) . As we will show in the next subsection, this is 
mainly due to the iterative clustering strategy that we adopt to group transactions, 
in which the values of occ(e, Cs) and ns are updated during the clustering process. 
This implies that the weight WLF(e, Cs) is not fixed during the clustering proce-
dure: its value is determined by the current item distribution of clustering C. In 
this context, if WLF(e, Cs) is used as the only metric in the estimation of W(e, C3) 
rare items will receive a high value of WLF(e,Cs) if the transactions that contain 
such items are placed in singleton clusters. This may affect the accuracy of the 
clustering and favorite singleton clusters. To address this problem, we introduce a 
second weight, WGF(e, TD), in the estimation of W(e, Cs). 
Definition 3. The Weighted Global Frequency of an item e in TD is defined as 
WGF{e,TD) = o c c ( e ' T I ) ) . (n _ 0CC(e,TD) + 1) 
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In contrast to WLF(e,Cs), the value of WGF(e, TD) is fixed since it investigates 
item e in the unclustered data (i.e., the original set TD). WGF(e,TD) is prin-
cipally designed to evaluate how important an item e is in the whole dataset TD 
to the clustering problem. The intuition behind the definition of WGF(e, TD) is 
that, while it seems that more items are relevant for the purpose of clustering, a lot 
isn't proportionally relevant than a few. Specifically, items that are too common 
across different transactions or rare items across the whole dataset will receive a low 
WGF(e, TD) score, rendering them essentially less important during the clustering 
process. On the other hand, items between rare items and extremely frequent items 
in TD, will receive a relatively large WGF(e, TD) score. 
It is worth pointing out that the principle of WGF, as described above, draws 
its inspiration from the TF-IDF (Term Frequency - Inverse Term Frequency) prin-
ciple which is often used in information retrieval and text mining. As the term 
implies, TF-IDF calculates values for each word in a document through an inverse 
proportion of the frequency of the word in a particular document to the percent-
age of documents the word appears in. Words that are extremely frequent in a 
corpus and rare words will receive a small TF-IDF score, while words that occur 
many times within a small number of documents will receive a large TF-IDF score. 
There are many different formulas to calculate TF-IDF. The formula for WGF is 
simpler and quite different from those for TF-IDF, since the data model considered 
in this paper (transactional data) is different from document data. More details 
about TF-IDF and its application can be obtained from any good book on text 
mining and information retrieval [Manning et al. 2008]. 
For purposes of clarification, recall the example in Figure 5. By Definition 2, the 
WGF of items ei, 67, eg,..., ZIQ is 1 while the WGF of e<ii e3, 64 and eg is 2 and 
WGF{e§, TD) = 1.66. Here, it is clear that we favor items ei, e-i,e^ and e$ over the 
others. On the other hand, from Figure 5 we observe that item e& does not allow us 
to distinguish C\ from C2 and at the same time eg has a relatively large WGF score 
in comparison to the WGF score of rare items. This does not necessarily mean that 
item e§ will be favored during the clustering process, because the relative strength 
of eo in C\ and C2, which is measured by WLF, is small. So, by multiplying WLF 
with WGF, as defined in Equation (13), the global weight of e@ in both clusters, i.e., 
W(eg, C\) and W(eg, C2), will also be small, leaving item e§ with no major impact 
during the clustering. This means that multiplying WGF(e,TD) by WLF(e, Cs) 
tends to regulate the weight of items during the clustering process such that high 
values of WGF(e, TD) from low-frequency items are less relevant than those from 
high-frequency items. 
In other words, by multiplying WLF(e,Cs) by WGF(e,TD), as in Equation 
(13), we boost the weight of items that contribute to the formation of clusters, 
lending them a high discriminating power. On the other hand, we pull down the 
weight of items that do not help to discriminate between clusters, rendering them 
negligible during the clustering process. So, the higher the value of W(e,Cs), the 
more important the item e to the formation of the clusters Cs. This means that the 
maximum of F(e, Cs) indicates that transactions in Cs exhibit a higher homogeneity 
than elsewhere which, in turn, means that the maximum of CF(C) indicates that 
the clustering C is of good quality. 
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A l g o r i t h m 3: The T R A N C L U S scheme. 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
Input : A set TD = {Ti, T 2 , . . . , T„} of n transactions 
Output: A partition C = {Ci,C2, • • • ,Cnc} of nc clusters 
begin 
for each item e in TD compute the component Z(e) = (n — occ(e,TD) + 1) 
// Initialization phase 
while not end of the dataset file TD do 
Read the next transaction < Ti, unknown >; 
Assign Ti to an existing or new cluster Ci to maximize CFiC); 
Write <Ti,C'i > back to TD; 
II Refinement phase 
while move = = true do 
move — false ; 
while not end of the dataset file TD do 
Read the next transaction <Ti,Ci >; 
move Ti to an existing or new cluster Ct to maximize CF(C); 
if C; # Ct then 
Write <Ti,Ct> back to TD; 
move = true; 
15 e n d 
Based on definitions 2 and 3, the criterion function CF(C) described in Equat ion 
(10) can be defined as follows: 
CF(C) E ns 1 
e£C, 
] T (occ(e,Cs occ(e,Cs) occ(e,Cs 
occ(e,TD) 
occ(e, TD) 
z{e,TD) + \) 
CF{C) 
where 
1 nc 1 / 
^ E ~ E [Z(e)-(occ(e,Cs)y n
 t=i ln° esc, 
Z(e) = [n-occ(e,TD) + l 
(14) 
(15) 
The transactional clustering problem is formally defined as follows: Given a col-
lection of transactions TD, find the optimal clustering C that maximizes CF(C) 
described in Equation (14). To find such an optimal clustering, in the following 
section we present TRANCLUS a CF(C)-based iterative clustering algorithm. 
4.3 The TRANCLUS Scheme 
The general scheme of TRANCLUS is specified in Algorithm 3. As can be seen, 
TRANCLUS performs a first scan of the dataset (line 2 of Algorithm 3) in order 
to estimate the component Z(e) described in Equation (15). Next, the algorithm 
implements a partition-based clustering strategy which consists of two phases: 1) 
Initialization and 2) Refinement. 
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Initialization phase: The goal of this phase is to build an initial clustering C 
based on the criterion function CF(C) described in Equation (14). Specifically, the 
algorithm reads each transaction Tj sequentially and either assigns Tj to an existing 
cluster (initially none) or creates Tj as a new cluster that maximizes CF(C). 
Refinement phase: As the name implies, the goal of this phase is to improve 
the result of the first phase in order to find a clustering C that optimizes CF(C). 
To this end, the cluster assignment is refined in an iterative manner until no more 
improvement can be made with respect to CF(C) in the clustering result. Specifi-
cally, the algorithm moves Tt to an existing or new cluster (or it may be left where 
it is) to maximize CF(C). Note that any empty cluster generated is eliminated 
after a move. The iterative process is stopped if no transaction is moved from one 
cluster to another in a pass for all transactions in the clustering result. Otherwise, 
a new pass begins. 
We would point out that the iterative process described above is not new; it is 
widely adopted by iterative-based clustering algorithms such as Largeltem [Wang 
et al. 1999] and CLOPE [Yang et al. 2002]. Such an iterative process is akin to K-
means clustering in the sense that, as mentioned in [Wang et al. 1999], it scans the 
dataset iteratively and assigns the next transaction to the cluster that optimizes 
a criterion function. In this context, the key step for all of these algorithms is 
to find the destination cluster for each transaction, based on a criterion function. 
This feature is what distinguishes our approach from existing ones, because we have 
developed a new criterion function. Our criterion function, which is actually the 
cornerstone of TRANCLUS, allows us to perform transactional data clustering in 
a systematic way. In contrast to the vast majority of existing transactional data 
clustering algorithms (except AC-TD [Cesario et al. 2007]), our approach is free 
of any tunable parameter, which is a concrete advantage. Further, TRANCLUS is 
able to identify the optimal number of clusters without the extra computational cost 
required by repeated estimation and evaluation of a predefined number of clusters. 
The most frequent operation invoked by TRANCLUS is the computation of 
CF(C) in order to determine the destination of the next transaction (lines 5 and 
11 of Algorithm 3). Specifically, we need to update the values of ^- and occ(e, Cs) 
after adding/removing Tj to/from Cs and then summing up the values from all the 
clusters. To avoid scanning all the transactions, which entail a high computational 
cost, the values of -£- and occ(e, Cs) are incrementally maintained in our implemen-
tation by using hash tables. This makes the computation of CF(C) quite efficient, 
since in adding or removing a transaction to/from a cluster we consider only the 
value change of the current cluster being tested. 
Finally, note that TRANCLUS converges to a local maximum of CF{C) in a 
finite number of iterations. Our claim is based on the following two properties. 
(1) To divide the dataset into nc clusters, it is clear that there are only a finite 
number of possible partitions C. 
(2) From iteration / to iteration 7 + 1, a change in the partitions yields an increase 
in CF{C). 
The first property is trivial. To show the second property, we recall that at 
each pass over the dataset the algorithm performs several tests by repeatedly 
adding/removing a particular transaction Tt to/from Cs in order to decide in which 
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cluster Cs the transaction Tj should be placed. The new partition generated by the 
algorithm at the end of the successive iteration 7 + 1 represents the best possible 
reassignment of the transaction Tj to a cluster Cs with respect to CF(.). In addi-
tion, the new partition will not be retained if it does not result in an increase in 
CF(.). This means that the sequence CF{.) generated by the algorithm is strictly 
increasing. Therefore, TRANCLUS converges in a finite number of iterations. 
5. EMPIRICAL EVALUATION OF TRANCLUS 
Before using TRANCLUS to discover knowledge-sharing communities, we should 
first demonstrate its suitability. For this purpose, we devise in this section a se-
ries of experiments designed to evaluate the effectiveness of our algorithm. The 
evaluation is performed on a number of generated datasets with different charac-
teristics. Experiments on benchmark real datasets that are widely used to evaluate 
transactional clustering algorithms are also presented. 
5.1 Experiments on Synthetic Data 
To better understand the properties of TRANCLUS and get an objective idea of its 
practical performance and applicability, synthetic datasets with controlled cluster 
structure were first used. As an important advantage of synthetic data, let us 
note that it allows experiments to be conducted in a controlled way, making it 
possible to answer specific questions concerning the performance of an algorithm 
and its behavior under particular conditions. In this setting, we have investigated 
the following two major aspects: 
(1) Quality: the aim is to evaluate the performance of TRANCLUS in terms of 
clustering accuracy. 
(2) Efficiency: the aim is to analyze the scalability of our algorithm. 
5.1.1 Evaluation Criteria. Clustering evaluation criteria can be based on inter-
nal or external measures [Cesario et al. 2007]. An internal measure is often the 
same as the objective function that a clustering algorithm explicitly optimizes -
in our case, the criterion function CF(C). However, the goodness of each cluster 
should be judged not only by the clustering algorithm that generated it, but also by 
external assessment criteria, especially when objects have already been categorized 
by an external source; i.e., when class labels are available. Since in this subsec-
tion we investigate the behavior of TRANCLUS on a number of synthetic datasets 
where the labels of the input/original clusters are known (but of course not used in 
the clustering process), we used external criteria to evaluate the clustering results 
by calculating the correspondence between the clusters generated by a clustering 
algorithm and the original partitioning. In this setting, it is clear that the use of 
such criteria is appropriate since they help in understanding clustering results and 
hence in evaluating the adequacy of a clustering algorithm. Among the existing 
external measures available in the literature, we have chosen to use the F-measure 
and the error rate of clustering. Our choice is based on the fact that these two in-
dices measure the quality of the results of a clustering algorithm in different ways. 
Hence, a comparison of the values of these indices gives us a clear idea about the 
qualitative behavior of TRANCLUS. In the following sections, we refer to clusters 
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in the original partition (i.e., the partition generated by the data generator) as 
input clusters and the clusters identified by the algorithm as output clusters. 
F-measure: This measure combines the notions of Precision and Recall from 
the information retrieval literature [Manning et al. 2008]; it is defined as 
2 • Precision • Recall , . 
Precision + Recall 
The Precision and Recall are defined as 
o n. 
Precision = , Recall a + c a + b 
In the above equations, a correspond to the number of transaction pairs that are 
in the same cluster in both O and G. O here denotes the original partition and 
G denotes the partition generated by a clustering algorithm, b is the number of 
pairs in the same cluster in O but not in G, c is the number of pairs in the same 
cluster in G but not in O, and finally d is the number of pairs that are in different 
clusters in both O and G. The F-measure achieves its maximum, which is 1, when 
the clustering results perfectly match the external class labels. 
Error Rate: The error rate (ER) of the clustering scheme is the proportion of 
transactions that are misclassified in the confusion matrix. The entry ny of the 
confusion matrix indicates the number of transactions belonging to the resulting 
cluster Ci, which were generated as a part of the input cluster Cj. The error rate 
is defined as 
ER = E i E ^ ^ (17) 
n 
where h is the index of the input cluster Cj with maximal ny. The values of ER are 
always between 0 and 1 such that smaller ones (close to 0) indicate good clustering. 
5.1.2 Synthetic Data Generation. We used the data generator model described 
in the AT-DC paper [Cesario et al. 2007], which was kindly provided by its authors. 
The parameters used in synthetic data generation are the size of the dataset n; the 
number of items d; the average number of item in each transaction t; the number 
of input clusters c; the percentage out of outlier items or the proportion of items 
in E that do not contribute to the formation of any clusters, where E corresponds 
to the set of all items in the dataset; and, finally, the percentage ov of overlapping 
among transactions of different clusters. As described in [Cesario et al. 2007], the 
synthetic data generation process works as follows: Initially, E is populated with 
d items. Then, a subset of items, with size proportional to out, is extracted from 
E, and c random subsets are generated from the remaining elements in E. Each 
subset Si defines a cluster, and transactions for each cluster are generated starting 
from such a subset. In particular, a transaction in cluster Cj is generated by picking 
its size / from a normal distribution with mean t and fixed variance. Then, the 
transaction is populated with I items, ov percent of which are picked from Si, and 
the remainder from the whole of E. In principle, the parameter ov has an influence 
on the separability of clusters. The larger the value of ov, the more pronounced the 
overlap among clusters. Such a data model allows us to simulate various situations, 
which in turn makes it possible to perform an objective experimental validation of 
a transactional clustering algorithm. 
50% 60% 
(a) (b) 
Fig. 6. Quality of clustering on synthetic datasets. (a) F-measure. (b) Error rate. 
5.1.3 Quality of Clustering. The main goal of the experiments presented in this 
subsection was to evaluate the capability of our algorithm to correctly identify 
clusters in various situations. Specifically, since the parameters ov and out have a 
direct influence on the quality of the results of a transactional clustering algorithm 
[Cesario et al. 2007], our aim is to analyze the impact of these two parameters on 
TRANCLUS. For this purpose, we generated a number of different datasets with 
n = 10000 transactions, number of item d = 1000, average transaction length t = 20 
and number of clusters c = 20. The degree ov of overlapping among transactions 
of different clusters varies from 0% to 70%, while the percentage of outlier items 
varies from 0% to 80%. Figure 6 illustrates the clustering results of TRANCLUS on 
these datasets, evaluated with the F-measure index and the clustering error rate. 
As we can see from Figure 6, when ov < 40%, TRANCLUS achieves highly accu-
rate results for different values of out. When the overlap between clusters is more 
pronounced, i.e., 50% < ov < 70%, the performance of TRANCLUS is generally 
consistent as the value of out increases. Specifically, when out > 60% the algorithm 
performs well for different values of ov < 80%. For instance, as can be seen from 
Figure 6, when out = 80% the algorithm withstands the increasing values of ov and 
maintains high clustering quality. On the other hand, when ov > 80%, the values 
of the F-measure and the error rate are close to 0 and 1, respectively, for different 
values of out. This is due to the high overlap between clusters. In such "extreme" 
situations (i.e., ov > 80%), clusters may have a large number of overlapping items, 
which makes it difficult to discriminate between them. To summarize, in general, 
TRANCLUS stands up well to increasing values of ov and out. Specifically, as out 
increases, the algorithm achieves high quality results for ov < 80%. This behavior 
can be explained by the fact that, as discussed in Section 4, the criterion function 
CF{C) that guides the clustering procedure preserves as many frequent items as 
possible in a cluster and controls overlapping of items between clusters. Further-
more, CF(C) reduces the effect of outlier items by attributing them a low weight, 
thereby reducing their impact during the clustering process. 
To provide a visual illustration of the qualitative behavior of TRANCLUS, Figure 
7 shows the clustering results of our algorithm on some selected synthetic datasets. 
To this end, we estimate the transaction/item Boolean incidence matrix of the par-
tition discovered by the algorithm, such that the rows of each matrix correspond to 
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Fig. 7. Clustering results on four synthetic datasets with out = 60% and different values of ov. 
transactions, while columns represent items. In each row, 1 indicates the presence 
of the corresponding item in a transaction, while 0 indicates its absence. Since a 
cluster may contain transactions that share a lot of common items, such a represen-
tation provides a visualization of the cluster structure in the datasets. Specifically, 
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we arrange the rows and columns of the transaction/item incidence matrix based on 
the cluster assignments: the transactions and items in the first cluster appear first, 
the transactions and items in the second cluster appear next, ..., and the transaction 
and items in the last cluster appear at the end. Note that, in our representation, 
clusters are sorted by their size. Such a representation was used in previous studies 
[Cesario et al. 2007; Li 2005] in order to assess the quality of results of a transac-
tional/binary data clustering algorithm. Ideally, a good clustering would produce 
a block diagonal structure [Cesario et al. 2007; Li 2005]. For the sake of discussion 
and to avoid encumbering the paper, we will show the transaction/item Boolean 
incidence matrix that illustrates the results of the algorithm only for four selected 
synthetic datasets in which out = 60% and ov varies from 20% to 70%. Note that 
the analysis provided below is typical of the qualitative behavior of TRANCLUS. 
In all of the matrices depicted in Figure 7, the shaded region represents non-zero 
entries, while in Figures 7(a), 7(b) and 7(c) the front of the right-hand side of each 
matrix, in which no block exists, corresponds to the set of items that do not partic-
ipate in any clusters (outlier items), while the twenty block diagonals correspond 
to the twenty clusters discovered by the algorithm. It is stated in [Cesario et al. 
2007] that when the degree of overlap is relatively low, the transaction/item inci-
dence matrix of a good clustering should contain blocks that exhibit an internal 
density which is higher than that of surrounding regions. This is clearly illustrated 
in Figures 7(a), 7(b), and 7(c) which testify to the good quality of clustering. As 
can be seen from these figures, each discovered block is characterized by differ-
ent subsets of items. This indicates that the clusters identified by our algorithm 
contain a set of items of high occurrence frequency that allow us to discriminate 
between clusters. On the other hand, as depicted in Figure 7(d), we observe that 
when there is a high degree of transaction overlap, TRANCLUS still discovers some 
meaningful structure but not the input clusters. Specifically, due to the presence 
of a large number of overlapping items within the originally generated clusters, 
the algorithm tends to discovers a large number of small clusters characterized by 
different subsets of items. This is apparent in Figure 7(d) as a large number of 
very small block diagonals. This illustrates the capacity of TRANCLUS to uncover 
meaningful relationships among transactions in some "difficult" situations. 
To provide more insight into the qualitative behavior of TRANCLUS, Figure 
8(a) illustrates the quality of the partitions generated by the algorithm during 
the clustering process, while Figure 8(b) depicts a typical convergence curve for 
our algorithm. In both figures, each point on the curves represents a partition 
generated by one iteration of the TRANCLUS clustering process and the results 
refer to one selected synthetic dataset in which out = ov = 60%. Note that the 
first iteration, i.e., Iter — 1, corresponds to the initialization phase of TRANCLUS, 
while the remaining iterations correspond to passes made by the algorithm over 
the whole dataset during the refinement phase. As we can see from Figure 8, the 
algorithm converges to its local optimum after six iterations, and it achieves highly 
accurate results after only two iterations. We note that, as depicted in Figure 8(b), 
the partitions generated by the algorithm after the second iteration represent a 
mild improvement to the criterion function. 
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Fig. 8. (a) Quality of partitions, (b) Convergence curve. 
5.1.4 Scalability. In this subsection, we evaluate the scalability of TRANCLUS 
with increasing data set size and number of items. We also study the impact 
of varying values of out and ov on the performance of the algorithms. For this 
purpose we generated a number of different synthetic datasets. In all of the following 
experiments, the quality of the results returned by TRANCLUS was similar to that 
presented in the previous subsection. 
Scalability with respect to dataset size: Figure 9(a) shows the results for 
scalability with the size of the dataset. In this experiment we generated two groups 
of datasets. Each group contains five datasets such that ov = out = 0% in all of the 
data used in the first group, while the data in the second group was generated with 
ov = out = 50%. In all the datasets (in both groups), the number of transactions n 
is varied from 10000 to 1000000, the number of items d = 200, average transaction 
length t = 20 and number of clusters c = 10. As we can see from Figure 9(a), 
TRANCLUS scales linearly with the increase in dataset size in both cases (ov = 
out = 0% and ov = out = 50%). However, we observe from this figure that the 
performance of the algorithm is affected, since its running time increases as the 
value of ov increases. 
Scalability with respect to the number of items: Figure 9(b) reports the 
results for scalability with the number of items in the dataset. The results in 
this figure refer to two groups of datasets such that data in the first group was 
generated with out = ov = 0% while data in second group was generated with 
out = ov = 50%. In all of the datasets used in this set of experiments, the number 
of items d is varied from 100 to 1000, the number of transactions n = 10000, 
average transaction length t = 20 and number of clusters c = 10. As can be seen 
from Figure 9(b), TRANCLUS exhibits a linear behavior w.r.t. the number of 
items. On the other hand, as in the experiments on scalability w.r.t. dataset size, 
the running time of the algorithm increases as the value of ov increases. In this 
case (i.e., out = ov = 50%), the running time curve of the algorithm depicted in 
Figure 9(b) does not exhibit "strict" linear behavior. 
Scalability with respect to out and ov: To study the impact of varying val-
ues of out and ov on the performance of the algorithms, we generated a number of 
datasets in which the degree ov of overlap among transactions in different clusters 
varies from 0% to 90%, while the percentage of outlier items out varies from 0% to 
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Fig. 9. Scalability experiments. 
80%. In all the datasets used in this set of experiments the number of transactions 
n = 10000, number of item d = 200, average transaction length t = 20 and number 
of clusters c = 10. As can be seen from Figure 9(c), the running time of the algo-
rithm is mainly affected by increasing values of ov. This behavior of TRANCLUS 
is also apparent in Figure 9(d), where we observe that for larger values of ov, the 
algorithm performs more iterations to reach the optimal maximum of CF(C). To 
summarize, the rate converge of the algorithm is affected by high values of ov. 
5.2 Experiments on Real-Life Data 
Our main goal in this section is to demonstrate the suitability of TRANCLUS on 
real-life datasets. For this purpose, we compare the performance of our algorithm 
to that of AT-DC, another transactional clustering algorithm recently proposed. It 
was shown in [Cesario et al. 2007] that AT-DC outperforms other existing algo-
rithms. Furthermore, we have considered only AT-DC in the comparison primarily 
because it performs clustering in a fully systematic way, like TRANCLUS, which 
makes the comparison more objective. We do not consider existing parameter-
laden transactional clustering algorithms in the comparison because it was shown 
in [Keogh et al. 2004] that parameter-laden algorithms are burdensome to use, and 
make it difficult to compare results across different methods. Some approaches re-
quire careful parameter tuning, since the quality of their results depends heavily on 
the initial parameter values set by the user. This means that an exhaustive search 
for the best parameter values is required. In other words, we would have to perform 
many experiments and present only the best results. This biases the comparison 
and presents the potential risk of fine-tuning the parameter values based on the 
observed performance while doing the experiments, which is impossible in a real 
situation. A parameter-free algorithm prevents us from imposing our prejudices 
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and presumptions on the problem at hand, and lets the data itself speak to us 
[Keogh et al. 2004]. 
We conducted experiments on real-life categorical datasets taken from the UCI 
Machine Learning Repository 4. Specifically, we selected four categorical datasets: 
1) Congressional Votes, 2) Mushrooms, 3) Zoo and 4) Internet Advertisements. 
The first three datasets are considered benchmark data and are widely used to 
evaluate categorical and transactional clustering algorithms [Cesario et al. 2007; 
Yang et al. 2002; Wang et al. 1999]. In all of these datasets, tuples have class labels 
defined based on some domain knowledge. As in our experiments on synthetic data, 
we ignore class labels during clustering but use them as ground truth in order to 
measure the accuracy of clustering. Below, we provide a description of each dataset 
used in this set of experiments. An evaluation of the performance of TRANCLUS 
on these datasets is reported together with a comparative analysis of the quality 
of its results relative to that of AT-DC. Note that all the results of AT-DC for the 
four categorical datasets considered in this set of experiments are reproduced from 
the original paper. 
Congressional Votes. This data is a collection of 435 US Congressional Votes 
Records. Every record contains 16 attributes corresponding to one congressman's 
votes ("Yes" or "No" vote) on 16 key issues. The dataset contains 168 records 
labeled as "Republican" while the remaining 267 records are labeled as "Democrat". 
There are 288 missing values which are ignored during the clustering procedure. The 
249"' record is deleted before clustering since all its values are missing. Each record 
within such data can be straightforwardly converted to a transaction by considering 
two scenarios. In the first scenario we perform the transformation ignoring the "No" 
value in the attributes. In this case each record is represented as a transaction in 
which items correspond to the index of the attribute with "Yes" value. In the 
second scenario we take into account both "Yes" and "No" votes. Here, each item 
is represented as a term "attribute-name = attribute-value". 
In order to test the accuracy of the results, we determined the confusion matrix 
which indicated how well the output clusters matched with the input classes. It is 
clear that if the clustering algorithm performs well, each row and column is likely to 
have one entry which is significantly larger than the others. On the other hand, in 
the case where the clustering technique is so bad as to be completely random, the 
transactions are likely to be evenly distributed among different clusters [Aggarwal 
and Yu 2002]. As depicted in Figure 10(a) and Figure 11(a), TRANCLUS performs 
well on the vote data in both scenarios and the results are quite similar. One of 
the entries in each column of the confusion matrix illustrated in these two figures is 
indeed clearly larger than the rest of the entries. This indicates that each input class 
gets directed into one output cluster with the exception of some transactions which 
get distributed to other clusters. It is worth noting that the two singleton clusters, 
C3 and C4, identified by TRANCLUS corresponds to the 108"1 and 184tft records. 
These two voting records are very different from the others, since they contain only 
one "Yes" vote over all the 16 issues, while the majority of the voters vote "Yes" 
for 6 to 10 issues. The two distinguished votes are picked up by TRANCLUS and 
are assigned to two separate singleton clusters. Here we believe that the behavior 
4http://archive.ics.uci.edu/ml/ 
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Fig. 12. Clustering results for Mushroom. 
of TRANCLUS is reasonable, since these two votes are not very representative of 
either of the two expected classes. On the other hand, in contrast to TRANCLUS, 
AT-DC produces a different partitioning of the data for each of the two scenarios. 
As can be seen from Figure 10(b) and Figure 11(b), the distribution of transactions 
over the discovered clusters suggests that the quality of the clusters produced by 
AT-DC is also good. 
Mushrooms: This dataset contains 8124 tuples, each representing a mushroom 
characterized by 22 attributes, such as color, shape, odor, etc. Each mushroom 
is classified as either "Poisonous" or "Edible". There are 4208 edible and 3916 
poisonous mushrooms in total. There are 2,480 missing values which are ignored 
during clustering. In order to convert this data to transactional data, we represent 
each tuple as a set of Attribute/Value pairs. Figure 12 illustrate the clustering 
results of TRANCLUS and AT-DC for this dataset. As can be seen from this 
figure, TRANCLUS identifies the two expected clusters with accuracy w 90% (only 
10% of all the tuples are misclassified). This means that our algorithm discovers 
two output clusters in each of which the majority of points come from one input 
cluster. These results are generally indicative of a clean mapping from input to 
output clusters. On the other hand, in contrast to TRANCLUS, AT-DC achieves 
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Fig. 13. Clustering results for Zoo. 
purity of classes by producing more clusters. Specifically, as depicted in Figure 
12(b), the algorithm produces eight clusters, of which two (C\ and C4) contain 
misclassified tuples. 
Zoo: This dataset contains 101 records with 16 Boolean-valued attributes such 
that each record corresponds to an animal. There are seven types of animals in this 
dataset. As can be seen from Figure 13(a), our algorithm identifies five clusters. 
As evident from the confusion matrix reported in this figure, the clustering quality 
is good. In fact, the Mammal, Bird, Invertebrate and Insect classes are accurately 
discovered in clusters Ci,C$,C3 and C4, respectively. In cluster C5, TRANCLUS 
confuses Reptile and Amphibian with Fish. This behavior of TRANCLUS is mainly 
due to the fact that in the Zoo data, animals in these three classes share a number 
of features in common. In addition to this, the Reptile class and the Amphibian 
class contain a limited number of animals: 5 and 4 animals respectively. The small 
number of samples, combined with the fact that animals in these two classes have 
some characteristics in common with animals in the Fish class, makes it difficult 
to distinguish between them. On the other hand, as depicted in Figure 13(b), the 
results of AT-DC are quite similar to those of TRANCLUS. The main source of error 
for AT-DC is that it confuses Fish with Reptile while, in contrast to TRANCLUS, 
the algorithm discovers three of the four amphibian animals in cluster Cg. Overall, 
the performance of TRANCLUS and AT-DC on the Zoo data is good since they 
succeed in identifying pure clusters (TRANCLUS misclassifies 9 records while AT-
DC misclassifies 8 records). 
Internet Advertisements: This dataset comprises a set of possible advertise-
ments on Internet pages. It contains 3279 records such that each record represents 
a Web page. The features in this data encode phrases occurring in the URL, the im-
age's URL and alt text, the anchor text, and words occurring near the anchor text. 
In total, there are 1557 features, of which 1554 are Boolean and the three remaining 
ones are "categorical" in nature (although they are numeric, several values occur 
frequently). Each record within this data is transformed to a transaction by con-
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Fig. 14. Visualization of the clustering result of TRANCLUS on Internet Advertisements. 
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Fig. 15. Clustering results for Internet Advertisements. 
sidering non-zero entries only. This yields a transactional dataset with 2832 items. 
Finally, we note that the Internet Advertisements data is quite unbalanced, since 
458 records are labeled as "advertisement" (ad) and 2821 records are labeled as 
"non-advertisement" (noad). Figure 14 illustrates the resulting transaction/item 
incidence matrix for the Internet Advertisements data using TRANCLUS. As is 
clearly visible from this figure, TRANCLUS produces a block-triangular matrix in 
which each block corresponds to a cluster (lines in the figure correspond to the 
frontier of each cluster). Such block structure indicates that clusters discovered 
by our algorithm are characterized by distinctive subsets of items, which in turn 
indicates the good quality of the clustering. 
As depicted in Figure 15(a), TRANCLUS achieves reasonable class purity by 
producing 98 clusters. Clusters C\, C2 and C3, which represent the class "noad", 
are the largest in size. Clusters C4 — Cyg and Cg4 — Cgg also correspond to the class 
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"noad", while clusters Cso — C93 represent the minority class (i.e., the class "ad"). 
As is visible from Figure 14, except for C\, C2 and C3, the clusters are of relatively 
small size (the size of clusters varies from 6 to 80). The main reason TRANCLUS 
generates a large number of clusters is due to the criterion function CF(C) which 
favors compact, separate structures. This is clearly apparent in Figure 14, in which 
we can see that the each of the small clusters contains a distinctive small subset of 
items. Recall that the Internet Advertisements data is of high dimensionality. In 
this situation, the results of TRANCLUS on this data reflect the general trend for 
high-dimensional data, in which clusters may hide in different subspaces [Bouguessa 
and Wang 2009; Agrawal et al. 2005; Aggarwal and Yu 2002]. On the other hand, 
from Figure 15(b) we can see that AT-DC also achieves a reasonable purity of classes 
by producing 14 clusters, among which C5 and C7 represent the class "ad". The 
error rate of AT-DC is 0.064 and that of TRANCLUS is 0.093. The main source 
of error for both algorithms is the minority class "ad", some of whose records 
are confused with the class "noad". In our investigation, we found that, in general, 
records in these two classes could be identical with respect to some attribute values. 
This is why both algorithms tend to generate several clusters, with respect to 
distinctive subsets of items, in each of which some records of "ad" are combined 
with records from "noad". 
6. APPLICATION TO YAHOO! ANSWERS 
In this section, we put our approach to work using data from Yahoo! Answers. 
First we identify authoritative users and then detect communities that form around 
them. The following steps summarize our approach to identify knowledge-sharing 
communities for a given category in Yahoo! Answers. 
(1) Apply Algorithm 2 to identify the set E of authoritative users; 
(2) Based on Definition 1, associate with each asker a, {i = 1 , . . . , n) a transaction 
Ti that summarizes his/her interactions with authoritative users. 
(3) Apply TRANCLUS (Algorithm 3) to cluster the set of transactions {Tt}. 
The resulting clusters from the above procedure correspond to the communities 
that we are attempting to discover. Below, we describe the datasets used in our 
experiments and then report the results, followed by a discussion. 
6.1 Datasets 
We conduct experiments on datasets which represent users' activities over one full 
year for six categories: "Biology", "Chemistry", "Engineering", "Mathematics", 
"Physics" and "Programming & Design". Some statistics on the datasets are re-
ported in Figure 16. Note that due to commercial-in-confidence, all the dataset 
statistics are reported as percentages. As illustrated in this table, more than half 
the users in each category ask questions only. This indicates that Yahoo! Answers 
is really a place where users come to get answers to their questions by relying 
on other users' expertise on different topics. Also, it is interesting to see that a 
large fraction of users are only interested in sharing their knowledge by answering 
questions only. This distribution of users' activities is very common in many other 
categories not described here in which knowledge sharing and factual expertise are 
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Category 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Engineering 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Programming 
%users who ask only 
60% 
63% 
65% 
64% 
60% 
66% 
%users who answer only 
36% 
32% 
31% 
31% 
34% 
29% 
%users who ask and answer 
4% 
5% 
4% 
5% 
6% 
5% 
Fig. 16. Datasets statistics. 
Category 
Biology 
Chemistry 
Engineering 
Mathematics 
Physics 
Programming 
%authoritative users 
0.66% 
0.70% 
0.74% 
0.50% 
0.70% 
0.72% 
Fig. 17. Percentage of authoritative users in each category. 
sought. It can however be less clear in some other categories where users are more 
engaged in expressing their opinion than in knowledge sharing (this is the case, for 
example, in the "Politics" category). 
6.2 Identifying Authoritative Users 
We use our procedure described in Algorithm 2 to automatically identify author-
itative users in each of the categories presented in Figure 16. We also provide 
an analysis to evaluate the suitability of the obtained results. It is worth point-
ing out, however, that there is no standard method in the literature to which our 
technique for identifying authoritative users could be compared. To the best of 
our knowledge, the method that we propose is the first attempt to automatically 
discriminate authoritative and non-authoritative users; existing approaches pro-
vide only a ranked list of users. Furthermore, there is also a shortage of standard 
benchmark data which could be used to evaluate approaches designed to identify ex-
perts/authoritative users. For all of these reasons, evaluating the proposed method 
is a challenging task. In view of this, we have adopted a principled way of evaluat-
ing the authoritative user identification technique presented in this paper. Below, 
we give a salient illustration of the suitability of our method. 
We investigated all of the categories described in Figure 16 in order to identify 
authoritative users. As mentioned in Section 3.2, in all cases we found that the 
authority scores are well fitted by two gamma components. The component that 
contains large authority score values represents authoritative users. In general, we 
found only a few hundred users who are authoritative. Figure 17 provides an idea 
of the percentage of authoritative users identified in each category. 
In order to evaluate the effectiveness of our approach, we looked at the behav-
ior/activity of a significant number of identified authoritative users on the site and 
manually evaluated their answers. Since there are millions of questions and an-
swers in Yahoo! Answers, it was impossible for us to investigate all of the users 
manually. We thus selected a few hundred of authoritative users from the cate-
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gories "Programming & Design" and "Mathematics". We specifically chose these 
two categories because they are close to our domains of expertise. 
We performed a thorough analysis and observed that all of the selected users are 
very active, with a strong presence on the site. In most cases, they provide detailed 
answers of good quality to a large number of questions. Furthermore, we examined 
each selected user's profile page (in Yahoo! Answers, profile pages allow individuals 
to provide information about themselves and their expertise). This yielded very 
interesting and encouraging results. For instance, we found that the selected users 
in the "Mathematics" category included math teachers and graduate students. In 
the category "Programming & Design", there were a number of software engineers, 
Web programmers and students. Such users are valuable sources of knowledge. 
In our investigation we also observed that such users play a significant role in 
regulating the whole system on the site. In several cases, they provide an objective 
evaluation of the answers of other users through the voting mechanism available 
on the site. We believe such users are potential candidates to perform a given 
organizational role on the site. Based on these encouraging results, we expect other 
authoritative users identified by our approach in other categories to display similar 
behavior to the users we analyzed from the categories "Programming & Design" 
and "Mathematics". To confirm our claim, we will now investigate the quality of 
the content generated by all the identified authoritative users in a more systematic 
way. 
6.2.1 Quality of Content. The aim of this set of experiments is to evaluate the 
quality of the content generated by all the identified authoritative users. We expect 
these users to generate high-quality content (i.e., questions and answers of high 
quality). Hence, evaluating the quality of the content generated by authoritative 
users can also be a validation of the suitability of our method. For this purpose, we 
use the quality metric described in [Agichtein et al. 2008] as the "gold standard" 
for evaluation. We provide, below, a brief description of this approach. 
The work in [Agichtein et al. 2008] addresses the problem of identifying high-
quality content in question-answering Web sites. The approach combines analysis 
of the textual content with user feedback on the site in order to estimate a quality 
score for each question and answer. The quality score described in [Agichtein et al. 
2008] is the confidence score of a binary classifier trained on high and low quality 
examples. The value of the quality score is always between 0 and 1. When the 
question or answer is of high quality, the value of the quality score is close to 1. On 
the other hand, a question or answer with low quality receives a very small quality 
score value (close to 0). The experiments in [Agichtein et al. 2008] illustrate that 
such an approach to identifying high-quality content achieves an accuracy close to 
that of humans. Figure 18 shows the average quality score of authoritative users 
identified by our approach in each category. 
As we can see from this figure, the average quality score of authoritative users 
in each category is generally between 0.7 and 0.77, which is a relatively high qual-
ity score. This result constitutes another source of confirmation concerning the 
suitability of our approach for identifying users that contribute significantly to the 
generation of high-quality content in Yahoo! Answers. Moreover, such results also 
indicate that askers are very selective in choosing the best answerers in categories 
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Fig. 18. Average quality score of the answers of the identified authoritative users in each category. 
t ha t require factual answers. We can thus rely on them and on their judgment with 
a pre t ty high level of confidence. 
6.3 Identifying Communities 
Now that authoritative users have been identified, let us focus on detecting knowledge-
sharing communities. To this end, we first exploit the interactions between askers 
and authoritative users in Yahoo! Answers through the question-answering pro-
cess and then represent such interactions as a type of transaction. Next, we use 
TRANCLUS to cluster askers on the basis of their interactions with authoritative 
users. In the previous section we tested our clustering algorithm on a number of 
synthetic and public, real-life datasets for which the cluster structure was known 
beforehand. The results demonstrate the suitability of our algorithm to discover 
meaningful structures. In contrast to the experiments devised in Section 5, in this 
set of experiments we analyze data for which the cluster structure is not known. 
Hence, we apply TRANCLUS in an exploratory fashion, and we report our findings. 
Before describing our results, it should be noted that we did not consider ex-
isting graph-based community detection algorithms in the following experiments. 
Such approaches could not be used to identify the knowledge-sharing communities 
that we aim to discover because they are not primarily designed for that purpose. 
Most existing community detection methods represent their environment as a graph 
and define a community as a set of nodes which are more densely connected than 
elsewhere. Such a definition does not effectively reflect the interactions between 
askers and authoritative users in question-answering forums. It is consequently not 
straightforward, and indeed very difficult, to perform a fair and objective compar-
ison between our approach and existing ones. 
We used TRANCLUS to discover knowledge-sharing communities in all of the 
categories described in Figure 16. For purposes of illustration, Figure 19 shows 
the results when our algorithm is applied to the categories Biology, Chemistry 
and Engineering. The results depicted in this figure are very representative of the 
general trend of our algorithm for the remaining categories described in Figure 
16. Note that, as with the experiments conducted in Section 5, the clustering 
results depicted in Figure 19 represent the transaction/item incidence matrix which 
summarizes the interaction between users in each category. The rows of each matrix 
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Authoritative 
(a) Biology. (b) Chemistry. (c) Engineering. 
Fig. 19. Clustering results for three selected categories. 
correspond to askers, while the columns correspond to authoritative users. The 
shaded regions in each matrix represent non-zero entries, which in turn indicate 
the presence of an interaction between askers and authoritative users. 
From a visual inspection of Figure 19 we can assess the results. The block-
diagonal structure in each matrix testifies to the good quality of the clusters iden-
tified by TRANCLUS. The community structure is clearly visible since each of the 
discovered clusters is characterized by a distinctive subset of authoritative users. 
Interestingly, one particularly notable feature of the results is that in the major-
ity of the clusters discovered by TRANCLUS, we found that askers interact most 
frequently with the same authoritative user. This is clearly apparent in Figure 19. 
In fact, the majority of the blocks (or dense regions) in each of the matrices de-
picted in this figure correspond to the interactions of askers (grouped in the same 
cluster) with one authoritative user. This means that within each of the discovered 
communities, askers revolve around one dominant authoritative user. The number 
of askers in each discovered community varies from 10 to more than 2500 for the 
categories considered in this set of experiments. 
Our findings described above are a good reflection of human interactions in fo-
rums designed for the sole purpose of knowledge sharing. In fact, as illustrated in 
Figure 16, in technically focused forums the majority of participants are novices 
(more than half of the users ask questions only). Those who have expertise will 
primarily answer, while those who do not will be posting the majority of the ques-
tions. As stated earlier, authoritative users do not answer questions at random; 
they have a certain degree of focus. Thus, they answer questions for which they 
believe they can provide thorough help to askers, without keeping close track of 
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the help provided and ensuring that they receive equal benefits. Askers, for their 
part, post focused questions that require factual answers. In this setting, it is clear 
that the interaction between participants is not random. Askers tend to interact 
repeatedly with a relatively small set of authoritative users who are interested by 
their questions. One such mechanism directs askers to membership in clusters in 
which they closely interact with a few authoritative users. In our application, we 
found that the majority of the discovered communities are principally built around 
one dominant authoritative user. 
Another distinguishing characteristic for the knowledge-sharing communities iden-
tified by our clustering algorithm is that the overlap among them is relatively low. 
That is, the number of authoritative users that appear in several clusters is small. 
We can observe this from Figure 19. In fact, in addition to the block diagonal struc-
tures, we observe in each matrix depicted in this figure that there are a number 
of points distributed across all the clusters. These points indicate the presence of 
interaction between an asker and authoritative user. The knowledgeable reader can 
observe in this rendering that the distribution of such points is relatively sparse. 
This indicates that the overlap among the clusters is relatively low. To quantita-
tively illustrate this point, we estimate the average overlap among the discovered 
clusters in each category as follows: 
av-overlap = -—j- -T-T- (18) 
nc(nc — l) /2 
Recall that nc is the number of clusters while overlap(Ct,Cj) denotes the overlap 
between two clusters, defined as 
OTerMC1,C,) = { | n ^ { (19) 
where, Ei and Ej correspond to the set of authoritative users in cluster C, and Cj 
respectively. The component overlap(Ci,Cj) is simply the Jaccard coefficient and 
takes values between 0 and 1. A value of overlap(Ci, Cj) close to 0 indicates that the 
number of authoritative users that appears in both clusters Cj and Cj is intrinsically 
low. Accordingly, a value of av-overlap close to 0 indicates the same think for all 
the discovered clusters. Figure 20 summarize the average overlap between the 
communities discovered by TRANCLUS for the six categories considered in this 
paper. As can be seen from this figure, the overlap between the discovered clusters 
is relatively low. This means that authoritative users do not answers questions in 
an anarchic manner, but they are focused to provide help to a specific set of askers 
who share an interest with them. This testifies to effectiveness of our authoritative 
users' identification procedure in discovering the most knowledgeable users on the 
site that are willing to help other participants. 
To summarize, the nature of the interactions between askers and authoritative 
users, in factual technically focused forums, tend to foster communities in which 
askers and authoritative users are strongly connected to each other in the sense 
that: 1) askers interact repeatedly with a limited number of authoritative users, 
and 2) the number of authoritative users that occur in different communities is 
relatively small. 
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Fig. 20. Average overlap between the discovered clusters in each category. 
Cluster l {PHP, Website, HTML, JavaScript, Ajax, Java} 
Cluster2 {C + + , net, games, Windows, Java, Microsoft} 
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Cluster2 
(a) Programming 
{electricity, circuit, transistor, capacitor, battery, resistor, signal, amplifier} 
{mechanic, engine, motor, design, piping, fluid, machine} 
(b) Engineering 
Cluster l {cell, dna, blood, human, chromosome, gene, virus} 
Cluster2 {animal, mitosis, meiosis, cell, bacteria, chromosome, genetic} 
(c) Biology 
Fig. 21. The most frequent words identified within each selected cluster. 
To provide a more qualitative analysis of our results, we also investigated the 
content generated by the clustered askers. Our goal was to verify whether askers 
who form a community did in fact post questions on the same topics. To this end, we 
performed an analysis on three categories: Programming, Engineering and Biology. 
Specifically, for each discovered cluster, we examined all the questions posted by 
askers in order to extract the most frequent words. Our investigation is based on 
the fact that questions under the same topic should share a set of common words. 
In this setting, it is reasonable to assume that the most frequent words represent 
the topic description of a cluster. Figure 21, illustrates the most frequent and 
relevant words for two selected communities for each of the three categories. Note 
that before extracting the most frequent words, we performed some preprocessing 
operations like removal of stop words and ignoring of some non-relevant frequent 
words such as "help", "question", "problem", etc. 
From Figure 21 we can assess that the set of frequent words identified within 
each selected cluster indicates that, in Yahoo! Answers, the clustered askers tend 
to post questions on closely related topics. For instance, Figure 21(a) suggest that 
questions in the first cluster are about Web programming while questions in the 
second cluster are related to games programming in C + + and Java. Also, from 
Figure 21(b), we can surmise that questions posted by askers of Cluster 1 revolve 
around different subjects of electrical engineering while those in Cluster 2 are about 
mechanical engineering. Finally, it appears that the questions asked by the members 
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of the first cluster illustrated in Figure 21(c) are more related to human biology 
while questions in the second cluster are more related to animals. 
The results depicted in Figure 21 suggest that questions posted by askers of the 
same community are closely related. Such results could be explained by the fact 
that, in Yahoo! Answers, we have found that each community of askers identified by 
TRANCLUS is built around one dominant authoritative user who does not appear 
frequently in other communities. Accordingly, askers of the same community are 
highly likely to ask questions on closely related topics since they interact with one 
authoritative user and this authoritative user provides answers to questions which 
are related to his specific domain of expertise. 
7. LITERATURE REVIEW 
7.1 Finding Community Structure 
Depending on the application domain, a number of approaches for identifying com-
munity structure in different contexts have been proposed [Radicchi et al. 2004; 
Girvan and Newman 2002; Flake et al. 2000; Kumar et al. 1999; Gibson et al. 
1998]. In these studies, the term community has been defined in more than one 
way [Zhang et al. 2007; Balakrishnan and Deo 2006; Radicchi et al. 2004]. For 
instance, Gibson et al. [1998] define a community in the Web as containing a core 
of central, "authoritative pages" (highly referenced pages) linked together by "hub 
pages" (pages that point to the authorities). In the same context of the WWW, 
Kumar et al. [1999] define a community as a dense directed bipartite subgraph. A 
dense bipartite graph is a graph whose node set can be partitioned into two sets 
L and -R such that every node in L links to every node in R. Dourisboure et al. 
[2007] define a community in the Web as containing two sets of pages: the set of 
the Y centers of the community, i.e., pages sharing a common topic; and the set X 
of the fans, i.e., pages that are interested in the topic. Typically, every fan contains 
a link to most of the centers; at the same time, there are few links among centers 
and among fans. In contrast to all these approaches, Flake et al. [2000] define a 
community in the Web as a set of sites that have more links to members of the 
community than to non-members. 
In the context of social and biological networks, Girvan and Newman [2002] 
define a communities in a network as subsets of vertices within which vertex-vertex 
connections are dense, but between which connections are sparse. Radicchi et al. 
[2004] discuss the case of two quantitative definitions of community. Specifically, 
they introduce the concept of "strong community" and "weak community". In a 
"strong community" each node has more connections within the community than 
with the rest of the graph. In a "weak community", the sum of all the edges 
connecting to nodes within a community is larger than the sum of all the connections 
toward nodes in the rest of the network. Zhou et al. [2006] introduce the concept 
of "semantic community" in social networks. A semantic community in a social 
network includes users with similar communications interests and topics that are 
associated with their communication. For more survey on existing approaches we 
refer the reader to [Danon et al. 2005; Newman 2004]. 
To summarize, the concept of community is general and its definition depends 
substantially on the context [Zhang et al. 2007; Radicchi et al. 2004]. Accordingly, 
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the approaches discussed above have been developed for different circumstances, 
depending on: 1) the context of the study; 2) the data representation model; and 
3) the type of community that the algorithm is targeted to discover. The focus of 
this paper is, however, different from all of the existing work since we tackle with 
the problem of identifying knowledge-sharing communities in the particular context 
of question-answering forums. To the best of our knowledge, the problem in this 
form has not been addressed in the literature so far. 
7.2 Expert-Finding Approaches 
The problem of identifying authoritative users is mainly related to the problem of 
expert identification. Expertise-finder systems have been explored in a number of 
studies [Zhang et al. 2007; Maybury 2006; Yimam and Kobsa 2003; Ackerman et al. 
2002]. In the past few years, a number of commercial systems have been developed 
that an enterprise can deploy to support finding its own experts or those of other 
organizations. These systems attempt to leverage the social network (relationships 
among people) within an organization to help find the appropriate expert [Zhang 
et al. 2007]. For instance, Referral Web [Kautz et al. 1997] from AT&T provides 
access to experts across an enterprise, aiming to make the basis for referral trans-
parent to the user. It generates social networks based on bibliographic information 
and supporting context to deduce actual experts and associated referral paths. Au-
tonomy's IDOL Server 5 is another commercial system that analyzes employees' 
search and publication histories, on the basis of the documents they access and 
submit on the intranet, to determine concepts that are indicative of their expertise. 
Systems such as Tacit's KnowledgeMail 6 and Xpertfinder [Sihn and Heeren 2001] 
determine user expertise from email message traffic. Tacit's KnowledgeMail builds 
user interest profiles by scanning email and matching it to document taxonomies. 
Xpertfinder uses a pre-existing hierarchy of subject areas, characterized by word 
frequencies, to identify experts in specific areas by analyzing the word frequencies 
in email written by each individual. Mattox et al. [1999] describe a system named 
ExpertFinder which exploits technical papers, presentations, resumes, home pages 
etc. on MITRE's corporate intranet to enable the location of relevant experts. Ex-
pertFinder considers someone as an expert on a particular topic if they are linked to 
a wide range and/or a large number of documents about that topic. Specifically, as 
mentioned in [Campbell et al. 2003], ExpertFinder uses the number of self-published 
documents containing topic keyword(s) and the frequency of person mentions near 
topic keyword(s) in non-self-published documents to produce expertise scores and 
ranks. 
A common feature of the majority of the approaches discussed above is the cre-
ation of knowledge profiles via the frequency of encountered keywords. In this way, 
such approaches may reflect whether a person knows about a topic, but it is difficult 
to assess that person's relative expertise [Zhang et al. 2007]. Recently, Campbell 
et al. [2003] compared a content-based approach that looks only at email content 
and a graph-based ranking method that looks at social networks from email com-
munications. They found that the graph-based algorithm extract more information 
5www.autonomy.com 
6www.tacit.com 
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than the content-based approach. Likewise, Dom et al. [2003] compare various 
ranking algorithms, including HITS and PageRank, on both artificial and email 
networks. The experiments in [Dom et al. 2003] show that PageRank performs 
better than other ranking algorithms. 
Zhang et al. [2007] analyze data from the Java Forum seeking to identify users 
with high expertise. For this purpose, they evaluate several graph-based ranking 
algorithms, including HITS and ExpertiseRank (a PageRank-like algorithm). In 
addition, in order to perform more comparison between existing ranking methods, 
the authors also develop a synthetic model that simulates various network struc-
tures. The experiment in [Zhang et al. 2007] reveals that a simple link-based metric 
could be a powerful tool for measuring the expertise level of participants. Further 
details and survey on the problem of identifying authoritative actors can be found 
in [Maybury 2006; Yimam and Kobsa 2003; Ackerman et al. 2002]. 
The output of the vast majority of the approaches discussed above is a list of all 
users ranked according to their level of expertise/authority. A major problem for 
such approaches is to determine how many users should be chosen as authoritative 
from a ranked list. In Section 3, we effectively addressed this issue by describing 
an approach that allows automatic identification of authoritative users without any 
parameter setting. 
7.3 Transactional Clustering Algorithms 
Transactional data is a particular facet of categorical data in which records are made 
up of non-numerical values. Specifically, a transactional dataset can be transformed 
into a traditional categorical dataset (a row-by-column Boolean table) by treating 
each item as an attribute and each transaction as a row [Cesario et al. 2007; Yang 
et al. 2002]. Categorical clustering algorithms [Zaki et al. 2007] can then be used 
to cluster such transformed data. However, the transformation of data from trans-
actional to Boolean significantly increases the dimensionality of the set and thus 
may affect the efficiency of categorical clustering algorithms [Yan et al. 2006]. To 
alleviate this problem, a number of transactional clustering algorithms have been 
proposed. Below, we discuss previous work on clustering transactional data. 
The Largeltem algorithm introduced by Wang et al. [1999] cluster the transac-
tions by iteratively optimizing a global criterion function which is based on the 
notion of large items (i.e., items in a cluster having occurrence rates greater than 
the user-defined parameter 9). The main assumption of this approach is that large 
items are "popular" items in a cluster and consequently contribute to similarity in 
a cluster, whereas small items contribute to dissimilarity in a cluster. The criterion 
function proposed in [Wang et al. 1999] attempts to minimize two components: 
1) the inter-cluster similarity, which measures the overlap of large items between 
clusters, and 2) the intra-cluster similarity, which measures the union summation 
of small items. In order to put these two components together in a single criterion 
function, the authors introduce a weight w that controls their relative importance 
in the clustering process. A weight w > 1 gives more emphasis to the intra-cluster 
similarity and a weight w < 1 gives more emphasis to inter-cluster dissimilarity. 
The CLOPE algorithm introduced by Yang et al. [2002] is similar in structure to 
Largeltem but uses a different criterion function. Unlike Largeltem, the authors of 
CLOPE do not consider the inter-cluster similarity. Specifically, CLOPE attempts 
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to maximize only the intra-cluster similarity, based on the fact that the goodness 
of a cluster is higher if the average frequency of an item is high compared to the 
number of items appearing within a transaction. In order to control the number of 
clusters, the authors introduce the repulsion parameter r in the criterion function. 
It is worth noting that both CLOPE and Largeltem are suitable for clustering large 
databases, since they attempt to optimize a global criterion function. Computing 
global criterion functions is much faster than local criterion functions based on 
pair-wise similarities [Yang et al. 2002]. On the other hand, Largeltem and CLOPE 
share a common drawback related to their dependence on a set of parameters (i.e., 
6, w and r) that need to be properly tuned. Because there is no clear guideline 
to find appropriate settings of these parameters, proper tuning is difficult in real 
applications. 
Giannotti et al. [2002] consider the problem of clustering Web log sessions. A 
session is defined in [Giannotti et al. 2002] as a set of Web pages visited by a 
user in a semantically homogeneous way and it is represented as a type of transac-
tion. In order to cluster such user sessions, the authors propose a if-means-based 
transactional clustering algorithm named Transactional if-means (TrK-means). 
Similar to the standard K-means, TrK-means attempts to minimize the squared 
distance between each transaction and the cluster representative of its cluster. The 
distance function considered in [Giannotti et al. 2002] is the Jaccard coefficient 
while the cluster representative is the set of large items in the cluster. The user 
of TrK-means must set two parameters: the number of clusters and the cluster 
representative threshold. Like the standard K-means, the TrK-means is fast, but 
its use in real applications is very limited since, in practice, the number of clus-
ters is usually unknown to the user. Further, the dependence of the algorithm on 
the cluster representative threshold could affect its accuracy, since setting different 
threshold values may lead to different clustering results. Other transactional clus-
tering algorithms such as OAK [Xiao and Dunham 2001] and K-tode [Yun et al. 
2004] also suffer from their dependence on the number of clusters, which needs to 
be set by the user. 
Yang and Padmanabhan [2005] introduce a pattern-based approach named GHIC 
to deal with the specific problem of clustering customer Web transactions. The ap-
proach is based on the idea that there may be natural behavioral patterns among 
customers in different groups of transactions. To represent behavior patterns in Web 
transactions, the authors use the Apriori algorithm [Agrawal and Srikant 1994] to 
identify frequent itemsets. In contrast to all existing transactional clustering algo-
rithms, GHIC allows a set of itemsets to describe a cluster instead of just a set of 
items. The authors in [Yang and Padmanabhan 2005] argue why such a strategy 
is appropriate for clustering customer transactions. GHIC is hierarchical in nature 
and attempts to maximize a criterion function which is based on two measures: 
1) the difference between clusters and 2) the similarity of transactions within a 
cluster. The difference between clusters, which corresponds to the inter-cluster 
similarity, is based on the fact that the support of any pattern in one cluster should 
be different from the support in the other cluster. The similarity measure for a 
cluster, which corresponds to the intra-cluster similarity, is simply the number of 
frequent itemsets (i.e., patterns) in the cluster. In order to generate "balanced 
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clusters", the authors introduce another component to the criterion function and 
three user-specified weights to bring the difference and similarity measures to com-
parable values. The experiments in [Yang and Padmanabhan 2005] illustrate that 
GHIC is able to successfully cluster customer transactions. Unfortunately, however, 
this approach is parameter-laden. Further, since GHIC is designed to deal with a 
specific problem in which it adopts the new approach of associating itemsets with 
behavior patterns and using that concept to guide the clustering process, it cannot 
be applied to the general problem of clustering transactional data. 
Yan et al. [2006] introduce an iterative algorithm named WCD similar in struc-
ture to Largeltem and CLOPE. The algorithm attempts to maximize a "density"-
based criterion function named Expected Weighted Coverage Density (EWCD). 
The EWCD criterion function, which corresponds to the intra-cluster similarity 
measure, is based on the frequency of specific groups of items: the higher the fre-
quency of such groups, the stronger the clustering. The WCD algorithm needs the 
number of clusters as an input parameter. To address this problem, the authors 
introduced the SCALE framework which is designed to perform the transactional 
data clustering in four steps: 1) Sampling, 2) Clustering structure assessment, 3) 
Clustering and 4) Evaluation. In the first and second step, SCALE determines can-
didates for critical clustering structures and generates the candidate for the best 
number Ks of clusters. In third step, SCALE runs the WCD algorithm with differ-
ent numbers of clusters and choose, in the fourth step, the clustering that optimizes 
a specific validity index. To this end, the authors propose two validity indices. The 
first is the LISR measure, which aims to measure the preservation of frequent item-
sets. The cluster number that maximizes LISR is considered to be the optimal 
number of clusters. The computation of the LISR index depends on the minimum 
support, which is a user-specified parameter. The second validity index is the AMI 
measure which aims to measure the inter-dissimilarity of clusters. The maximum of 
AMI, as a function of the number of clusters, is sought for a well-defined partition. 
The WCD algorithm alleviates some of the drawbacks of its predecessors algo-
rithms since it addresses the problem of identifying the "optimal" number of clusters 
in the data. However, the strategy adopted entails an extra computational cost due 
to a repeated running of the algorithm with different numbers of clusters. Also, 
computation of the LISR index depends on a user-defined parameter which, may 
introduce a usability problem in real applications. Further, the results of WCD de-
pend heavily on the sampled data extracted in the first step of SCALE. In several 
practical cases, the sampled data do not necessarily reflect/preserve the clustering 
structure of the whole dataset. 
Recently, Cesario et al. [2007] introduced the AT-DC algorithm, which is a divi-
sive approach that resembles the general schema of a top-down decision tree learning 
algorithm. AT-DC starts from an initial partition containing a single cluster which 
represents the whole dataset and then iteratively splits a cluster within the partition 
into two sub-clusters. During this iterative process, based on a quality measure, 
the algorithm evaluates whether the split yields a new partition that exhibits bet-
ter clustering quality than the original cluster. If the generated sub-clusters are 
of higher quality than the original cluster, it is removed and the sub-clusters are 
retained. Otherwise, the sub-clusters are discarded and a new candidate cluster 
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is considered for splitting. The quality function used to measure the quality of a 
partition is based on the fact that items that contribute to the formation of clusters 
exhibit higher local (within-cluster) occurrence frequency compared to their occur-
rence frequency in the whole dataset. TRANCLUS and AT-CD improve on the 
aforementioned approaches since they implement a parameter-free, fully automatic 
strategy to cluster transactions. 
8. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we addressed the problem of identifying community structures in 
question-answering forums. As a case study, we focused on Yahoo! Answers, a 
large and diverse online question-answering site. Specifically, we analyzed data 
from Yahoo! Answers categories in which interactions between participants favor 
knowledge sharing and factual expertise. We began by discussing the benefits of 
identifying authoritative users that provide the most valuable information and we 
illustrated that such knowledgeable users can play critical roles in fostering and 
sustaining communities in question-answering forums. In fact, we showed that the 
interactions between askers and authoritative users lead to the formation of commu-
nities in which seeking and sharing knowledge is the first priority. In this context, 
we introduced the concept of a knowledge-sharing community. This type of com-
munity is defined by a set of askers and authoritative users such that, within each 
community, askers exhibit more homogeneous behavior in terms of their interac-
tions with authoritative users than elsewhere. A procedure was devised to discover 
members of such a community. In our approach we proceeded in two phases: first, 
we identified authoritative users and then we discovered the communities that form 
around them. 
In order to automatically identify authoritative users, we proposed a probabilistic 
approach based on a mixture model. First, we estimated the authority score of each 
user. Next, we analyzed their statistical properties. We found that the authority 
scores are well fitted by two gamma components. One of these two components, 
which contains large values of the authority score, corresponds to authoritative 
users. Once authoritative users have been detected, we focused on the problem 
of detecting communities. To this end, we represented our environment as a type 
of transactional data such that each transaction summarizes the interaction of one 
asker with authoritative users who answered his/her questions. Then, we developed 
a parameter-free transactional clustering algorithm named TRANCLUS to cluster 
askers who exhibit homogeneous behaviors in terms of their interaction with au-
thoritative users. The suitability of TRANCLUS was demonstrated through an 
empirical study on both synthetic and public, real-life data. 
Finally, we put our approach to work using data from six Yahoo! Answers cat-
egories which represent users' activities over one full year. First, we began by 
detecting authoritative users in each category. Experiments showed that our au-
thoritative user identification procedure is able to effectively identify, in a fully 
systematic manner, the most prominent actors who are rich sources of knowledge. 
We also evaluated the content generated by the identified authoritative users. Our 
results clearly demonstrate that such users contribute significantly to the generation 
of high-quality content. Then, we used TRANCLUS to cluster askers on the basis 
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of their interaction with authoritative users. Interestingly, the algorithm discovered 
strong communities within each of which askers are closely clustered around one 
dominant authoritative user. This "dense" community structure supports trust, 
cooperation, and closer communication and thus facilitates knowledge transfers -
which corresponds, in the end, to the goal of the approach devised in this paper. 
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Conclusion 
Dans cette these, nous avons etudie deux problematiques differentes, a savoir le cluste-
ring des donnees de hautes dimensions et l'extraction des connaissances dans les services 
Web de question-reponse. A travers les trois chapitres de cette these nous avons presente 
trois contributions liees a des thematiques differentes qui represented des preoccupations 
actuelles majeures dans le domaine de forage de donnees. 
Dans le premier chapitre de cette these, nous avons presente PCKA, un algorithme de 
projected clustering pour les donnees de hautes dimensions. Nous avons illustre la fiabilite 
et la robustesse de notre algorithme a travers des tests et des comparaisons avec les ap-
proches existantes. Les resultats experimentaux demontrent que PCKA est capable d'iden-
tifier des projected clusters de faible dimensionnalite. Nos tests demontrent aussi que la 
robustesse de PCKA est toujours maintenue meme en presence d'une quantite conside-
rable de bruits dans les donnees. La bonne performance de notre algorithme sur les donnees 
reelles illustre que PCKA est un outil pratique. 
PCKA reussit a atteindre cette performance grace a la restriction imposee dans le calcul 
de la distance qui considere seulement les attributs qui contiennent des regions denses, et a 
la strategie de selection de ces attributs qui est la phase 1 de PCKA. En effet, la phase 1 de 
PCKA, qui vise a analyser la pertinence des attributs, represente l'element central de notre 
algorithme qui nous a permis de : 1) developper des outils appropries pour traiter le pro-
bleme complexe de l'extraction du bruit dans les donnees de hautes dimensions (pahse #2), 
et 2) developper une formulation de la distance bien adaptee au contexte particulier des 
donnees de hautes dimensions pour identifier correctement les projected clusters (pahse 
#3). Nous estimions que cette strategie peut etre utilisee par d'autres algorithmes de clus-
tering, concus pour des donnees de faible dimensionnalite, afin de les rendre directement 
transposable sur des donnees de dimensions bien superieures. 
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PCKA vise a identifier des projected clusters qui sont paralleles aux axes. Une exten-
sion evidente de notre algorithme est de considerer le cas ou les clusters sont orientes de 
facon arbitraire a travers les axes. Une autre direction a explorer dans le futur est d'etendre 
la portee de la phase 1 de PCKA de Panalyse de la pertinence des attributs a l'analyse de 
la pertinence et de la redondance des attributs. L'analyse de redondance des attributs parait 
etre ignoree par la totalite des algorithmes de projected clustering. 
Dans le deuxieme chapitre de cette these, nous avons etudie le probleme de l'identifi-
cation automatique des utilisateurs experts dans les forums Internet de question-reponse. 
Notre contribution inclut le developpement d'une approche probabiliste qui se base sur le 
modele de melange de distributions de la loi Gamma. Premierement, nous avons estime le 
degre d'expertise de chaque utilisateur. Deuxiemement, nous avons analyse leurs proprietes 
statistiques. Dans nos experimentations, nous avons trouve que que les degres d'expertise 
suivent un melange de distribution de deux composantes Gamma. Une de ces deux com-
posantes, qui corresponde aux degres d'expertise les plus eleves, represente les utilisateurs 
experts. 
Nous avons teste notre approche sur des donnees qui representent les interactions des 
utilisateurs dans differentes forums de Yahoo! Answers. Les resultats experimentaux de-
montrent que notre methode est capable d'identifier, de facon systematique, les utilisateurs 
les plus prometteurs qui representent une source potentielle de savoir dans Yahoo! Ans-
wers. De plus, nous avons evalue le contenu (la qualite des reponses) genere dans le site 
par les utilisateurs experts identifies par notre approche. Nos resultats demontrent claire-
ment que les experts que nous avons identifies contribuent a generer un contenu de qualite. 
Dans le troisieme chapitre de cette these, nous nous sommes interesses a identifier les 
communautes qui se construisent autour des experts. Nous avons demontre que les utili-
sateurs experts jouent un important role dans la creation, la promotion et le maintien des 
communautes virtuelles dans les forums Internet de question-reponse. En effet, nous avons 
illustre que les interactions entre les experts et les autres participants conduisent a la for-
mation des communautes dont lesquelles, l'apprentissage et le partage des connaissances 
sont la premiere priorite. Dans ce contexte, nous avons introduit le nouveau concept de 
"communautes de partage des connaissances". Ces communautes sont composees d'un en-
semble d'experts et d'utilisateurs qui posent des questions de telle sorte que ces derniers 
montrent un comportement plus homogene, en terme d'interactions avec les experts, que 
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partout ailleurs. 
Afin d'identifier les communautes de partage des connaissances, nous avons represents 
notre environnement sous forme de donnees transactionnelles de telle sorte que chaque 
transaction resume les interactions d'un utilisateur specifique avec tous les experts qui ont 
repondu a ces questions. Par la suite, nous avons developpe un algorithme de clustering que 
nous avons nomme TRANCLUS et ce pour regrouper dans la meme communaute/c/wster 
les utilisateurs qui exhibent les memes comportements en terme d'interactions avec les ex-
perts. Contrairement a la vaste majorite des algorithmes transactionnels, TRANCLUS ne 
requiert aucun parametre qui doit etre fourni par l'utilisateur. La robustesse de TRANCLUS 
a ete illustree sur une variete de donnees synthetiques et reelles. Les resultats experimen-
taux demontrent que TRANCLLUS est capable d'identifier correctement les clusters dans 
des situations complexes. 
Nous avons applique notre approche sur des donnees extraites de six forums differents 
de Yahoo ! Answers. Les donnees que nous avons analysees represented les activites des 
utilisateurs pendant une annee complete. Un element notable qui caracterise nos resultats 
experimentaux, est que TRANCLUS identifie des communautes dans lesquelles, les utili-
sateurs qui posent souvent des questions gravitent autour d'un seul expert. Ces "denses" 
communautes que nous avons identifiees, encouragent la creativite, la collaboration, et fa-
cilitent ainsi le transfert des connaissances entre ses membres. 
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